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Abstract 
Software testing is a tedious and very expensive undertaking. Automatic test 
data generation is, therefore, proposed in this research to help testers reduce 
their work as well as ascertain software quality. The concept of test driven 
development (TDD) has become increasingly popular during the past several 
years. According to TDD, test data should be prepared before the beginning 
of code implementation. Therefore, this research asserts that the test data 
should be generated from the software design documents which are normally 
created prior to software code implementation. 
Among such design documents, the UML state machine diagrams are 
selected as a platform for the proposed automated test data generation 
mechanism. Such diagrams are selected because they show behaviours of a 
single object in the system. The genetic algorithm (GA) based approach has 
been developed and applied in the process of searching for the right amount 
of quality test data. Finally, the generated test data have been used together 
with UML class diagrams for JUnit test code generation. 
The GA-based test data generation methods have been enhanced to take 
care of parallel path and loop problems of the UML state machines. In 
addition the proposed GA-based approach is also targeted to solve the 
diagrams with parameterised triggers. 
As a result, the proposed framework generates test data from the basic state 
machine diagram and the basic class diagram without any additional 
nonstandard information, while most other approaches require additional 
information or the generation of test data from other formal languages. The 
transition coverage values for the introduced approach here are also high; 
therefore, the generated test data can cover most of the behaviour of the 
system. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION   2 
1.1 Background 
Software testing is a labour intensive and very expensive task. It accounts for 
50 percent of the time and efforts spent during the entire software 
development life cycle (Myers, 2004). The crucial part of software testing is 
selecting of the test data for testing software. The appropriate amount of test 
data can reduce unnecessary execution time. In addition, high-quality test 
data is imperative; otherwise, the test data cannot capture all the 
requirements for the software. Automatic test data generation is proposed to 
achieve a balance between the amount and quality of test data, because 
random test data generation cannot always assure the quality of test data.  
Automatic test data generation is first proposed by using the control flow 
graph with a deterministic algorithm to search for a proper set of test data 
(Korel, 1990). More recently, non-deterministic techniques were also 
investigated in relation to this problem. Michael et al. (2001) presented an 
application of a genetic algorithm to the same problem as reported in Korel 
(1990) to search for a quality set of test data from the source code with 
adequate results. 
There is one obvious disadvantage in generating test data from source code; 
developers have to ensure that the program is complete before test data can 
be generated. Generating test data from the software specification, however, 
can relax this constraint. In addition, having test data before coding can help 
software developers to produce software that conforms to the software 
specification (Beck, 2003). Software specification can be in the form of 
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Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams, formal language specifications, 
or any other types of formal and informal description.  
A software design specification is a product of software design. Both software 
design and software testing are important in the software life cycle. Creating 
a good design helps developers to develop software easily. Moreover, a 
good design can better accommodate any future changes to software 
requirements. Due to the fact that changes can happen throughout the 
software life cycle, means a good design will ensure that changes occur only 
when necessary during software development.  
Test Driven Development (TDD; Beck, 2003) suggests that developers 
should write the test data before their coding. Having test data provides many 
advantages. One such benefit is that the test program can be used to control 
the functions of the software while being developed and developers can test 
their source code at any time throughout the development process. In 
addition, test driven development provides the most reliable and practical 
indications for software developers to know when to stop their coding activity. 
In other words, the code implementation phase is considered complete when 
the source code has passed all the predefined test data. Therefore, it is easy 
for developers to manage their time. Finally, a major contribution of TDD may 
lie in the area of software quality assurance in the sense that the software 
developed under the TDD methodology is assured to conform to its 
requirements specification. This is because in order to finish coding, the 
program must be executed successfully against all the test data, which has 
been previously defined according to the software specification.  
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A TDD is directly related to the software specification because the test code 
must be implemented before implementing source code; therefore, test data 
must be provided by the software specification. Testers must have an 
understanding of the software specification to generate the test code with test 
data. The proper specification is required in order to provide quality test 
codes. The proper specification is the software specification which should be 
unambiguous, concise, and easy to understand. Some software designers 
write the specification too vaguely which can cause different interpretations 
by programmers and testers. A vague specification may easily cause errors 
in the source code due to incorrect interpretation. To encourage software 
designers to write a proper specification, the benefits of preparing such 
proper software design must be presented. These benefits are the central 
idea of this investigation; the design and implementation of an automatic 
framework, which helps the software team reduce much of the manual work 
involved in the software process. To this end, the key questions of this 
research are, what process can be automated, and how can the automation 
be implemented? 
The idea of automatic test data generation has been proposed by many 
researchers and has used many types of specification (e.g Korel, 1990; 
Burdy et al., 2003; Leavens et al., 2003; Xu and Yang, 2004; Wang et al., 
2004). The drawbacks of most of these examples are that the chosen 
specifications are not widely used in the software industry. Many of the 
commercial tools in use today are based mainly on the Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) notation. To be more relevant and useful to real world 
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software development, this research aims to use a simple UML specification 
as the source of a test data generation model. 
The research in this thesis will mostly focus on creating quality test data and 
providing the test code automatically. With this proposed framework, the 
proper specifications are required to generate the test data. The generated 
test code can be used as a guide to develop the software under the test 
driven development approach. This reduces the time and effort involved in 
the software development process while maintaining the quality of the 
software.  
1.2 Research Scope 
The scope of the research presented in this thesis is to design an approach 
for generating test data from the UML diagrams, and then to create the JUnit 
test code. The JUnit is the Java unit test code framework used automatically 
in many agile software development processes. UML diagrams are selected 
as a source for generating test data because they have become the 
industry’s de facto standard in terms of being preferred as software design 
tools (Lange et al., 2006). However, many existing test data generation 
techniques do not use the basic UML diagrams. Instead, they use the applied 
UML diagrams which are not consistent with the standard UML diagrams as 
defined by OMG (OMG, 2010). Such modified diagrams have extra features 
which require the designers and developers to have additional knowledge of 
how to use these tools. In contrast, this research proposes the use of 
standard UML diagrams to generate the test data. Using these basic 
diagrams allows the designers to concentrate solely on the content of their 
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specification without the additional burden of rewriting the specification in 
another nonstandard notation format. 
Metaheuristic techniques, which can be suitable for the test data generation, 
are also investigated. First, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) was experimented as 
a tool to generate test data (Pargas et al., 1999; Michael et al., 2001; Khor 
and Grogono, 2004) because of its simplicity and flexibility. This research 
used the GA to investigate test data by using the formal design specification 
to find the fitness function and then generated the test data. Similarly, other 
metaheuristic techniques, such as the Tabu search (Diaz et al., 2003), the 
Ant Colony (Kamel et al., 2007), and the Genetic Simulation Annealing 
techniques (Li  et al., 2007), have also been investigated in order to find the 
best approach to generate test data.  
In this research, a GA based approach to test data generation for the UML 
state machine diagrams has been developed. The UML state machine 
diagrams use the state machine definition to show the behaviour of the 
system. In a UML state machine diagram, the behaviour of the system is 
described by a finite number of “states” in which the system can exist. A 
notion of a “trigger” is used to represent some external elements or events 
which cause the system to move from one state to another. Additionally, an 
action performed as a result of any state-to-state transition is also included. 
An appropriate UML state machine diagram can be easily transformed to a 
source code. A trigger is similar to a program’s method, such that it interfaces 
with other components to activate the system. The guard condition is a 
condition for doing behaviour which has been formerly defined. Finally, the 
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action after the state transition shows the behaviour when the trigger or the 
method is called. 
In addition, the UML state machine diagram defines the behaviour in the 
state machine basis, but the complexity of the behaviour cannot be predicted. 
It is up to the software designers to create the diagram. The paths from the 
initial state to the end state may be numerous, and loops may be present. 
The paths and loops may demand significant computation time to generate 
proper test data. The test data generation technique also aims to solve the 
paths and loop problem using the heuristic technique to reduce the 
computation time. 
The research targets the JUnit framework for the test code generation. JUnit 
is the unit framework for source code development in the Java language. The 
JUnit framework has become the main test platform for Java developers. 
JUnit code should be generated with the test data. More information from 
other types of UML diagrams, such as the UML class diagrams, is required 
for generating JUnit test code. The test code generation framework should be 
flexible enough to be applied to other unit test frameworks.  
One of the challenges this research faces is how to generate the test data 
from the UML state machine diagrams which then can be used to produce 
the JUnit test code easily. According to the UML state machine diagram, 
when the trigger is fired at a given state in the system, the attributes in the 
system will be changed and the state may also change. In JUnit, testers must 
initiate the object to be tested, and then call some methods to see what will 
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happen to the object. The generated test data should support this manner of 
test generation so that the JUnit test code can be easily generated. 
1.3  Research Motivation 
Because the test driven development writes the test before the code, it is 
considered an alternative approach to software development methodology. 
The concept is becoming popular because it is easy for developers to be 
certain of the quality of their code and to show their development progress.  
To achieve TDD, the specification should be well written before creating the 
code. Testers must understand the specification to write the test code. In 
small development teams, the software specification is not sufficient because 
the designers, developers, and testers are the same people. Therefore, an 
effective specification is usually omitted because source code can be written 
directly from the requirements specification. It is common practice for 
software developers to receive the software requirements directly from 
system analysts. By doing so, the system is not well-planned due to the fact 
that there is no review in the design to validate the requirements. To 
encourage software developers to write a proper specification and generate 
test data from the developed specification, a tool is needed to aid them.  
Therefore, a technique for generating test data from the specification can be 
a useful device to allow testers to select the test data from the specification. 
However, the testers have to read the generated test data and write the test 
code. For example, the method calculateVat(double price) is a 
method which calculates the Value added Tax (VAT) value for the input price 
and returns the Vat value as a output. The VAT value is now 20 percent of 
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price. The testers must prepare input test data and the expected results 
returned from the calculateVat using the particular input as shown in 
Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 The experimental result for each case study 
Input data Expected output 
100 20 
50 10 
125 25 
 
JUnit is the selected code platform for automated test code generation 
because Java is one of the most widely used programming languages by 
current software developers (TIOBE Software, 2010).  
Literature reviews indicate that most of the test data generation techniques 
only work with the formal specifications or applied UML diagrams (Clark, 
1998; Briand et al,. 2003; Burdy et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Xu and 
Yang, 2004; Cheon et al., 2005). This does not help software designers as 
they need time to learn the new specification. This research will provide a 
new model which can work with standard UML diagrams. These required 
diagrams can be drawn by any off-the-shelf UML drawing tools, and hence, 
reduce the learning curves for the designer. As a result of this research, all 
that is required of them is to write the proper software specification with their 
preferred UML tool and then let the system proposed in this research 
generate the JUnit test code automatically. 
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1.4 Research Contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:  
 The test data generation framework is designed in order to separate 
its components and functions. The overall framework has been 
designed on a modular basis to support any changes in the framework 
details. The changes may come from the adopted GA techniques or 
the test data evaluation techniques. The only component which cannot 
be changed is the test data model (sequences of triggers) which is the 
interface between each component (Chapter 3). 
 The sequence of triggers is proposed as the test data model for test 
data generation. The sequence of triggers is applied with the Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) to test the state machine diagram. The state machine 
data structure from the UML state machine diagram is also 
implemented to run the state machine using the generated sequences 
of triggers. The chromosome mapping and GA implementation are 
also designed (Chapter 4). 
 Two methods for reading a sequence of triggers by the UML state 
machine diagram are investigated: the “skip unfired trigger” approach 
and the “stop after unfired trigger” approach. The difference between 
these two approaches deals with how to manipulate the sequence of 
triggers after a trigger within a sequence, which cannot change the 
state of the state machine (Chapter 4). 
 The Parallel Path Finding algorithm is designed. A problem which 
results in a low-coverage of value test data is that there can be many 
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paths in the system. Only one test data can go through an individual 
path. The proposed Parallel Path Finding algorithm identifies all 
parallel paths that are required to cover the entire state machine 
diagram. A technique is also proposed to find the test data for such 
coverage (Chapter 5). 
 The Loop Driven Trigger (LDT) design is a new chromosome design 
used to tackle the looping problem. In UML state machine diagrams, 
there may be some situations, such as loops, which require 
sequences of triggers to be called consecutively to reach the 
performance criteria. The LDT chromosome is designed to find the 
appropriate LDT calls in the test data (Chapter 5). 
 The chromosome is redesigned for the triggers that require 
parameters. Using the parameters with triggers makes the UML state 
machine diagrams more flexible. Using the triggers with parameters 
requires the chromosome designed in Chapter 4 and 5 to be adapted. 
The chromosome should represent the parameter values attached to 
the trigger (Chapter 6). 
 The parameter value searching algorithm is also developed to find out 
the proper parameter values for the triggers. Adapting the parameter 
value searching algorithm with the genetic algorithm technique helps 
the proposed system to generate the proper test data. (Chapter 6) 
 JUnit code generation tool is the tool which combines all the 
information from the generated test data and the class structures. The 
tool is proposed in order to control the test data generation and to help 
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software designers to generate JUnit test code automatically from the 
UML class diagrams and the UML state machine diagram (Chapter 7). 
1.5 Publications 
The research works of this thesis have also been reported in the publications 
listed below:  
[1] Chartchai Doungsa-ard, Keshav Dahal, Alamgir Hossain, and Taratip 
Suwannasart,  Test Data Generation for UML State Machine Diagram 
with Parallel Paths and Loops, International conference on Software 
Knowledge Information Management and Applications (SKIMA 2008), 
March 18-21, 2008, Kathmandu, Nepal, p. 80-85. 
[2] Chartchai Doungsa-ard, Keshav Dahal, Alamgir Hossain and Taratip 
Suwannasart, GA-based for Automatic Test Data Generation for UML 
State Diagrams with Parallel Paths, the International Conference on 
Advanced Design and Manufacture (ICADAM), Springer, 2008 - 
Sanya China, p. 147-156. 
[3] Chartchai Doungsa-ard, Keshav Dahal, Alamgir Hossain, and Taratip 
Suwannasart Software Test Data Generation from UML State Machine 
Diagrams using GAs, The Second International Conference on 
Software Engineering Advances, August 25-31, 2007 - Cap Esterel, 
French Riviera, France, p. 47-52. 
[4] Chartchai Doungsa-ard, Keshav Dahal, Alamgir Hossain, and Taratip 
Suwannasart, An Automatic Test Data Generation from UML State 
Diagram using Genetic Algorithm, International conference on 
Software Knowledge Information Management and Applications 
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(SKIMA 2006), December 12-15, 2006, Chiang Mai, Thailand, p. 70-
74. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
The thesis is structured as follows: 
This chapter (Chapter 1) explains the background and motivation for the 
proposed research work and also lists the research contributions made. 
Chapter 2 presents the review of the existing research related to the test data 
generation and the artificial intelligence for test data generation. The chapter 
also investigates and reviews problems of test data generation, the examples 
of test data generation, and the metaheuristic techniques applied to the test 
data generation.  
The overall test data generation framework is described in Chapter 3. The 
system architecture and the components in the test data generation are also 
proposed in this chapter. The simple sequences of the trigger execution 
techniques to run the UML state machine diagram are also presented. 
Chapter 4 presents an automated approach to generate a sequence of 
triggers. Design of the chromosome representation, as well as the encoding 
between a chromosome and a sequence of triggers is presented in this 
chapter. The quality measurement for the generated test data is also 
explained. Finally, the framework structures and the data generation 
approach are described and examined.  
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In Chapter 5, the parallel path and loop problems found in Chapter 4 are 
explained. The augmented solutions such as the parallel path finding 
techniques and the Loop Driven Trigger (LDT) are presented. The dynamic 
fitness evaluation for LDT is also defined. The solution to the problem is 
investigated and the result is discussed. 
Chapter 6 describes how to generate practical test data. A test data 
generation approach for UML state machine diagrams which contain 
parameterised triggers is adopted from the previous chapter. The attached 
information is added with the simple chromosome to include the parameter 
values. The parameter value searching algorithm is introduced to find the 
appropriate parameter value for each trigger. 
In Chapter 7, a tool which collects the generated data is proposed. The tool 
produces JUnit test code automatically from the generated data. The 
standard UML diagram with a proper layout is used by the tool. The 
generated test data to JUnit code transformation is then explained. 
Chapter 8 presents the conclusion of this thesis and the future work that can 
be undertaken from the outcomes of this research. 
1.7 Terminology and definitions 
Test code Executable program which performs the test on given 
software 
Test scenario Definition of a set of test cases or test scripts and the 
sequence in which they are to be executed 
Test case A set of inputs, execution preconditions, and expected 
outcomes developed for a particular objective, such as to 
exercise a particular program path or to verify 
compliance with a specific requirement 
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Test data An input for the test case and also the information which 
is required for initiating the system before the test start 
Test data The components which are required to generate test 
generation  data 
framework 
Test data model The model which the test data should be based on 
Test sets A set of test data 
Test script Commonly used to refer to the instructions for a 
particular test that will be carried out by an automated 
test tool 
Test suite A collection of tests used to validate the behaviour of a 
product 
Class under test (Software) class that testers want to test 
Test class (Software) class which performs the test on the class 
under test 
Method under test (Class) method that testers wish to test 
Test method (Class) method which performs the test on the method 
under test 
Test oracle A mechanism for determining whether the test has 
passed or failed 
  
2 Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter presents the background of software engineering and software 
testing. The challenges and recent developments in the area of software 
testing are reviewed. The UML diagrams, especially the UML state machine 
diagram, are discussed to show how they specify a system. The test data 
generation problem and existing techniques are also presented. The 
researches using metaheuristic techniques to generate test data are of 
particular interest. Genetic algorithms are also presented as the main 
approach investigated in this thesis for generating test data. Finally, the test 
code generation tools using the generated test data are reviewed. The target 
of our research is to generate the test code directly from the software 
specification. 
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2.1 Software Engineering 
“Software engineering is an engineering discipline that is concerned 
with all aspects of software production from the early stages of 
system specification to maintaining the system after it has gone into 
use.” (Sommerville, 2004, p.7). In each state, there are activities for 
accomplishing the project successfully. This set of activities associated with 
the production of software is a software process. There are four fundamental 
process activities: Software requirement, Software design, Software 
development and Software testing. 
The software requirement is an agreement for developing software between 
customers and software engineers. There are many methods for eliciting 
customer requirements to determine their needs, such as data flow models, 
semantic data models, objected-oriented approaches, and formal methods 
(Kotonya and Sommerville, 1997). The more accurate requirements, the 
easier planning and programming becomes for software engineers. 
Unfortunately, many things can go wrong in a real-world situation. Changes 
in requirements can occur because of errors in software elicitation, changes 
in the customers’ needs, or changes in the technology used by the company. 
Software design is an activity where programmers design their software from 
software requirements and use it as a guideline for their software 
development. Software engineers can express customers’ requirements in 
their design model using selected specifications, which are informal 
specification, semi-formal specification, and formal specification (Harry, 
1996). An informal specification is a specification which uses natural 
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language to describe what customers or developers want; for example, a to-
do list or check list. A semi-formal specification depicts natural language into 
a graphical representation. The graphical representation must conform to 
some rules according to the specification. Examples of semi-formal 
specifications are UML (Object Management Group, 2010), and Petri net 
(Petterson, 1981). Formal specification is a mathematic notation which is 
used to describe a system. Examples of formal specifications are JML (Burdy 
et al., 2003; Leavens et al., 2003), Z (Potter et al., 1996), and CafeOBJ 
(Diaconescu and Futasugi, 1998).  
Many development frameworks have been proposed to help developers 
complete their work rapidly and accurately. Such frameworks include Agile 
methods (Beck, 2001; Kohn, 2009; Luca, 2005), Software reuse (Gamma et 
al., 1995), and Component-based software (Heineman and Councill, 2001). 
Agile methods are a new approach to software development. They focus on 
human behaviour to successfully complete the software project instead of 
processes as used in traditional software development. The key concepts for 
agile development are increased collaboration between developer and 
customer, working on the software using comprehensive documents, 
responding to changes in the plan, and working as individuals. Many 
methods are proposed to achieve the concepts such as stand-up meeting, 
test driven development, and a story card. Software reuse is an approach to 
reduce the time for developing software by using some parts of a program 
that has already been completed in a new software project. Finally, 
component-based software is a technique which separates software into 
components. Software developers can develop their own components for the 
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software or can reuse the components which have already been 
implemented. The software reuse and component-based software reduce the 
work of software developers and also increase the quality of the software as 
they use components of software which have been already used and tested, 
thus increasing efficiency of development. 
Software testing is an activity used to validate and verify the developed 
program to ensure that it performs the customers’ and programmers’ 
requirements. Traditional software testing can be divided into two main 
approaches: black-box testing and white-box testing. Black-box testing is a 
testing technique built around the software specifications. Testers determine 
whether the software functions as defined by the software specifications. On 
the other hand, white-box testing is a testing technique using source code. It 
focuses on testing as many parts of the code as possible. In addition, grey-
box testing has been proposed (Hung, 2003). Grey-box testing uses a 
behavioural specification as a source of test data. The behavioural 
specification is a specification which not only describes what users want from 
the software, but also defines how to achieve the requirements. Both views of 
behavioural specification are taken into consideration when testers create 
their test. 
Along with developmental activities presented above, another activity which 
is required in most software development is software evolution. Software 
evolution is an activity which modifies software and adapts it for change in 
the customer’s requirements. The evolution occurs because customer 
requirements have changed, there were errors in software, or some 
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requirements were impossible to program. After changes occur, these 
activities associated with evolution should be revised. 
Many software development teams currently apply agile software 
development processes (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008). Test driven 
development (TDD,Beck 2003) play an important role in many agile 
approaches such as Extreme programming (Beck, 2001) or Scrum 
(Aguanno, 2005). The test controls the quality of the software on-the-go and 
also tracks the process of the software development. Therefore, the tools for 
generating unit test code automatically provide major support to the agile 
manifesto (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001). 
2.2 Software Testing 
Software testing is a verification process within the remit of software quality 
assurance. Testing is done to guarantee that developed software is meets 
customer requirements. Customer requirements are divided into two 
categories: functional requirements and non-functional requirements. 
Functional requirements concentrate on correctness of software, such as 
whether software can respond to input properly. Non-functional requirements 
are concerned with other issues; for example, performance of software, 
software availability, or capabilities of I/O service (Sommerville, 2004).  
Functional testing provides a test for functional requirements. Testers must 
generate data for testing called “Test data”. Testers can test each 
requirement of the software using a “Test case” (Hutcheson, 2003). A Test 
case contains its own identification, which is test data for a case or conditions 
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to test, and the expected response, which is called the expected output or 
test oracle. A set of test cases is called “Test”, “Test set” or “Test suite”. 
2.2.1 Black box testing 
Black box testing (Beizer, 1995) is used for functional testing. Functional 
testing validates the correctness of the program compared with the needs of 
users without any knowledge of how the software is implemented. In black 
box testing, testers test software through user interfaces or the application 
programming interfaces. The software is successful if the program executes 
the test cases and returns the expected output. The expected results are 
stated in the user requirements. In the analysis phase, software architects 
must elicit requirements and transform them into program features that meet 
customers’ needs. Software designers receive these requirements and 
produce design documents for their programmers. A design document is a 
guideline for testers to create their test cases and the expected results in 
black box testing. 
2.2.2 White box testing 
White box testing is testing for all possible coverage paths; i.e. all paths of 
the program must be tested through some criteria. White box testing aims to 
qualify a quality of a source code. It qualifies the test suite (a set of test 
cases) by coverage criteria. The test procedure attempts to execute every 
part of the source code using the test data. There are mainly three types of 
coverage criteria: statement coverage, branch coverage, and path coverage 
(Pressman, 2004). The statement coverage reports whether each statement 
is encountered by the test suite. The branch coverage reports whether every 
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branch structure (if – else clause or while clause) has been executed a true 
and false condition in each branch. Finally, the path coverage reports 
whether all parallel paths in the program have been tested. The more test 
cases are generated, the more coverage is gained. However, more test 
cases means more time for executing the test program. The problem of 
generating a minimal set of test data to provide the most coverage is a NP-
Hard problem (Schroeder and Korel, 2000). Therefore, research which uses 
heuristic methods has been proposed to resolve this problem. 
2.2.3 Grey box testing 
Grey-box testing (Hung, 2003) is a combination of black box-testing and 
white box-testing. As with black-box testing, grey-box testing uses a 
specification for creating test cases. The specification used in grey-box 
testing does not specify only the requirements of a system, but it also 
describes the behaviour of the system. Grey-box testing is similar to white-
box testing in this sense. The behavioural information embedded in a 
specification is also used for generating test cases.  
2.3 UML Diagram 
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a specification defined by the 
Object Management Group (OMG, 2010). UML is widely used for object-
oriented analysis and design. The latest version (2.3) (OMG, 2010) consists 
of diagrams which describe structures and behaviours of a system. The 
structural diagrams declare components of a system and how each 
component is connected to one another. Examples of a structural diagram 
are the class diagram, the component diagram, the composite structure 
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diagram, and the deployment diagram. The behavioural diagrams depict the 
behaviour of a system in different ways. Examples of behavioural diagrams 
are the activity diagram, interaction diagram, state machine diagram, and use 
case diagram. Software designers use a combination of structural diagrams 
and behavioural diagrams to specify the system.  
2.3.1 UML class diagram 
The UML class diagram defines a set of classes in the system. In each class, 
attributes and methods are specified. The attributes consist of name, its data 
type with its initial value, access modifiers, or range, if any. In the method 
declaration, the method name is defined; the parameter name and type of 
each parameter are also specified. In addition, the return type of the method 
must be specified to show what the method can return. An example of class 
declaration is shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 A class declaration (Metacase, 2009) 
The UML class diagrams show relationships among classes. The relationship 
lines are linked among classes. The different rows represent different items 
like members, aggregations and inheritances. Figure 2.2 shows an example 
of a class diagram. 
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Figure 2.2 A class diagram (Metacase, 2009) 
An UML class diagram only shows a representation of the structure of a 
system. This structure may be used to generate a skeleton code. The 
skeleton code is the source code which contains only the declaration part. 
The skeleton code can be generated automatically if the class diagram 
contains sufficient information. However, the behaviour of the system is not 
specified. The UML class diagram does not contain any information about the 
target behaviour and, hence, it cannot be used for test data generation. 
2.3.2 UML sequence diagram 
An UML sequence diagram is an interaction diagram which shows the 
collaboration among objects. The UML sequence diagram shows a scenario 
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of the system’s behaviour. In each scenario, the system must be activated by 
a user of the system. After the user calls the system, the object, which 
receives the call, will invoke other object methods to work for the request. 
The object may invoke other objects’ methods as a sequence to return the 
output of the request. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the sequence 
diagram. 
 
Figure 2.3 An example of a sequence diagram (Wright, 2009) 
In the sequence diagram, the collaboration of objects is shown according to 
time. The interaction which occurs first, is shown on the top of the diagram, 
the interactions which occur later are shown on the bottom. There is also a 
communication diagram which explains the same scenario but from the 
object communication perspective.  A communication diagram emphasizes 
the relations between objects. Lines between objects show the 
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communication between them. The number on the connection lines indicates 
the sequence of the calls. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the 
communication diagram which is the same system as shown in the sequence 
diagram in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.4 An example of a communication diagram 
Both interaction diagrams show the sequence of methods in different objects 
to achieve the same behaviour. The object interaction can be specified as 
test data, while the sequence of method calling each other can be 
investigated. The interaction diagrams show only what should be called and 
by whom, but changes of attribute values in each object are not defined. Test 
cases consist of test data and expected output. The expected output of test 
data of the sequence diagram can be a sequence of method calls in source 
code. However, using a sequence of method calls as an expected output 
requires a new automated test tool or a manual inspection. The attribute 
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values of objects cannot be defined because it is out of the scope of the UML 
collaboration diagram; therefore, simple expected outputs like the attribute 
values after the method call, could not be found in the diagram. As a 
consequence, the simple test framework which verifies the expected output 
cannot be used with test data generation from the interaction diagrams. 
2.3.3 UML state machine diagram 
An UML state machine diagram is used for modelling discrete behaviour 
through the finite state transition system (OMG, 2010). The UML state 
machine formalism is based on a Harel state machine (Harel, 1967). A 
system which is described by the UML state machine, contains states in a 
particular time.  
A state is a property of the system at a particular time, similar to other finite 
state transition systems. The status of the system is shown by the state. The 
current state can be changed to other states which are connected by a 
transition. The transition is the directed line from the source state to the 
target state. A trigger defines which transition is to be used for the state 
transition. States are connected by transitions. System states can be 
changed if the system receives a trigger associated with the current states. 
The trigger will activate the transition which is adjacent to the current states; 
the change of current system state will move from the source state to the 
target state. If there is a guard condition declared in the transition by the 
block bracket, the expression in the guard condition must be proven as true 
before the transition occurs. Otherwise, the transition cannot be fired. The 
guard condition is evaluated by the internal information of the state machine 
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known as attributes. Attributes are the internal properties of the system. It 
contains other variables of the state machine, as defined by software 
designers. During the transition, an action, which is defined in transition, is 
executed to change the attribute value. Figure 2.5 is an example of UML 
state machine. The UML state machine consists of states and transitions to 
describe the behaviour of the system.  
 
Figure 2.5 A class management system state machine diagram (Ambler, 2004) 
The UML state machine diagram defines the complete behaviour in a small 
unit of the system as an object. It shows the attribute value as it changes, or 
it shows the action which should occur after a trigger call. With this 
information, a small unit of system behaviour can be predicted. The changed 
attribute can be used as a test oracle; for example, the expected attribute 
value after the triggers are called. As a consequence, the UML state machine 
diagram is appropriate for generating a test for a small unit of a system 
because the UML state machine diagram represents the object behaviour. 
The objects are small units, which together comprise the system. 
2.3.4 XMI Document 
The XML Metadata Interchange (XMI, OMG, 2010) is the XML document for 
exchanging metadata information. The common use of XMI is the 
interchange format for a UML model. Many UML drawing tools (Altova, 2010; 
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GentleWare, 2010; NoMagic, 2010; Tigris.org, 2010) contain a feature to 
change their UML diagram to an XMI document to ensure that the UML 
information can be exchanged to the other tools. 
Each system is comprised of many diagrams. The XMI document for the 
system is separated into UML diagrams and UML components. The UML 
components can be shared in the different diagrams. The component, such 
as class or method definition, can be used in either class diagrams or state 
machine diagrams. Therefore, the information in the UML component is used 
to link the information between the class diagram and the state machine 
diagram.  
The XMI document is used as a source for test data generation because it is 
widely used and it has now become a standard ISO/IEC 19503:2005 
Information technology – XMI Standard Interchange (ISO, 2005). 
2.4 Test Data Generation 
Generating test data is tedious, labour-intensive and expensive work, with 
testing often accounting for 50% of the cost of software development (Korel, 
1990; Myers, 2004). Manual testing is largely time-consuming and, thus, is 
not suitable for test data generation nor post-response investigations. Test 
data can be created by analysing software specifications, analysing source 
code, or through random generation. Generating test data randomly cannot 
guarantee its quality. Using a specification and getting feedback from the 
system under test can guarantee the quality of test. However, in order to do 
so, testers have to put much more effort into getting feedback and generating 
new test data from the feedback. 
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Automated software test data generation attempts to alleviate the overloaded 
effort of software developers. A significant amount of research, which will be 
described later, uses a source program or software specification to generate 
test data. Some research receives feedback from actual program results or 
other defined criteria to evaluate test data and evolve them to create better 
test data. The defined criteria guarantee the quality of a test suite through 
software testing metrics such as code coverage or equivalent class analysis. 
Korel (1990) introduced an automated software test data generation 
technique. The research indicated that using automated test data generation 
can reduce the effort during the software engineering process. A flow graph 
of tested programs was used to generate test data. The test data had to be 
randomly generated and checked by a control flow graph to ascertain 
whether it could solve programmers’ problems. 
2.4.1 Automated Test Data Generation from Software 
Specification 
A software model is a technique used to depict software behaviours (El-Far 
and Whittaker, 2001).  Behaviours can be described in terms of the set of 
inputs, input sequences accepted by the system, the actions, conditions, 
output logic, data structure of program, or a flow of data through the 
application’s module or routine. With these properties, the model becomes 
shareable, reusable, and it has a precise description of the program under 
test. 
A report comparing an automated test generation and manual test generation 
is presented by Clarke (1998). Clarke prepared test cases for a product of 
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Lucent Technologies Company; the 5ESS-2000 switch. He used an extended 
finite state machine (EFSM) model as a system model. EFSM is behavioural 
modelling which combines transaction-flow, control-flow, and finite state 
machine testing technique.  EFSM also employs a technique known as 
predicate notation to simplify models of complex systems and reduces the 
state explosion commonly encountered with pure finite state modelling. A 
commercial test case generator, “TestMaster” was used for generating test 
cases from the model. Clarke compared the Technical Head Count Year 
effort required to produce the test cases required. The collecting time 
included a design phase and a test case generation phase. From this 
empirical study, the automated test case generation reduced effort in terms 
of time to create test cases more than 88 percent comparing to the manual 
test data generation. 
EFSM is not the only formal specification which is used for generating test 
data. The other model for creating test data is Java Modelling Language 
(JML, Burdy et al., 2003; Leavens et al., 2003). The JML is a notation for 
specifying the behaviour and interface in Java classes and methods.  
JML follows Eiffel’s design-by-contract approach (Meyer, 1991) by supporting 
quantifiers such as \forall and \exists, and allowing “model” field (i.e. 
specification only). Assertions define the behaviour of Java class and 
methods. They are embedded in the source code; i.e. at the beginning of 
methods. They specify the precondition, post condition, and invariant for 
each method using Java expression. 
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JML is like other formal specifications. Due to its formality, test data can be 
generated randomly. However, the precondition of the specification should be 
considered before using the stochastic test data. Xu et al. (2004) proposed a 
technique which screens the unusable data from the random test data 
generation. They designed a framework of Aspect-Oriented Unit Test using 
double-phase testing technique. With their technique, a first phase removes 
test cases which are meaningless and cause test errors. Aspect-Oriented 
Test Description Language (AOTDL) was designed to specify a meaningless 
test data or test data which may cause errors. Xu and Yang (2004) also 
proposed the JMLAutoTest framework which generates test data from the 
AOTDL. JMLAutoTest framework translates AOTDL by combining it with 
JAOUT as proposed in Xu et al. (2004) to determine the meaningless and 
error test cases that cause problems. These test cases are removed in the 
first phase test data generation. In the second phase, test cases which pass 
in the first phase are collected for testing all the system. The drawback of this 
technique is that testers could not expect an amount of usable test data in 
each generation because this technique generates test data randomly and 
then the framework filters this data. However, the amount of test data which 
passes the double-phase testing cannot be predicted. 
UML Diagrams are specifications which describe both data structure and the 
behaviour of a model by the combination of many diagrams. Since The UML 
is a mainstream in software development (Lange et al., 2006), many studies 
for generating test data from UML are proposed. Wang et al. (2004) 
proposed the automatic test data generation mechanism using an activity 
diagram since it models a system by the flow of system activities. Moreover, 
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the activity diagram also represents clear expected structure by its states, 
decisions, swim lanes, forks, joins, signal senders and signal receivers. The 
algorithm for extracting the test scenario from the diagram has been 
proposed. The test scenario is a sequence of parallel paths in an activity 
diagram. From these paths or scenarios, the executing sequence of the 
program has been explored. A generated test set was generated explicitly to 
cover all possible test scenarios. 
Many research targets the generation of test data from a UML state machine 
diagram because of its formality. The UML state machine diagram is a formal 
diagram to describe the system. A problem for generating test data for the 
state machine diagram is to know which paths should be tested. Hong et.al. 
(2000) proposed an approach for selecting the test sequence which is 
needed for testing. A test sequence is a sequence of states and transitions in 
EFSMs (extended finite state machines). EFSMs are generated from an UML 
state machine diagram. They proposed the definitions for transforming the 
state machine to EFSMs. A control flow graph of EFSMs is generated. The 
concept of use and define variable is used in generating flow graph. A 
complete path from data flow is selected. The complete path is a path from 
the first node to a node which is defined as an end node. A set of a complete 
path is reversed to a sequence of states in EFSMs. Once EFSMs have been 
revised into a normal form, the normal form contains simplified guard 
conditions, and the action of the transition. Each path is transformed to an 
UML state machine path for a tester to select the appropriate test data which 
can cover this selected path. 
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A more complete framework for automated test data generation from the 
UML state machine diagram is proposed in the work by Briand et al. (2003). 
They proposed a tool to generate a set of transitions in an UML state 
machine diagram which is needed to be executed from the initial state to the 
final state. The tool separates the state diagram into sub-scenarios. Each 
sub-scenario contains the list of states and transitions. The necessary 
traverse path is generated by transforming an UML state machine diagram. 
First of all, the UML state machine diagram is flattened; therefore, the use of 
super-state and sub-state is discarded. Considering only one level state 
diagram is easier to transform the UML state machine diagram to the target 
format. The transformation is started from generating a transition test 
sequence (TTS). TTS is a sequence of pairs of transitions and states. Guard 
conditions are also included if there are some. Firing the TTSs to the state 
machine diagram can generate an invocation sequence tree (IST). An IST is 
a data structure which defines the invocation sequence for TTS. An algorithm 
for creating sub-scenarios from IST using CBCDTool is proposed. A set of 
sub-scenarios for each event is generated for the test. 
The other technique for generating test data is to add more information into 
the specification. A Java-like Action Language (JAL) is an example of this 
information (Trung et al., 2005). The JAL is added so that a model can be 
transformed into executable forms more easily. It describes the sequence of 
actions performed by a class instance during the execution call. This 
sequence is defined by the UML activity diagram. In order to generate test 
cases, the JAL is transformed into an Executable Design model Under Test 
(EDUT) form. The Test scaffolding is added into EDUT and then transformed 
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to a Testable DUT (TDUT). The TDUT is used for generating test data and 
executing tests. This approach needs many transformations which are 
complicated. In addition, JAL has to be added explicitly to complete test 
generation. 
Another abstract model for the UML test data generation was proposed by 
Chen et al. (2006). They proposed I/O explicit Activity Diagram (IOAD) which 
is a model obtained from the fully-expanded activity diagram by exposing 
only external inputs and outputs. The activities in the activity diagram are 
categorised as input activities, process activities or output activities. A black-
box is created to cover a sequence of activities from input to output. Each 
box is a composition in IOAD. The UML activity diagram is expanded to 
IOAD. The scenarios of the test are defined by the feasible paths from the 
initial activity to the end activity. The test cases are provided by each black-
box, because a black-box consists of the input activity and output activity. 
The input activity specifies the input whereas the output activity defines the 
output specification. This technique still required a human decision to specify 
which activities are input or output activities. However, they said that the 
automation tools have not been provided and the categorised technique was 
not stated in the research. In addition, the test data which will be generated 
from each black-box is still hard to find, especially when the activity diagram 
is written in a natural language. There are limitations in formally 
expressing/extracting the specification; therefore, the testers have to find the 
appropriate test data. As a consequence, the fully automated test generation 
is hard to apply with this approach. 
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UML test data generation techniques mentioned earlier require the 
transformation of UML diagrams into several metadata forms. Most of them 
use the metadata to create paths as a guideline to generate test data. The 
automated test data generation from these paths have not been proposed 
directly in the literature. 
2.4.2 Metaheuristic Based Test Data Generation 
In the deterministic technique mentioned earlier, the computation time may 
be lengthy for some characteristics of the specification. Loop and parallel 
path problems are examples of the cases which demand huge computation 
time as the test data generation techniques cannot find the test data to 
explore these parts (Edvardsson, 1999). The main problem is the large 
search space (McMinn, 2004). He stated that with the complex system the 
search space is big which will cause huge space requirements as well as 
increased computation time. A random test generation technique may be 
used to reduce the computational problem; however, the result cannot be 
predicted and other selection techniques are required for the quality test data 
(Bin et al., 2002; Harman et al., 2007). As a consequence, metaheuristic 
techniques have been employed to solve the problem. 
Pargus et al. (1999)  proposed a framework for using genetic algorithms (GA) 
to generate test data from source code. A normal control flow graph is 
transformed to control a dependent graph. A control dependent graph is a 
graph which presents the dependency of each statement. From the root of 
the control dependency graph, there are paths that specify predicates to go 
to statements. Each path is called a control dependence predicate path. A 
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set of test data has been represented by the GA chromosome. A number of 
predicates executed in control dependent graph for each test data are 
collected and stored as fitness values. The highest number of executed 
predicates is the strongest fitness evaluation. However, this approach needs 
some computation time for transforming the control flow graph into the 
control dependency graph.  
Another metaheuristic based test data generation is GADGET (Michael et al., 
2001). GADGET can generate test data without creating a control flow graph. 
The framework generates test data for C\C++ program. A genetic algorithm is 
used to generate test case on condition coverage criteria. A table of all 
condition transitions (true or false in each branch condition) is generated. 
Source code is instrumented while running the test and then branches and 
conditions which have been executed are collected for calculating fitness 
value. The fitness function is changed dynamically. This depends on the 
condition of the transitions which have not been covered. Fitness function is 
evolved for reaching the uncovered branches. For example, for the condition 
if (a = 100), the fitness value of that statement for true transition is 0 if a 
= 100, and 1000 otherwise. After finding the test data for the true transition, 
the fitness function for the branch is changed to find the test data which make 
the condition to be false. The fitness value of that branch may change to be 
1000 if a = 100 and 0 otherwise. GADGET has been used for generating a 
real world problem, part of a Boeing 747 autopilot system. The results from 
that investigation show that the test data generated from GADGET can 
manage coverage of around 93 percent, while random test generation covers 
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around 55 percent. Unfortunately, GADGET cannot generate meaningful 
character strings or values for compound types. 
Ganet (Khor and Grogono, 2004) is an extension of GADGET. It uses a 
formal concept to improve the opportunity of GADGET. Formal concept is a 
set of relationships between the test data and the branch transitions 
executed by the test data. This relationship is a pair of test data and the true-
false branch that is executed by that data. Concepts are ranked by AND-
operators with the current target vector. The result is the ranking for 
calculating fitness value to further evolve the input data. 
An alternative technique of genetic algorithms for generating test data is also 
proposed  by Chen and Zhong (2008). One criterion for quality of the test 
data is the path-oriented criterion. In path-oriented test data generation, the 
framework tries to generate test data which covers all paths in the program. 
The multi-population genetic algorithm (MPGA) was proposed to solve this 
problem compared to the single population genetic algorithm (SGA). The 
triangle classifier problem was used as a proof of concept experiment. The 
comparison of the effectiveness used different initial populations. The first 
experiment used the same initial population for both MPGA and SGA; the 
other experiment used a random initial population. The target path of the 
experiment was a path which is difficult to find with the random test data 
generation approach, the equilateral triangle path. From the experiments, 
MPGA returned the test generation faster than SGA. The number of 
generations before finding the appropriate test data was shorter, and the time 
consumed for test data generation was also shorter. MPGA returns the better 
result in terms of finding the test data faster. Nevertheless, the simpler SGA 
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can return the same output. In this research, the test generation time is not 
the main focus. The main concern is the coverage quality; therefore, the SGA 
technique is selected because of its simplicity.  
The goal of test data generation is not only to find the test data set to achieve 
a set criteria, but also to find the amount of test data which influences the 
running/ testing time, or the memory space required for test data. Kiran et al.  
(2007) proposed the multi-objective genetic algorithm approach to find test 
data sets which satisfy the branch coverage criteria and the memory 
allocation. The Pareto GA implementation and the weighted GA 
implementation were executed in an experiment to solve five case studies. 
Each case study was the source code with different characteristics. A 
random technique was also selected as a benchmark of both approaches. 
The main objective of the GA was to find test cases that cover most 
branches, and the additional objective was to consume the little dynamic 
memory. From the experimental results with these five case studies, there 
was no approach which was best for all cases. It was evident that the random 
approach returned the worst result in average byte allocation in all cases, but 
returned the best branch coverage in one case study. The Pareto GA 
techniques and the weighted GA technique were shown as better solutions in 
different case studies. As a result, there was no simple multi-objective 
approach which was suitable for all case studies. In the test generation 
approach in this research, only one objective is selected to find the 
appropriate test sets. 
The genetic algorithm is not the only metaheuristic technique used to solve 
the problem of test data generation. Tabu search is also introduced to 
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resolve this problem. Diaz et al. (2003) proposed a tabu search technique to 
obtain branch coverage. They introduced a method to use the tabu search to 
solve the test data generation problem and defined the fitness function for 
tabu search. The next k neighbours’ algorithm was used to solve software 
testing. 
Ant colony (ACO) is another metaheuristic technique used in test data 
generation, but it is not used with the coverage based criteria. The ACO is 
used for generating test data for mutation testing (Kamel et al., 2007). 
Mutation testing (Demilli and Offutt, 1991) is a false base testing. Testers 
produce a mutant program by modifying a program under test. The 
modification is produced by applying a single mutation operation to an 
original program. A single mutation operation may consist of a change in the 
relational operator or a value of constant value in the program. Since there is 
a change in the mutant program, the result of running the mutant program 
should be different from running an original one. Test data can kill a mutant 
program by distinguishing the result between a mutant and the original 
program. An efficiency of test data is calculated based on the number of 
killed mutants versus a total number of mutants. In this research, the aim of 
ACO was to find the test data which can kill a given mutant by initially 
randomly choosing test cases. The triangle classification and the NextDate 
program were experimented with. Mutants were generated by the mutation 
system for Java development (Offut et al., 2004). GA, Hill climbing, and the 
random technique were picked to compare with ACO. From the experimental 
result, ACO could generate the test data which could kill most of the mutants, 
followed by GA, hill climbing, and the random technique. The evolution of the 
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killed mutants displayed a similar trend: ACO returned the best test data to 
kill the mutant, and was followed by GA, hill climbing and the random 
technique. From the experimental result, ACO was a good technique for 
generating the mutation test data. However, the objective of the proposed 
test data generation in this research is to create test data from the UML 
specification. There is no mutation testing technique for the UML based test. 
In addition, this research showed that GA is not suitable for the mutation test 
data generation. The generated test data from the genetic algorithm 
technique can kill less than half of all mutants. The mutation testing is not the 
test data generation target; therefore, ACO is not considered for the 
proposed test data generation approach.  
The heuristic techniques for generating test data from the UML diagram is 
also proposed by Ślęzak et al. (2009). A multi-agent framework was 
proposed to generate test data from many UML diagrams. The relations 
among the UML use case diagram, UML activity diagram, and UML 
sequence diagram were expanded to become the test requirement trees. 
There were two agent groups: one agent group for the UML document (e.g. 
Graph Miner, Method selector, and the second group for the test data 
generation method). Graph Miner extracts test information from UML 
diagrams to provide the test requirement tree. The method selector agent 
reads the test requirement tree, and then selects an agent from the test data 
generation method agent group to generate test data for the selected 
method. After the Graph Miner generates the test requirement tree, the test 
information sequences are generated based on the corresponding rules. The 
test method agents are selected to generate test data for the methods in the 
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sequence. Their work was mainly a manual framework to verify the feasibility. 
The automatic approach for test data generation has not yet been proposed. 
2.5 Genetic Algorithms 
The proposed approach in this thesis targets generation of a test data set 
which covers maximum transitions using a genetic algorithm (GA) technique 
(Holland, 1975). GA is a search technique based on natural genetic and 
evolution mechanisms which can be used to solve many categories of 
problems in machine learning and function optimization. GA is an iterative 
procedure which works with a population of candidate solutions 
(chromosomes).  
GA tries to evolve a population to a higher level of fitness value by imitating 
the natural evolution process. Initially a population of candidate solutions is 
generated randomly or by other means. During each iteration step, a 
selection operator is used to choose two solutions from the current 
population. The selection is based upon the measured goodness of the 
solutions in the population - this being quantified by a fitness function. The 
selected solutions are then subjected to crossover and mutation operation in 
order to create a new population. The new population is then combined with 
the old population using a replacement strategy. The process is run until a 
terminated condition is met, or the maximum number of iterations is reached.  
The crossover operator exchanges sections between these two selected 
solutions with a defined crossover probability.  A simple one-point crossover 
operation which exchanges parts from one cutting point is shown in Figure 
2.6.  
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Figure 2.6 An example of crossover operation 
One of the resulting solutions is then chosen for the application of the 
mutation operator, whereby the value at each position in the solution is 
changed with a defined mutation probability. During mutation, each “bit” of 
the chromosome has a mutation probability of being changed. An example of 
using a mutation operator is shown in Figure 2.7.  
 
Figure 2.7 An example of mutation operation 
2.6 Test Data Quality Metrics 
For generating test data using the metaheuristic approach, feedback of the 
test data is required to develop quality test data. The quality metric for test 
data for testing software specification was firstly proposed by Offutt and 
Abdurazik (1999). The source code coverage criteria for white-box testing 
have been applied to an UML state machine diagram. For the white-box 
testing, source code is transformed into a control flow graph (Beizer, 1995). 
The graph contains a statement as a node and the flow as an edge. When 
the source code program is executed, the flow of execution is recorded. 
Offutt and Abdurazik (1999) stated that the UML state machine diagram is 
like a control flow graph. The same criteria can be applied. There are four 
levels of coverage criteria for the UML state machine diagram: Transition 
coverage, Full predicated coverage, Transition pair coverage, and Complete 
sequence coverage. The transition coverage level criterion is that the test 
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data should execute all transitions. The full predicated coverage level 
focuses on a guard condition. All guard conditions must be executed in every 
possible predicate. The transition pair coverage level verifies that all pairs of 
adjacent transitions have been fired. Finally, the complete path criteria 
targets paths which testers have designated as important. The transition 
coverage is selected to qualify the test data in this research. The details for 
each criterion are described in Chapter 4. 
Another technique which evolved from measuring test data quality from 
source code is mutation testing. Ammann and Black (1999) applied the 
mutant analysis technique with software specification. The symbolic Model 
Verifier (SMV) model checker (McMillan, 2000), which was a formal 
specification, is selected in their experiment. The mutation operators, which 
they used, are randomly injected into the original model. For example, the 
“wrong variable” operator replaces a single variable with another or the 
“semantic change” replaces a logical operator with another logical operator. 
They also described problems, which result in not being able to reach an 
accurate determination of test data efficiency. These problems are a 
consistent mutant and a false mutant. A consistent mutant is a mutant which 
does not give a different result compared to the original one. Therefore, it is 
impossible to kill this mutant. The other problem is a false mutant. A false 
mutant is a mutant which contains a condition that is always false. For 
instance, a “replace variable” operator changes the predicate P & !Q to  
Q & !Q which always returns a false value. Therefore, every test data can 
kill this mutant. The score of coverage may be inflated. Ammann and Black 
recommend removing these types of mutant before executing test cases. 
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This technique may be adapted with UML state machine diagrams, because 
in guard condition, there is predicate variable which can be replaced by 
mutant operators. However, mutation testing requires significant resources 
for testing, such as mutant programs which are generated from the original 
program, effort in selecting some unused mutants and effort in executing all 
mutant programs. 
2.7 Test Code Generation Framework 
Normally, the generated test data can be applied by writing the source code 
which runs the test for the module under test. The generated data can be 
used as a guideline for testers to write the appropriate test. The automatic 
test code generation frameworks are proposed to help software testers to 
reduce their workload. Commercial tools such as JTest (JTest, 2008) and 
Agitar One (Agitar, 2008) proposed static source code analysis to generate 
the JUnit test code. JUnit (JUnit.org, 2010) is the unit test framework for 
Java. The JUnit source code consists of calling methods and parameter 
values in order to setup the system, which then validates the expected output 
with the actual return value of the method. JTest and Agitar One require the 
Java source code to generate the JUnit code. The generated test code is 
used for software maintenance and additional development. It cannot be 
used as a guideline for software development. 
Test Driven Development (TDD) suggests that the test information should be 
provided before implementation; therefore, the JUnit test code, which is test 
information, should be generated before implementing the source code. In a 
simple software development life cycle, the software specification which 
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describes the system must be completed before code implementation. The 
different specifications are proposed for generating the JUnit code in the 
literature. 
JML is one of the specifications for generating JUnit test data (Cheon and 
Leavens, 2002; Cheon et al., 2005). The test data generation technique 
proposed in the earlier section is used for generating JUnit test, however, 
JML is not one of the favoured software design techniques for the developers 
due to its formality and lack of tool support.  
The graph-based specification is a better choice for software developers. 
Using a graphical representation to describe the system is much easier for 
developers and designers to understand. However, the graph-based 
specification is not easy for the computer to automatically generate the test 
code. Xie et al. (2005) proposed the symbolic execution tree to generate the 
JUnit source code. Although, the symbolic execution tree was generated 
from the source code, which is not appropriate for the test driven 
development, they showed that the sequence of method calls provides 
information for creating JUnit test.  
The applied UML diagrams are used for generating JUnit code in Fujaba 
(Geiger and Zündorf, 2004). The Fujaba system adds the collaboration 
diagram to the use case diagram. The JUnit test is created by each use case 
using the attached collaboration diagram. The drawing tool for Fujaba is 
created by Geiger and Zündorf. The common UML drawing tools cannot be 
used to generate the Unit test using this approach.  
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2.8 Summary and Research Gap 
This chapter has reviewed the literature related to the software test data 
generation techniques from software specification and the software source 
code itself. The UML specifications were also described in more detail. The 
quality of test data was also presented. Then, the usage of test data 
generation in JUnit test code form was discussed. 
There are many techniques for test data generation. The metaheuristic 
techniques have shown that they are effective techniques for test data 
generation in terms of the coverage of the source code or specification. 
There are many sources for metaheuristic techniques such as source code or 
software specifications. The source code based test data generation is used 
for maintenance purpose. The test data from the source code is used for 
validation of the system if there are system changes. The software 
specification based test data generation approach can be used when the test 
data is required before source code implementation. In other words, it is 
suitable for TDD. From the literature, the formal specification is used for 
metaheuristic techniques. There is a gap for new software designers to learn 
the formal specification and to use the test data generation approach.  
To address this gap, the UML specifications, which are mainstream 
specifications in current software development industries, are investigated. 
There are few techniques which use the metaheuristic approach with the 
UML state machine diagram. In addition, the UML diagrams used in the 
research require additional information requirements to be fulfilled prior to 
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using the proposed techniques. Doing so still requires learning time for 
software designers. 
As a consequence, the metaheuristic based techniques to generate test data 
from the UML diagrams, which do not require additional information apart 
from what has been provided by the UML, are investigated to fill this research 
gap. Software designers can use the simple UML drawing tools to design 
software, as there is no UML nonstandard information required to generate 
test data. The high coverage test data generation techniques are thus 
researched. The usage of the test data, which is the JUnit test code 
generation, is also investigated. 
  
3 Chapter 3 
Framework of Methodology 
In this chapter, the test data generation framework is proposed. The platform 
developed from the proposed framework aims to generate test data from the 
UML state machine diagram. The components for the test data generation 
are defined in the framework. The components are the sequence of triggers 
generator, the sequence of triggers executer, and the JUnit test generator. 
The sequence of triggers generator generates test data from the UML state 
machine diagram. The sequence of triggers executer reads the test data and 
executes test data with the UML state machine diagram to verify the quality 
of the test data. The test data can be transformed to the JUnit source code to 
test the software which is consistent with the UML state machine diagram. 
The components are described, but the techniques to implement each 
component are not discussed in this chapter as many techniques can be 
implemented with each different component.  
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3.1 JUnit Software Testing Tool 
JUnit (JUnit.org, 2010) is an automated tool for testing software. Testers 
implement the Java source code based on the JUnit convention to drive 
software under test. In order to generate the appropriate JUnit code, the 
testers need to understand the behaviour of the system. The software 
specification is required for the testers to comprehend the system. The 
automated JUnit test generation frameworks are proposed in order to reduce 
the manual procedure, which may be error-prone in the system.  
The proposed frameworks use different techniques to generate a quality 
JUnit test suite. The techniques used are varied, depending on the software 
specifications, the source code, and the selection techniques. JUnit Axioms 
(JAX, Stotts et al., 2002), Java Markup Language (JML, Oriat, 2005), and a 
Graph based scenario (Geiger and Zündorf, 2004) are applied to the JUnit 
test generation.  
Scott et al. (2002) defined JAX for generating JUnit code only. The JAX is the 
algebraic specification with the code generator which reads the specification 
to generate the JUnit code.  
JML was initially defined for the Java source code specification. JML was 
inspired by Eiffel (Meyer, 1991); therefore, it supports an assertion by 
defining the pre and post conditions and invariant of the system into the Java 
source code as the design specification. Oriat (2005) used the pre and post 
conditions and the invariant defined for each class, as a method to generate 
the JUnit test. The data to be tested is generated randomly, and he also 
proposed a technique to select the test data from the random generation.  
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Geiger and Zündorf (2004) combined the UML activity diagram, and UML 
object diagram to create a new graph-based specification called the 
storyboard. The storyboard is used for generating the JUnit source code.  
Thus far, the various proposed frameworks are divided into components 
which allow for easier development of specific parts. For example, Cheon et 
al. (2005) extended the Oriat’s system by replacing the random data 
generator with a genetic algorithm. The various methodologies can be 
applied to the proposed framework with minimum implementation. 
3.2 Background of Test Data Generation 
Test-driven development (TDD) is one practice of the software development 
recommended by Extreme programming (Beck, 2001). TDD suggests that 
developers write test data before starting the implementation phase. Doing 
so increases the software development quality, as the source code can be 
validated at any time during the implementation. This methodology ensures 
that programmers develop software relevant to the test data. 
The test data is designed from the specification. Either a user requirements 
specification or a software design specification can be used to design the test 
data. The user requirement specifications indicate the overall behaviour of 
the software. The software specification reflects the components of software 
and their functions. Separating software into components eases the software 
development, as the scope of each component is smaller than the whole 
system. The smaller component reduces effort in testing when developing 
the software. The component software design also supports the designer to 
design the complete component with as much information as possible. The 
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test data generated from the software design can be used as a guide to 
complete the software. 
In order to generate test data for programmers, software specification is 
required for the testers. The testers must understand the behaviour of each 
component; for example, what are the inputs and outputs of the component? 
The information required in each test case is the input to the component and 
the expected output, which the component should return for the selected 
input. Testers require knowledge and experience to create effective test data 
which can test implemented software in all aspects of the software design 
with adequate effort. In addition, the testers also have to prepare the 
execution methods to test the software. The test execution comprise of test 
scripts used for executing the test cases manually, or using a test framework 
to complete the test execution automatically. 
Automated test data generation is proposed to reduce the problem of 
generating test cases (Korel, 1990). As mentioned earlier, the quality of 
manually tested data generation relies on testers’ knowledge, experience, 
and understanding of the software design. With the appropriate software 
design, automated test data generation can provide effective test data 
according to the algorithm used. The problem of the lack of testers’ 
experience and human errors can in turn be reduced. Clark (1998) showed 
that automated test data generation can reduce the time for generating test 
cases by 88 percent compared to manual test data generation. 
Automated test data generation uses the source information to generate test 
data. The source information can be the source code to be tested, the 
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predefined script language, or the software design. Generating test data from 
source code requires the source code to be completed before generating test 
data. This style of test generation cannot be used for TDD but it is useful for 
maintaining the source code. The predefined script language is another tool 
for generating test data. The test data generating tool uses the script 
language as the source to create the test data. The predefined script 
language is varied by the selected source; however, the testers must have a 
good understanding, not only of the software design, but also of the selected 
language to write powerful test data. Automated test data generation using 
software design is suitable for TDD. Normally, software design is finished 
before starting the implementation phase. Generating test data can be done 
immediately after the design is finished. In this thesis, the focus is on 
automated test data generation from the software specification to support 
TDD. 
Metaheuristic techniques have been utilised to solve sophisticated problems 
such as Perception learning or Classifier system (Luger, 2008). Test data 
generation is also one of these complex problems. Metaheuristic techniques 
use a trial and error basis to develop an appropriate solution. It creates the 
solutions randomly, evaluates the quality of the solution and then evolves the 
solution in order to get improved results for the problem.  
There are many issues related to the quality of the test data itself. Examples 
of the quality of test data are the ability to find errors in the developed 
program and to check the behaviour regarding software specification. The 
ability to find the error is judged by executing the test data with the source 
code. The effectiveness of this approach can be measured by the manner in 
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which the test data covers some criteria or a number of errors which test data 
can explore as per the total number of errors in the source code. Therefore, 
this is suitable for TDD where the test data should be prepared before 
implementing the source code.  
The other approach is to validate that all system behaviour is tested by the 
test data. This is called the coverage criteria. The coverage criteria aims to 
explore all behaviour designed in the software specification. These criteria 
can be validated with the software specification itself, no code 
implementation is required; therefore, the quality of the test data can be 
evaluated before the implementation of the source code.  
3.3 Input/output Description 
This research aims to generate test data from the UML diagrams. The UML 
diagrams are those based on the mainstream specifications for designing the 
system (Lange et al., 2006). There are three categories of the diagrams: 
structural diagrams, behavioural diagrams, and interaction diagrams. The 
structural diagrams describe the make-up of the software, such as classes to 
be developed in the software. The examples of structural diagrams are the 
UML class diagram, the UML component diagram, the UML object diagram, 
the UML composite structure diagram, the UML deployment diagram, and the 
UML package diagram. The behavioural diagrams focus on the system 
activities. They show how the system reacts to when internal or external 
events occurring within the system. The behaviour diagrams are the UML 
use case diagram, the UML activity diagram, and the UML state machine 
diagram. The interaction diagrams specify the collaboration among classes 
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or objects in the system. The collaboration can be the calling message 
between objects or the time interaction. The UML sequence diagram, the 
UML communication diagram, the UML interaction overview diagram, and the 
UML timing diagram are together known as the interaction diagrams.  
As the research aims to generate test data which covers most behaviour of 
the system, the behavioural diagrams are selected as the input of the 
methodology. The UML state machine diagram can be an appropriate 
diagram for this purpose because it describes the dynamic behaviour of the 
system when software is executed. The UML state machine diagram 
describes how the system changes if an appropriate trigger is applied to the 
system. The change of the system can be described by a state of the system 
or attribute values of the system. The UML use case diagram and the UML 
activity diagram cannot be used as inputs to generate test data, because 
they describe the behaviour in the business view, which the functional 
requirements, not the software development view. The UML state machine 
diagram is easy to map to the software, as the UML state machine diagram 
describes the system on the programming view.  Figure 3.1 is an example of 
a UML state machine diagram for a coffee vending machine used by Kim et 
al. (1999). 
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Figure 3.1 The UML state machine diagram of the coffee vending machine system 
The components in the UML state machine must be mapped according to the 
structure of the software in order to give a clear view for software developers. 
The structure of the software is defined by the UML class diagram. 
Therefore, the UML class diagram describes the system, along with the UML 
state machine diagram. Figure 3.2 is the example of the UML class diagram 
which corresponds to the UML state machine diagram in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.2 The class diagram with the triggers and methods relationship 
The methods shown in the state machine diagram can be mapped by a 
trigger. A trigger is an event that occurs in the system. A method is 
responsible for creating an event in the system. The methods and triggers 
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can be mapped automatically if there are the same names. However, testers 
can design the mapping manually. In Figure 3.2, the power-on trigger is 
mapped to the powerOn method. Attributes in the UML state machine 
diagram and the UML class diagram are also mapped. In the state machine 
diagram, there is an attribute named money which collects the amount of 
money put into the coffee vending machine. The coffee vending machine 
class diagram also requires the same attribute to keep the status of the 
coffee vending machine object as well. The money class attribute is used as 
the money attribute in the state machine diagram. 
The state of the system defined in the UML state machine diagram is 
changed by applying the input triggers. The sequence of triggers can drive 
the system to different states due to the behaviour designed in the UML state 
machine diagram. Therefore, this research aims to generate the sequences 
of triggers which display most behaviour of the system. The example of the 
sequences of triggers for the state machine in Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 
3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 The sequences of triggers for the state machine 
The sequence of triggers indicates the state and the attribute values that are 
changed after each trigger. The different sequences of triggers direct 
different states and attribute values. 
The sequences of triggers, however, cannot be tested with the program 
directly. The triggers in the state machine must be mapped to the methods in 
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the class. Therefore, the sequence of triggers must be transformed to a 
sequence of method calls. The sequence of method calls is used to execute 
the software, and the attribute of an object must be changed according to the 
state machine. The next target of the research is to generate the source code 
which calls for the generated sequence of method calls. The JUnit test 
framework is a test framework which allows the tester to create the sequence 
of method calls and evaluate the attribute values of the object under test. The 
sequences of method calls can be added to the JUnit code. In addition, the 
attribute values after method called are also evaluated compared with the 
attribute values changed in the state machine after calling the trigger. The 
example of the generated source code is shown in Figure 3.4 and was 
generated based on the sequence of triggers shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.4 The JUnit test code from the sequences of triggers 
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The latest version of JUnit is 4.8 (JUnit.org, 2010). With JUnit 4.0 and above, 
the Java annotation is used to specify the information. The test class imports 
the org.junit.Assert.* library to use the assertEquals methods. The 
assertEquals method compares the expected value (the value in the first 
parameter) and the actual value (the second parameter) which is returned 
from the method. The test is run in the sequence, starting from the calling the 
method which may change the attribute value. Then the attribute values of 
the object are compared with the expected value defined by the tester using 
the assertEquals method. The annotation @Test informs the JUnit test 
framework that the method under the annotation is the method to be tested. 
When running the JUnit code with the JUnit framework, each method of the 
org.junit.Assert.* package in the test method is tested. If the expected 
value and the actual value do not match with the assert methods, JUnit 
framework asserts the error and stops the test method. Otherwise, the JUnit 
framework runs through every assert method and informs the tester that the 
software has passed each test case. The JUnit test framework helps 
developers to automatically test their software while developing. The test can 
be run at any time during the development phase to check whether the 
source code conforms to the specification which is used to write the JUnit 
test.  
3.4 The Proposed Framework for Test Data 
Generation 
The proposed framework is separated into three parts; firstly, the UML state 
machine – sequence of triggers executer, secondly the sequence of trigger 
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generator, and finally the JUnit test generator. The relationship between the 
three parts is shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 The overview of the proposed approach  
3.4.1 The UML state machine – sequence of triggers executer 
The UML state machine – sequence of triggers executer (the state machine 
executer) is responsible for evaluating the quality of the generated test data. 
The state machine executer receives the UML state machine diagram as an 
XMI (OMG, 2010) document. The XMI document is the standard 
representation for the UML diagram in which the different UML drawing tools 
can share their information. Most of the popular UML drawing tools such as 
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Magic Draw (NoMagic, 2010), Poseidon UML (GentleWare, 2010), Agro UML 
(Tigris.org, 2010), or UModel (Altova, 2010) can exchange the UML diagram 
information with other tools. After reading the XMI document, the state 
machine executer creates the state machine data structure with the attributes 
which store the status of the state machine diagram. The state machine 
executer also allows users to put the triggers and parameters into the 
system. The state machine executer evaluates whether the trigger can fire 
the transition connected to the current state. If the transition is fired, the state 
machine executer calculates the changed state and performs actions which 
are defined in the fired transition. The snapshot information after each trigger 
is collected. The collected information is the fired transitions (if any) and the 
state machine attribute values. The fired transitions are recorded for the test 
data effectiveness evaluation, and the state machine attribute values are also 
recorded to compare the actual result with the expected output.  
3.4.2 The sequences of triggers generator 
The sequences of triggers generator generate the sequences of triggers for 
executing the state machine. A sequence of triggers is an input to execute 
the state machine diagram. The trigger is comprised of a trigger name and 
parameter values. The trigger name is the trigger identification defined in 
transitions in the state machine diagram. The trigger is used to determine 
whether the transition is fired, based on the current machine status. The 
parameter values increase the flexibility of the state machine diagram. The 
parameter values help to trigger different behaviour or more specific 
behaviour by different parameter values.  
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The procedure for generating the sequence of triggers is varied based on the 
evolution technique. The randomized generation is the easiest technique to 
be implemented. Some meaningful heuristic techniques are also explored in 
this research. Using a sequence of triggers for quality feedback from the 
state machine executer, the sequence of triggers is regenerated until the 
quality of the generated sequence meets the requirements. The qualified 
sequence is used to test the state machine and also used as a source for 
generating the unit test.  
3.4.3 The JUnit test generator 
To test the source code, a driver program for executing the software under 
test is required. The software defined in the UML state machine diagram is 
based on the status of an object. A class represents an element in the object. 
The JUnit test framework tests software classes in terms of a calling method. 
The return values from the calling methods are validated to the expected 
result. The triggers can be mapped to the methods in the class. Therefore, 
the qualified sequence of triggers can be mapped as the sequence of calling 
methods. The snapshot of the state machine attribute value is evaluated as 
the expected result after calling each method. The JUnit test class is 
generated depending on the sequences of triggers and the snapshot after 
each trigger execution. However, some information is not available in the 
UML state machine diagram, such as the class name for the state machine, 
the method according to the trigger, and the parameter names for both 
trigger and method. Testers may specify the linkage information by 
themselves. However, the JUnit test generator should be able to read the 
linkage information from the UML class diagram automatically. The UML 
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class diagram provides the classes with the class name, class attributes, and 
class methods. While modelling the UML state machine diagram, the 
connection between the trigger and the method can be defined during the 
modelling time. The attribute connection uses the reflection that is the name 
of the attribute in the state machine and the class should be the same name. 
Doing so reduces the chances of human error when specifying the related 
data manually.  
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the proposed framework for generating test data is described. 
The UML state machine diagrams are selected to generate the test data, 
while the information from the UML class diagram is required for generating 
JUnit code. Test data are sequences of triggers which can test as many 
behaviours of the state machine as possible. The sequences of triggers are 
transformed to the JUnit test code in order to help the software developers to 
test their software automatically. The framework consists of three main 
components: the state machine executer, the sequences of triggers 
generator, and the JUnit test generator. The state machine executer is 
responsible for executing the UML state machine diagram and collecting the 
current state and attribute values after each trigger is executed. The 
sequence of triggers generator should generate the high quality sequences 
of triggers to exhibit all behaviours of the state machine. Finally, the JUnit 
test generator gathers the information from the UML state machine diagram, 
the UML class diagram, the generated sequences of triggers, and other 
information from testers to generate the JUnit test code. Each component 
can be developed independently with its own algorithm which will not affect 
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the other components. The algorithm and mechanism of each component are 
discussed in subsequent chapters. 
  
4 Chapter 4 
Test Data Generation Using 
Genetic Algorithm 
In this chapter, genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed as the fundamental 
technique for generating test data, and its application is illustrated. The 
approach generates a sequence of triggers which executes as many 
transitions as possible. The basic fitness function, the encoding technique, 
and other issues in the test data generation are described in order to 
understand the basic technique and discover its limitations.  
The related works are described in section 4.1. The UML state machine 
diagram which is the main specification is explained in section 4.2. Section 
4.3 shows the design of the proposed framework. GA related operators and 
parameters are then discussed in section 4.4. The experiments for the proof 
of concept are designed in section 4.5, while section 4.6 discusses the result 
of the experiments. Finally, section 4.7 concludes the chapter. 
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4.1 Related Works 
4.1.1 UML state machine diagram 
The UML state machine diagram is used for modelling discrete behaviour 
through a finite state transition system (OMG, 2010). The UML state machine 
formalism is based on the Harel state machine (Harel, 1987). A system which 
is described by the UML state machine contains states at a particular time. 
Each state in the UML state machine is similar to other finite state transition 
systems which are connected by transitions. States of the system can be 
changed if the system receives a trigger associated with the current states.  
When the trigger activates the transition which is adjacent to the current 
states, the system state changes from the source state to the target state. 
During the change, the additional information of the system may also change. 
The additional information of the state machine is provided by attributes. 
Attributes contain variables of the state machine defined by software 
designers. The value in the attribute does not define the state of the system, 
but rather the status of the system.  
Figure 3.1 is an example of an UML state machine diagram for a coffee 
vending machine as used in Kim et al. (1999). When a user turns on the 
machine using the power-on trigger, the current state of the state machine 
is changed to On. The initial sub-states, i.e. Supply and Money, are 
activated, then the current state are automatically transitioned to sub-state 
Idle and Empty, as the transition ti2 and ti3 do not require triggers or 
guard conditions. If a user adds money to the machine using inc trigger, 
then the Money sub-state is moved from the Empty state to the NotEmpty 
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state and the attribute money is increased by the action, money=1. At this 
moment, money is greater than zero; therefore, if the user requests coffee 
using the coffee trigger, then the state of the machine in the supply part is 
moved from Idle to Busy to give the user a cup of coffee and the money 
attribute is reduced due to the calling dec trigger from transition t3. After 
finishing the coffee preparation, the status of the machine is returned to 
Idle. 
A transition is an edge which is defined as a connection between states. In 
each transition, there are four possible components: transition name, trigger, 
guard condition, and action expression. All of them are optional, which 
means software designers do not have to specify all of them. For example, in 
transition t8:dec[money=1]/money = 0, t8 is a transition name, dec  is 
a trigger, money=1 is the guard condition, and money=0 is an action 
expression. A transition name is an identification of the transition. It is used 
for the transition identification. A trigger is a member of a set of events which 
can occur within the system. For the state machine diagram shown in Figure 
3.1, members of a set of triggers are dec, inc, power-on, power-off, and 
coffee. When a trigger is put to the system, if the current state contains the 
transition which has the same trigger as the input into the system, the 
validation of the guard condition is required before changing the current 
states. If there is no guard condition, the transition with an incoming trigger is 
fired. Otherwise, an expression in the guard condition must be true to fire the 
transition. A guard condition is declared in a block bracket. Finally, an action 
expression, which is a trigger or an expression, declares what will happen 
after the trigger is fired. When the transition is fired, an action specified in the 
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transition is activated. If an action expression is a trigger, the system acts like 
there is a trigger from outside the system. If the action is an expression, it 
should be executed using the current attribute values. 
4.1.2 Automated test data generation for UML state machine 
diagram 
The behavioural specification identifies the activities of the software and test 
data created from the behavioural specification should exercise the software 
in a specified manner. The automated test data generation from the 
specification not only reduces human error, but also it improves the 
productivity of the development process. Clark (1998) compared the usage of 
the automated test data generation with the extended finite state machine 
(EFSM) and the manual test data generation by the testers. The results 
showed that automated test data generation reduces the test generation time 
by over 90 percent compared to manual test generation.  
The behavioural specification is normally presented as a graph. Most 
researchers try to transform the graph based behaviour specification into 
other data structures for their own implementation. Schroeder et al. (2003) 
defined two steps of graph transformation for test data generation. First, the 
behavioural model, which is a direct graph annotated with test information 
and comments. The test scenarios from Schroeder’s technique are created 
by traversing the behavioural model. However, the test scenarios only are not 
enough to generate test data as there are no concrete data values. So, the 
second step is to combine the test scenarios with a data model to generate a 
test vector. The test vector is a set of test data values which testers can use 
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to test the system. However, the behavioural model which Schroeder used is 
the direct graph which contains limited information and lack of standards.  
The UML state machine diagram is also a behavioural specification. UML is 
widely used in the software industry because of its ease of use, 
standardization, and also the numerous support tools. Cavara et al. (2000) 
presented the usage for automated test data generation from the UML 
diagram. They explained the components of each UML diagram which could 
be used for test data generation. The statistical technique is then used for 
evaluating the generated test data. Chevalley and Thevenod-Fosse (2001) 
proposed the statistical method by preparing a set of inputs, then counting 
the target states which can be reached by the input. The distribution of the 
state and function which can be tested is collected and measured for the 
qualified set of test data. Riebisch et al. (2003) also used another statistical 
technique to generate test data; however, they did not test the technique with 
the UML state machine directly. The UML state machine diagram used in 
their approach is flattened into a usage model. The usage model defines a 
usage arc which is a transition with the possibility value. A minimal coverage 
arc suite is defined as a sequence of arcs which returns a value as small as 
possible. Riebisch et al. used the random technique to generate test data. 
The quality test data is the data which can cover every arc in the minimal 
coverage arc suite. The research mentioned earlier generates test data 
directly from the graph. The additional information in the UML state machine 
diagram is not used for generating test data. The OCL (Object Constraint 
Language) is an expression language that enables constraints to be 
described in the object oriented model. Bennetto et al. (2002) used the 
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constraints defined in OCL to create a test domain. The test domain is 
specified by the constraints of the system which are defined in the UML state 
machine diagram.  
In this research, the UML state machine diagram is used to generate the test 
data as it specifies the behaviour of small units, such as an object in the 
system, and there are many researchers which express interest in it. This 
thesis uses a GA-based technique, for the test data generation which will be 
discussed in the subsequent section.  
4.1.3 Test quality metrics 
The basic derivation for determining the quality of test data from the software 
specification is proposed by Offutt and Abdurazik (1999). They adopt source 
code coverage criteria which are used in white-box testing with a UML state 
machine diagram. Source code coverage criteria can be determined by 
transforming the source code into a control flow graph (Beizer, 1995). From 
control flow graphs, each test case can be run and the executed parts are 
then tracked. Criteria, such as statement coverage, full predicate coverage, 
or path coverage, are applied. The UML state machine diagram is also a 
graph based on specification similar to the data flow diagram; therefore, the 
same aspect of coverage criteria can be used. Offutt and Abdurazik (1999) 
proposed the criteria for UML state diagram as follows: 
 Transition coverage level is a set of transitions which test data 
satisfactorily in the coffee vending state machine given in Figure 3.1, 
the test data should fire transitions ti1, ti2, ti3, t1, t2, t3, 
t4, t5, t6, t7 and t8.  
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 Full predicate coverage level is a test set that contains test data which 
examines each clause in each predicate. The coffee vending machine 
contains three predicates: money > 0, money = 1, and 
 money > 1. The coverage of this level is a true and false branch of 
each predicate that must be examined.  
 Transition-pair coverage level designs coverage from pairs of adjacent 
transitions. From the coffee vending state machine, transition pairs are 
ti1-t1, t1-ti2, t1-ti3, ti2-t3, t3-t4 and so on. A test set 
should fire all pairs of transitions in order to accomplish transition-pair 
coverage.  
 Complete sequence level represents meaningful sequences of 
transitions which are designed by the software engineers. This 
guarantees that the sequences created by software designers are the 
sequences essential for testing. 
In this research, the transition coverage level is used as a main test data 
quality metric. The transition coverage is calculated as a percent of the 
transition coverage discovered by the test data out of the total amount of 
transitions. The coverage value along with the sequence length is used for 
comparing the quality of test data. 
4.1.4 Metaheuristic techniques for generating test data 
Generating test data by traversing graph based specification leads to the 
“state explosion” problem (El-Far and Whittaker, 2001). The state explosion 
causes numerous possible test cases which are required to test the system. 
Using heuristic techniques can prevent the state explosion problem. McMinn 
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(2004) investigated search-based techniques which can be used for test data 
generation. He stated that the evolutionary algorithm can be used for 
dynamic structural test data generation. The dynamic structure can be shown 
in the graph based specification. The UML state machine diagram and the 
control flow graph are examples of the dynamic structural specification. The 
genetic algorithm (GA), one of the evolutionary algorithms, is selected as the 
main search engine in generation of test data. GADGET (Michael et al., 
2001) and TGEN (Pargas et al., 1999) are the GA-based test data generation 
tools which work with the control flow graph. GADGET uses the genetic 
algorithm to find the coverage in the control flow graph; whereas TGEN 
applies the control flow graph to the control dependence graph (CDG) then 
uses GA with the CDG. GA has also been applied to other forms of software 
specification. Chen et al. (2005) proposed the GA technique to generate test 
data from the JML specification. A test input is generated from the formal 
specification as defined by JML.  
GA is selected because of its effective search power and simplicity in 
implementation. In the test environment, there can be different test data 
which can return the same quality. As GA is an evolutionary population 
based search, it can offer a number of solutions (i.e. population of qualify 
solutions). This supports the test data generation as testers can get different 
test data with the similar quality. 
4.2 The UML State Machine Executer 
The UML state machine executer is proposed to provide a data structure for 
executing the UML state machine diagram. The UML state machine executer 
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extracts required information from the UML state machine diagram such as 
transitions, states, and attributes value. The tools themselves should receive 
an input trigger and then inspect behaviour of the system in order to generate 
information for test data generation. 
When the sequence of triggers is put to the UML state machine executer, the 
state machine executer checks whether the trigger can fire the transition. If 
the transition is fired, the current state in the state machine is changed and 
the action defined in the fired transition is acted. The current states of the 
state machine and the attribute values after each trigger are recorded even if 
there is no transition fired by the trigger. The UML state machine diagram is 
loaded into the UML state machine executer by an XML Metadata 
Interchange (XMI) document (OMG, 2010). The UML state machine executer 
reads the XMI document and then creates the state machine according to the 
UML state machine in the document. The UML state machine executer is 
divided into several parts according to each function, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 The UML state machine executer components 
4.2.1 XMI extractor 
The XMI extractor (Figure 4.1) reads the XMI document and creates the state 
machine data structure for further use. The state machine data structure is 
generated by the meta-XML state machine document. The XMI extractor 
generates the meta-XML state machine diagram by transforming the XMI 
document using an eXtensible Style sheet Language Transformation (XSLT). 
The XMI itself could not be used directly because it contains not only 
linkages among the components in the state machine diagram or other UML 
diagrams in the XMI document, but also some predefined information 
populated by UML drawing tools. As a consequence, the irrelevant 
information is removed to provide a meta-XML state machine diagram to 
create the state machine data structure only. The state machine diagram 
data structure is a graph-based data structure. The data structure imitates 
the behaviour of the state machine diagram, including the super-state and 
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sub-state behaviour. The meta-XML state machine diagram is read and 
generates by the state machine data structure using JibX framework (JibX, 
2007).The data structure of the state machine is shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2 The state machine data structure class diagram 
The state machine data structure is a directed graph representing the 
connection between states and transitions. The state machine executer 
contains operations to execute the state machine data structure. States are 
divided into three types: the general state, the initial state, and the end state, 
according to the state type. General states are states which contain the 
normal status of the state machine diagram. General states may contain 
children states as sub-states to support the super-state and sub-state 
concept in the UML state machine diagram. This concept helps software 
designers to separate tasks for the programmer. A transition is a connecter 
between two states: the source state and the target state. The current states 
of the state machine are transitioned from the source state to the target state 
when the transition is fired. The transition data structure contains transition 
name, trigger name, guard condition, and action. These values are used in 
the evaluation of firing triggers, as mentioned earlier.  
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4.2.2 Sequence of triggers executor 
After the state machine data structure is created, the state machine should 
be executed. The sequence of triggers executor receives a sequence of 
triggers and extracts a trigger from the sequence, which then executes the 
trigger with the state machine data structure. When the sequence of triggers 
executor starts, it finds the initial state which does not contain a parent state 
and then selects that state as the current state. Transitions, which contain the 
current state as a source state, are picked up. If there is a transition which 
does not contain any trigger, it will be selected as a fired transition. The 
current state is moved to the target state of the transition. If all transitions 
contain triggers, the sequence of trigger executor waits and calls for the next 
trigger. The transitions which contain the same trigger as the input trigger are 
selected and checked to see whether or not they contain a guard condition. If 
there is no guard condition in the transition, the current state is changed. 
Otherwise, the guard condition must be evaluated using an attribute value 
stored in the state machine executer. If the guard condition is true, the 
transition is fired. When the transition is fired, the action is executed if there 
are some actions defined in the transition. The action could be an expression 
to assign attribute values, or a trigger. If the action is a trigger, the trigger is 
put to the state machine before executing the next trigger in the sequence. 
The sequence of triggers executor can evaluate guard conditions and 
execute actions which are defined by mathematic expressions. The 
mathematical expression evaluator is provided by Singular (2007). The 
Singular component is selected because it is an opensource framework, 
which provides good quality documentation and is easy to modify. In addition, 
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the fired transition is sent to the result collector component in order to create 
a fired-transition data structure. This research proposes the activity diagram 
shown in Figure 4.3, which summarises the activity of the sequence of 
triggers executor. 
 
Figure 4.3 Activity diagram of the sequence of triggers executor 
4.2.3 The result collector 
The result collector receives the information, such as the fired transitions and 
the attribute values, after each trigger is executed. The fired transition is 
collected in order to create the fired-transition data structure in the form of a 
directed acyclic graph data structure. The root of the graph is the initial state 
and the direction of each edge is towards the final state. Figure 4.4 shows 
the example of fired-transition data structure using the sequence power-on 
→inc→inc→coffee→dec→power-off in the coffee vending machine 
diagram. 
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Figure 4.4 An example of the fired-transition data structure 
At the beginning of the coffee vending state machine diagram, the current 
state is the initial state. As the ti1 transition does not contain any 
triggers, the current state is automatically moved to the Off state. The result 
collector adds the initial state, the ti1 transition and the Off state to the 
fired-transition data structure. When the power-on trigger fires the coffee 
vending machine, the current state is moved to the On state as the transition 
t1 declares the power-on trigger. The result collector adds the t1 transition 
and the On state to the structure. There are two initial sub-states in the On 
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state: the Supply state and the Money state. The current states are now in 
these two states as in the specification. When the On state is entered, the 
two sub-states are required to be active, so the transitions between the On 
state and these two initial sub-states are added automatically to retain this 
relationship in the fired-transition data structure. With these two current 
states the ti2 and ti3 transitions, which are the transitions without trigger, 
lead to the next two states; the Idle state and the Empty state. The 
transitions and the states are added as links in the data structure. Then, if 
there are triggers which fire the system and make the current states change, 
the transition which leads to a new state and the new state itself are added to 
the data structure from the current state, as shown in Figure 4.4. At the end 
of this example, the power-off trigger is fired, the t2 transition which is the 
transition to the super-state Off is activated, the current states which are 
under the super-state On are routed by the t2 transition automatically and 
get back to the Off state. The result collector must provide all links from 
every current state which is inside the On super-state and link it to the Off 
super state. 
The fired-transition data structure is used to calculate a number of states or 
transitions to be covered. The structure shows all states and transitions 
which have been fired during the given sequence of triggers. A number of 
distinguished states and transitions can be measured as the fitness value of 
the input sequence of triggers. The attribute values after each trigger are also 
recorded for generating the JUnit test, which is described in Chapter 7.  
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4.3 The Sequence of Triggers Generator 
The sequence of triggers generator creates a sequence of triggers to use in 
the UML state machine executer. The sequence of triggers generator 
requests all triggers from the XMI extractor in the UML state machine 
executer. The generator creates a sequence of triggers in the chromosome 
form which can be used in the genetic algorithm procedure. The 
chromosome mapping component transforms the chromosome into a 
sequence of triggers and passes it to the UML state machine executer, 
where the fired-transition data structure is returned to the sequences of 
triggers generator to evaluate the quality or the fitness value of the generated 
sequence of triggers using the fitness calculation component. Finally, the 
generator component uses the genetic algorithm to provide better sequences 
of triggers using the chromosome and its fitness value. The relationship 
between each component is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 The relationship between each component in the sequence of triggers 
generators 
First, every individual in the population pool is picked and decoded to a 
sequence of triggers. The UML state machine diagram executor creates a 
fired-transition data structure for each individual and returns it to the GA 
generator. The GA generator calculates the fitness value from the fired-
transition data structure in the fitness calculation component. Then, the 
fitness value is attached to the population. In this experiment, the fitness 
value is a transition coverage value. The GA operations, such as the 
crossover operation and the mutation operation, are applied to the population 
using the calculated fitness value. After finishing GA operations, the 
procedure is repeated until the maximum fitness value is found or the 
maximum generation is reached.  
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The GA is selected as a tool for test data generation because it is well known 
as a heuristic search for an optimization problem. The GA search here is for 
selecting triggers and ordering them appropriately in a sequence. The 
possible combinations of these selected triggers can be very high; therefore, 
the resulting search space of possible test data is usually very large. GA is 
used for selecting an appropriate sequence (test data) in the search space 
which contains high coverage quality. This reduces the amount of time used 
in executing the duplicate test data that returns the same quality. 
4.4 Single Population Approach 
This section will focus on using the genetic algorithm used to generate a 
sequence of triggers. The approach aims to generate a sequence of triggers 
which can cover as many of the transitions of the state machine diagram as 
possible. The sequence of triggers generator is the main component of the 
proposed methodology.  
4.4.1 Encoding technique 
As noted earlier, the sequence of triggers generator reads the XMI document 
for retrieving all triggers defined via the XMI extractor in the UML state 
machine executer. Each trigger is mapped with an individual integer number 
to ensure that the generator can use the integer sequence as the 
chromosome of the GA. For example, the triggers defined in the coffee 
vending machine shown in Figure 3.1 and their mapping numbers are shown 
in Table 4.1. The example of chromosome decoding is shown in Figure 4.6. 
Table 4.1 The trigger and the mapping integer 
Trigger power-on power-off coffee inc dec 
Mapping value 1 2 3 4 5 
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Figure 4.6 An example of the chromosome decoding 
4.4.2 Fitness calculation  
In this experiment, the transition coverage value is selected as the fitness 
function because it is the basic coverage criteria defined by Offut and 
Abdurazik (1999). Therefore, the fitness value is calculated by a number of 
fired transitions. The received fired-transition data structure contains the 
transitions which are fired; therefore, counting the distinguished transitions in 
the data structure is implemented with ease. The fitness value (i.e. coverage 
value) depends on a number of triggers in the sequence and the GA operator 
parameter values used in the test data generation. The number of triggers in 
the sequence (also known as the sequence length) indicates the number of 
triggers used in executing the state machine; however, the actual triggers 
which are put into the state machine depend on how the state machine 
executor carries out the state machine diagram. There are two approaches to 
execute the sequence of triggers: “stop after unfired trigger” approach and 
“skip unfired trigger” approach. 
Stop after unfired trigger approach 
The “stop after unfired trigger” approach necessitates that every trigger in the 
sequence must fire at least one transition. The trigger that cannot fire a 
transition is set as the end of the sequence of triggers. With this approach, 
the result collector in the UML state machine executor records the fired 
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transition until the trigger in the sequence is not able to fire any transition. 
The current states of the state machine diagram are guaranteed to be 
changed in every trigger in the sequence. The example of the “stop after 
unfired trigger” approach is shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7 An example of the “stop after unfired trigger” approach 
The sequence “power-on → inc → inc → power-on → inc → dec” is 
tested with the coffee vending machine diagram. The first three triggers can 
fire transitions. Then the power-on trigger is used, but there is no fired 
transition. As a result, the UML state machine executer stops the operation at 
this point and then returns the fired-transition data structure to the fitness 
calculation part in the sequence of trigger generator. 
Skip unfired trigger approach 
The “skip unfired trigger” approach intends to use all generated triggers, even 
those which could not fire any transition. The triggers which could not fire 
transitions still remain in the sequence; however, there is no transition added 
to the fired-transition data structure because nothing is changed from the 
trigger. The next trigger in the sequence is put to the state machine executor 
and checked if it can fire the transition. The result collector records the fired 
transition and adds it to the fired-transition data structure. The example of the 
“skip after unfired trigger” approach is shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 An example of the “skip after unfired trigger” approach 
When the UML state machine diagram executor reaches the second power-
on trigger that could not fire any transitions, the UML state machine diagram 
executor skips this and then selects the next trigger to attempt to execute the 
state machine diagram. The fired transition data structure is returned at the 
end of every sequence. 
4.4.3 Case studies 
The following three case studies, each with varying properties, have been  
experimented with to test the proposed approach: 
Case study 1 is a coffee vending machine as shown in Figure 3.1. The 
details of this state machine diagram have been discussed in section 4.1.1. 
This case study shows a simple state machine diagram that can work 
indefinitely when the appropriate triggers fire the system. This diagram 
contains 5 triggers and 11 transitions. 
Case study 2 is an enrolment system taken from Ambler (2004). It is shown 
in Figure 4.9. An enrolment system diagram describes the activities of 
student enrolment for each course. The students enrol for the course and 
when the course is full, students are no longer able to enrol in the course. 
The course can be closed for enrolment at any time. This case study is 
shown by a simple diagram which contains a final state. The final state is the 
end of the system. The system also contains a transition which returns to the 
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source state and multiple paths to reach the final state. There are 7 triggers 
and 14 transitions in the diagram. 
 
Figure 4.9 The enrolment system 
Case study 3 is a telephone system taken from OMG (2010). The telephone 
system is shown in Figure 4.10. The system starts when a user lifts the 
receiver. It waits for a dial tone and starts dialling. The user has to dial a 
maxDigit amount of digits to connect the telephone call. The users can 
hang-up the phone at any time to cancel the operation. This state machine 
diagram is the most complicated of these case studies. It contains super-
states and sub-states which can move to the beginning state. The diagram 
consists of 9 triggers and 15 transitions. 
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Figure 4.10 The telephone system 
These diagrams have been customized for the approach set out in this 
thesis. 
4.4.4 The evaluation methods 
The effectiveness of the technique is measured in three aspects: the 
maximum coverage value, the shortest sequence length to get the maximum 
coverage value, and the shortest sequence length for the convergence of the 
average coverage value to reach the maximum coverage value. 
The maximum coverage value (MaxCov) is the coverage value which the 
best generated test data (sequence of triggers) can reach. The MaxCov 
value shows the effectiveness of the approach.  
The shortest sequence length to get the maximum coverage value (SMax) is 
the shortest sequence length which can find the maximum coverage value. 
This value indicates the ideal shortest sequence length which can achieve 
MaxCov value. 
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The shortest sequence length for the average coverage value to reach the 
maximum coverage value (SAMax) gives the shortest sequence length of 
triggers in which the average coverage value reaches the MaxCov value. 
The SAMax value indicates the actual sequence length which can be used in 
order to generate test data to reach the MaxCov value.  
4.4.5 GA operators and parameters 
The GA operators used in the thesis experiment are the crossover operator 
and the mutation operator. The crossover operator is the one point crossover 
operation, while the random mutation technique is selected for the mutation 
operator. The combination of each GA parameter will be tested in order to 
find the best configuration. The parameters being tested are the crossover 
probability, the mutation probability and the size of population. 
The parameter tune up is tested with the various values of crossover 
probability, the mutation probability and the size of population. The coffee 
vending machine is selected for the parameter tune up as it is the simplest 
diagram from all case studies. A sequence length of 10 is selected as the 
computation times are not too long to observe.  
The population size of 10, 20, and 40 is tested to find the most appropriate 
population size for test data generation. Then, the crossover probability and 
the mutation probability are tested. The average coverage values from the 
combination of the crossover probability from 0 to 1 increasing by 0.1 are 
tested and the mutation probabilities 0.0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 are 
investigated to find the best configuration for test data generation. 
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Only the “skip unfired trigger” approach is applied, because this approach 
shows the usage of all triggers in the sequence. 
Population size 
The first parameter to be tuned up is the population size. The population size 
represents the number of chromosomes in the population pool. The 
population is used for crossover and mutation operation. The population 
sizes to be experimented with are 10, 20, and 40. The mutation probability is 
fixed at 0.05 and the crossover probability is 0.5. The experiment was run 20 
times. The average coverage value using the difference population size is 
shown in Figure 4.11. The error bars show the standard deviation of each 
sequence length.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 (c) 
Figure 4.11 The coverage result using the varied population size of the coffee vending 
machine (a), the enrolment system (b), and the telephone system (c).  
The experimental results show that different population size does not have a 
significant difference between the coverage values for the coffee vending 
machine and the enrolment system. The average coverage values for both 
case studies are similar in every sequence length for the different 
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populations, but the average coverage values for each population size in 
each sequence length are different in the telephone system. The higher the 
population size used, the larger average coverage average value is received. 
In addition, the standard deviation using the high population size is lower 
than that with the smaller population size. However, the difference of average 
coverage value in each sequence length is not greater than 6 % (the 
maximum gap between using the population size 10 and the population size 
40 at sequence length 10), and the standard deviation is not significantly 
different (the maximum is 5 percent in the telephone system), but the 
evolution time of the larger population size is much greater. From an 
efficiency point of view, the population size 10 is selected as it returns a 
reasonable average coverage value with a smaller generation time.  
The crossover probability and the mutation probability 
The next parameters to be tuned are the crossover probability and the 
mutation probability. The crossover probability is tuned from 0 to 1 increasing 
at increments of 0.1. The mutation probability 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 
are experimented to observe which configuration is the best for generating 
test data. The other values are fixed. The population size is 10, as in the 
previous tuning experiment. The sequence length used is selected from the 
experimental result in the last section when the population size is 10. The 
SMax-1 sequence length is used in each case study to ensure the coverage 
value for each configuration will not be blocked by the maximum coverage 
value. The sequence length used in the experiment for the coffee vending 
machine, the enrolment system, and the telephone system are 5, 4, and 9, 
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respectively. The experiments were run 20 times and the average coverage 
value for each configuration is shown in Figure 4.12. 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 4.12 The average coverage value (percent) in the various mutation and 
probability rates of the coffee vending machine (a), the enrolment system (b) and the 
telephone system (c) 
From the experimental result, using the crossover probability 0.5 and the 
mutation probability 0.05 allows for a higher average coverage value result in 
every case study. In the coffee vending machine system, the mutation 
probability 0.03 and 0.1 returns the closest coverage value for the mutation 
probability 0.05 in the same crossover probability. The mutation probability 
0.03 returns coverage data closer to the 0.05 mutation probability than 0.1 
mutation probability in the enrolment system, in which the 0.01 mutation 
probability provides the better solutions than 0.03 mutation probability in the 
telephone system. As a consequence, the 0.05 mutation rate is a suitable 
compromised point for every case study using the 0.5 crossover probability.  
As a result, the best configuration for the genetic algorithm operation is 
shown in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 The GA parameter operator values for the proposed approach 
Parameter Value 
Crossover probability 0.5 
Mutation probability 0.05 
Subpopulation size 10 
Maximum generation 100 
 
4.5 Experiment Details 
In this section, the coverage of the proposed technique will be examined. 
Having identified the appropriate GA operators and parameters, this section 
will present the experimental setup of the test generation framework. First, 
the relationship between the lengths of a sequence of triggers and the 
average coverage value will be examined through experiments with different 
sequence of triggers lengths. The average coverage value and standard 
deviation over 20 runs will be used for the performance analysis. Further 
experimentation will be shown for GA convergence (the growth of the 
coverage value) over the GA generations. Finally the results obtained from 
the proposed framework are compared with the results obtained from a 
random search and SA search. 
4.5.1 The variation of the sequence length 
The quality of the generated test cases is measured by the transition 
coverage criteria. The longer length of sequence of triggers used, the higher 
the chance to cover more transitions. However, more triggers lead to a longer 
execution time. Therefore, experiments were tested to calibrate an 
appropriate sequence length to generate test data. 
The sequence length (GA chromosome) was varied from 1 to 25 to find the 
relationship between the size of the chromosome and the coverage value 
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from the short sequence to the long sequence. The GA parameters used in 
the experiments are shown in Table 4.2.  
The experiment was run 20 times for each sequence length to see the 
average coverage value, the standard deviation value, and the maximum 
coverage value.  
4.5.2 The coverage against the number of iterations  
The next attribute to be discussed is the characteristic of the evolving trend. 
The experiment was run in the selected sequence length for each case 
study, and the best population coverage value in each generation was 
recorded. The experiment was run 20 times to find the average coverage 
value from each generation. The sequence length used in the experiment 
was selected by the sequence length which is the SMax-1 value from each 
case study. With the sequence length at SMax-1 value, the generated test 
data nearly reached the MaxCov. As a consequence, the average coverage 
per generation did not reach the MaxCov. The growth can be easily 
investigated as the generated test data did not reach the MaxCov in the early 
generation.  
4.5.3 Comparative techniques 
The proposed approach is also compared with the random search technique 
and the Simulated Annealing (SA) searching technique (Laarhoven and Aarts 
1987). 
In the random search technique, the same GA technique is run, but the 
crossover probability is set to 0 to avoid the crossover and the mutation rate 
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is set to 0.5 to achieve random search (Goldberg, 1989). The random 
generation generates one sequence of triggers in each generation to 
compare with the SA search, which also generates one sequence per search 
iteration.  
Only one population is created each time. The generations per execution are 
1,000 as there are also 100 generations with 10 population sizes in the 
proposed GA approach. 
The SA search is an adaptation of the linear search. In the linear search, the 
chromosome is randomly generated. The fitness value is calculated and 
recorded. The new chromosome is created by randomly swapping the values 
in the chromosome and then the new chromosome is tested for the fitness 
value. If the new fitness value is better than the old one, the new 
chromosome is selected as the best chromosome to execute further search. 
If the swapping value occurs for some time without improving the fitness 
value, one bit in the chromosome is randomly changed. The search is run 
until the maximum fitness value is met or it has run for maximum iterations. 
The SA technique adds the heat calculation in the linear search. The 
generation technique is the same as the linear search technique; 
nevertheless, the selection of the new best parameter value is considered the 
better coverage value, but also the heat probability. If the new solution is 
better, it is accepted; however, the new interior solution is accepted with the 
heat probability. The heat probability to select the new interior solution 
decreases as the search progresses. There is a high probability to select the 
new and better fitness value solution at the beginning of the search than later 
in the search. The heat probability is calculated by Equation 4.1. 
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Equation 4.1 The probability function for the SA 
Where 
   is the probability to pick up the new better solution 
   is the difference between the maximum coverage value and the 
current coverage value by the chromosome 
  is the temperature, which is reduced every time the search operation 
occurs.  
In the experiment, the temperature is reduced by 0.9 in each iteration. As in 
the GA technique, there are 10 individuals which are executed by the GA 
operator for 100 generations; the random search and the SA search are run 
for 1,000 iterations as a maximum iteration to acquire similar computation 
execution time. The maximum swapping times before changing the value in 
the chromosome is set at 50.  
The experiment is also evaluated in terms of coverage per sequence length 
and the coverage against iterations for the same case studies in order to 
compare the efficiency of the GA technique. 
4.6 Experimental Results 
4.6.1 The variation of the sequence length 
In this experiment, the “stop after unfired trigger” approach and the “skip 
unfired trigger” approach are experimented with in order to investigate the 
effectiveness of both approaches. The coverage result is presented in terms 
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of the average coverage in each sequence length and the maximum 
coverage from 20 runs. The comparisons between the different approaches 
in each case study are shown in Figure 4.13. The maximum coverage value 
and the average coverage value with the standard deviation error bars for 
both approaches are shown for the coffee vending machine system, the 
enrolment system, and the telephone system in Figure 4.13(a),(b), and (c), 
respectively. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 4.13 The percent coverage between the “skip unfired trigger” approach and the 
“stop after unfired trigger” approach (a) the coffee vending machine system  
(b) the enrolment system (c) the telephone system 
The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for every case study in each 
approach are shown in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 The experimental result for each case study 
 Coffee Vending 
Machine 
Enrolment System Telephone system 
Stop after 
unfired 
trigger 
Skip 
unfired 
trigger 
Stop after 
unfired 
trigger 
Skip 
unfired 
trigger 
Stop after 
unfired 
trigger 
Skip 
unfired 
trigger 
MavCov (%) 100.00 100.00 42.86 42.86 60.00 60.00 
SMax 6 6 5 5 8 10 
SAMax 11 9 N/A 12 N/A N/A 
In a comparison between the “stop after unfired trigger” approach and the 
“skip unfired trigger” approach, the same amount of MaxCov can be found in 
each case study. However, in the “skip unfired trigger” approach, the MaxCov 
value is always found after the SMAX length, whereas in the “stop after 
unfired” approach, the MaxCov value could not be found in sequence 
lengths, which are greater than SMax in the enrolment system and the 
telephone system. 
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Both approaches return the same SMax value in the coffee vending machine 
system, and the enrolment system. However, the “stop after unfired trigger” 
approach returns the shorter SMax value than the “skip unfired trigger” 
approach which are 8 and 10. There is no significant difference in the 
average coverage value during the sequence length 8 to 10, in the “skip 
unfired trigger” approach returns the higher average coverage, which means 
there is just a small chance to reach the MaxCov. However, with the 
sequence longer than the SMax value, the “skip unfired trigger” approach 
always returns MaxCov value, while the “stop after unfired trigger” approach 
could not. In the telephone system when using the “stop after unfired trigger” 
approach, the maximum coverage in each sequence length is not equal to 
the MaxCov after the SMax. The maximum coverage value drops to 53.33 % 
when the sequence length is 11, 13, and 16. 
In the “stop after unfired trigger” approach, the SAMax value can be declared 
only for the coffee vending machine. In addition, the SAMax value of the 
enrolment system in the “stop after unfired trigger” approach and the 
telephone system in both approaches could not be defined because the 
average coverage value could not reach the MaxCov value in any sequence 
length in the experiment. However, the average coverage value of the 
telephone system in the “skip after unfired trigger” approach leans towards 
the MaxCov, while there is a gap between the maximum coverage and the 
average coverage of the telephone system using the “stop after unfired 
trigger” approach. 
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In addition, the “skip unfired trigger” approach promises in this particular 
context, to return a sequence of triggers that return the maximum coverage 
value when using a sequence length, which is greater than SAMax. With the 
longer sequence length in the “skip unfired trigger” approach, sequence 
length can be reduced as some triggers are unfired. The sequence can then 
be the same as the sequence using the SAMax sequence length. In the “stop 
after unfired trigger” approach, the average coverage value could not be 
predicted when the sequence size grows. On the other hand, when using the 
“skip unfired trigger” approach, if the sequence length is increased, the 
average coverage value is also increased to, or at least it is equal to the 
smaller sequence length. 
The average coverage value from the “skip unfired trigger” approach is also 
better than the “stop after unfired” trigger approach when the sequence 
length is greater than SMax in the enrolment system and the telephone 
system approach. In addition, the standard deviation value at the same 
sequence of the “skip unfired trigger” approach is also smaller than the “stop 
after unfired trigger” approach. For example, the standard deviation values of 
the enrolment system at sequence length 6 and the telephone system at 
sequence length 11 for the skip after approach are 1.83 and 2.19, while for 
the “stop after unfired” approach the standard deviation values are 3.86 and 
3.50. However, the coffee vending machine does not show much difference 
between two approaches as it is a simple state machine, where only one 
sequence of triggers can solve the whole diagram. The “skip unfired trigger” 
approach can generate test data which returns better coverage than the “stop 
after unfired” approach in terms of the average coverage value and the 
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variation of the solution which does not vary much for the complex system. In 
addition, the “skip unfired trigger” approach guarantees that the longer 
sequence length returns the better average coverage value whereas the 
“stop after unfired” trigger approach could not secure the development of the 
result. 
The MaxCov value for the enrolment system and the telephone system could 
not reach 100% coverage. Both system diagrams are considered and there 
are two problems defined which prevent the proposed approach to the 
maximum coverage value: the parallel path problem and the loop problem. 
Parallel path problem 
In order to traverse every transition in the enrolment system, one sequence 
of triggers is not sufficient. More than one path is required to get from the 
initial state to the final state. Each path, which starts from the initial state to 
the final state, is called the parallel path. An example of parallel paths in the 
enrolment system is shown in Figure 4.14. There are 8 paths from the initial 
state to the final state, covering all transitions. 
1:ti, t1,t2,t4,t5 5:ti, t1, t2, t8,t5e 
2:ti, t1, t2, t3e 6:ti, t1e 
3:ti, t1, t2, t4, t6, t3e 7:ti, t1, t2, t4, t5, t7, t5e 
4:ti, t1, t2, t3, t4, t4e 8:ti, t1, t2e 
 
Figure 4.14 The parallel paths for the enrolment system 
Using only one sequence of triggers, the genetic algorithm evolves the 
sequence of triggers which executes the longest path, because the longest 
path can cover the highest number of transitions. In order to execute every 
transition, the sequences of triggers are required to execute every parallel 
path.  
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The loop problem 
Considering the parallel path ti, ti1, t2, t3, t4, t4e, the t4 
transition could not be fired unless the attribute studentNum is greater than 
the attribute MaxSeat. The value of attribute studentNum is increased 
when the t3 transition is fired. The t3 transition is fired by the 
studentEnrolled trigger when the current state is Open for 
Enrollment. In addition the studentEnrolled trigger must be called 
consecutively without the call of trigger cancelled; otherwise the current 
state is moved to the final state and the studentNum cannot reach the 
MaxSeat value. The situation in which the transitions are formed as a loop in 
the state machine diagram and when the transition also requires a set of 
triggers to run consecutively is known as the loop problem. The proposed 
approach could not calculate the number of consecutive sequences of 
triggers, as the fitness value is calculated only by the number of the coverage 
transitions; and even though the attribute value increases, the fitness value is 
not accrued. The sequence of triggers could not evolve to reach the 
sequence of consecutive triggers. 
Comparisons between the GA technique, random search, and SA in terms of 
the average coverage value are shown in Figure 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 for the 
coffee vending machine, the enrolment system, and the telephone system. 
The error bar on each sequence length shows the standard deviation for 
each technique at each sequence length. In addition, Table 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 
show the MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax from each technique for each case 
study. 
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Figure 4.15 The average coverage value per sequence length for the coffee vending 
machine system from three techniques 
Table 4.4 The experimental result for the coffee vending machine system 
 
GA 
Random 
Search 
SA Search 
MavCov (%) 100 100 100 
SMax 6 6 6 
SAMax 9 10 N/A 
 
 
Figure 4.16 The average coverage value per sequence length for the enrolment 
system from three techniques 
Table 4.5 The experimental result for the enrolment system 
 
GA 
Random 
Search 
SA Search 
MavCov (%) 42.86 42.86 42.86 
SMax 5 8 5 
SAMax 12 N/A N/A 
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Figure 4.17 The average coverage value per sequence length for the telephone system 
from three techniques 
Table 4.6 The experimental result for the telephone system 
 
GA 
Random 
Search 
SA Search 
MavCov (%) 60 46.67 60 
SMax 10 12 14 
SAMax N/A N/A N/A 
 
From the experimental result, GA returns the better average coverage value 
than other techniques. In addition, the standard deviation for GA is also 
smaller than the others. In the coffee vending system, all techniques can 
reach 100 percent coverage; however, GA can reach 100 percent coverage 
using the smaller sequence length. In addition, the standard deviation is 
small in short sequence lengths, but after SAMax value, which is 9, the 
standard deviation is 0. This is the same as in the enrolment system. The 
standard deviation is relatively small compared to the random search and SA 
search. For example, at sequence length SMax-1 from both case studies, 
the standard deviation values for GA, random search, and SA search are 
4.64, 22.46, and 13.35 percent for the coffee vending machine system, and 
3.59, 5.13, and 6.50 percent for the enrolment system.  
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In the longer sequence lengths for the simple state machine diagram such as 
the coffee vending machine, the random search can find the MaxCov solution 
as GA, but it cannot reach MaxCov via a short sequence length in the more 
complicated diagram, such as the enrolment system or the telephone 
system. The MaxCov value for the enrolment system and the telephone 
system using the random search are 8 and 12, while the other techniques 
can reach MaxCov with the shorter sequence length.  For the telephone 
system, GA returns the better coverage value than the random search and 
SA search. In addition, the standard deviation at the small sequence length is 
not different from the other techniques. At sequence length 10, the standard 
deviation for GA, random search, and SA search are 4.26, 12.25, and 4.79. 
The result shows that when using the short sequence length, the result still 
varies as the parallel path is randomly calculated. With the longer length, the 
standard deviation for the GA technique is reduced. For the sequence length 
22, the standard deviation for GA is 1.49. For the random search it is 9.5, and 
for SA search it is 7.68. In the longer sequence length, the GA attempts to 
find the coverage value from the longest parallel path; as a consequence, GA 
returns the better coverage value and standard deviation than the other as 
the other still searches randomly for different parallel paths.  
Even when the population size used in the experiment is the smallest, with 
the population size tune up shown in section 4.4.5 (which is 10), GA returns 
the better average coverage values and standard deviation values than the 
random search and the SA search in these particular case studies. In 
addition, the average coverage and the standard deviation are better in the 
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longer sequence, as GA attempts to solve the longest parallel path, which 
returns the highest fitness value. 
From the experimental result, the SA search returns the better result in terms 
of the coverage average value and the standard deviation value in the 
enrolment system and the telephone system. However, in the coffee vending 
machine system, the average coverage values are similar in the short 
sequence, but they grow a large amount in the longer sequence lengths. The 
“skip unfired trigger” approach omits the unfired triggers; therefore, with a 
long sequence lengths of sequence of triggers, the random search can 
randomly select any sequence and discard the unused one. In addition, the 
random technique is applied from the GA technique by using the high 
mutation rate. This increases the chance to randomly find the better solution 
in later generations for the simple state machine diagram. However, in the 
enrolment system and the telephone system, the SA search is better than the 
random search and seems as if it can reach the MaxCov using the longer 
sequence length. 
4.6.2 Convergence against the number of iterations 
This experiment shows the evolution of the population in each generation. 
The GA is run using the GA operator as in the previous section. The 
sequence length used in each case study is the SMax-1. The sequence 
length 5, 4, and 9 are selected for the coffee vending machine, the enrolment 
system and the telephone system. 
 The experiments were run 20 times, and the average coverage value was 
recorded in every generation, as shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18 The convergence per generation for each case study 
From the experimental result, the average coverage value grows dramatically 
at the beginning of the evolution. After the 20th generation, the growth of the 
development decreases to the MaxCov value. In the beginning, the GA tries 
to find a better solution as soon as it can, so the average coverage value 
rapidly grows. However, the coverage value which is achieved may not be 
the best value. The mutation operation introduces a small change which 
helps the solution to evolve in order that it may find the better and optimum 
solution. Therefore, in the later generation, the average coverage may not 
change as much as the better solution because it could not evolve due to the 
parallel path problem and the loop problem.  
Figure 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21 show the coverage against the generation of the 
coffee vending machine, the enrolment system, and the telephone system 
from the three techniques. The samples of average coverage values and the 
standard deviation values for some generations of the coffee vending 
machine, the enrolment system, and the telephone system are shown in 
Table 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. 
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Figure 4.19 The coverage against generation for the coffee vending system at a 
sequence length of 5 
Table 4.7 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the coffee vending machine system at sequence length 5 
GA 
Generation 
(Random 
search/SA 
search) 
GA Random search SA search 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
5(50) 69.55 12.95 31.82 16.02 27.27 19.79 
10(100) 77.73 10.83 38.18 17.84 28.64 21.33 
25(250) 81.82 8.85 30.00 20.88 33.45 29.18 
50 (500) 86.36 5.52 39.55 18.72 57.73 28.02 
75 (750) 87.73 4.45 36.82 24.23 69.09 21.35 
100 (1000) 88.18 4.27 35.00 22.52 76.36 11.94 
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Figure 4.20 The coverage against generation for the enrolment system at a sequence 
length of 4 
Table 4.8 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the enrolment system at a sequence length of 4 
GA 
Generation 
(Random 
search/SA 
search) 
GA Random search SA search 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
5(50) 27.14 5.48 13.21 5.32 13.57 5.63 
10(100) 27.50 5.32 13.21 4.19 14.29 6.55 
25(250) 29.29 5.63 13.57 3.95 14.64 6.34 
50 (500) 30.36 4.56 12.86 3.74 20.00 7.18 
75 (750) 31.07 4.19 15.00 4.58 22.50 7.43 
100 (1000) 31.43 4.27 13.93 5.42 22.50 7.43 
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Figure 4.21 The coverage against generation for the telephone system at a sequence 
length of 9 
Table 4.9 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the telephone system a sequence length of 9 
GA 
Generation 
(Random 
search/SA 
search) 
GA Random search SA search 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
5(50) 37.33 3.99 21.0 10.66 23.00 10.48 
10(100) 39.67 4.58 19.00 10.87 22.33 10.21 
25(250) 45.33 3.49 17.33 10.68 29.00 14.23 
50 (500) 47.67 3.91 18.33 9.88 30.00 13.25 
75 (750) 48.00 4.10 21.00 11.50 36.33 9.30 
100 (1000) 48.00 3.91 16.67 10.71 36.33 9.30 
 
From the experimental result, the GA returns the better coverage result than 
random search and SA search in all generations. At the early generations, 
the random search may return similar average coverage as the SA search, 
because both techniques generate a solution randomly at the beginning. The 
SA search returns the better solutions than the random search in the later 
generations. For the coffee vending machine, the standard deviation values 
for GA are reduced in the longer generation. The standard deviation values 
for the SA search increase in the early generations and then decrease in the 
later generation where the temperature has cooled down. However, the 
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random technique returns the same standard deviation values throughout the 
generation. The GA begins the generation with the lower standard deviation 
value than the others and then the standard deviation value is moved to zero. 
This is the same for the enrolment system.  
The deviation of the SA search is low at the beginning, but gets higher in the 
later generation. This is because the SA search tries to find the best solution 
for the different parallel paths in each run; therefore, the coverage result in 
each run depends on which parallel path is trying to be solved. In addition, 
the SA search trend is moved to the GA. Therefore, if the longer generation 
is used, the SA search may reach the same average coverage as GA. 
However, the GA can search for a better solution with the smaller variation 
using more generations.  
The same behaviour occurs in the telephone system. The GA and SA 
searches return a high standard deviation value. The standard deviation 
value for the SA search reduces after the 500th generations. However, the 
standard deviation value for GA is not significant in the later generations. The 
GA can search for the longest sequence quicker than the SA search. As a 
consequence, GA can try to find the better solution for the longest parallel 
path in the early generation. The SA search spends its early generation to 
find the proper path to search. Then after achieving the search path, the 
standard deviation is reduced.  
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the approach to use the GA to generate a sequence of 
triggers to test the UML state machine diagram was proposed. The approach 
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tries to generate a sequence of triggers which can cover as much behaviour 
as possible. The GA mechanism generates a chromosome, which is 
transformed to a sequence of triggers. The sequence of triggers is put into 
the state machine executor to run the given sequence with the state machine 
diagram. The transition coverage criterion was used as the test quality 
metric. The transitions are fired and the attribute values are recorded to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the sequence of triggers. The number of 
transitions which are fired is the fitness value for the sequence. The 
sequence of triggers and its fitness value was then used to generate a new 
sequence of triggers, which should be better than the old one. There are two 
approaches to execute the sequence of triggers: the “stop after unfired 
trigger” and the “skip unfired trigger”. The “stop after unfired trigger” approach 
stops the execution of the sequence of triggers when there is a trigger which 
is unable to fire any transitions in the state machine, whereas, the “skip 
unfired trigger” approach pretends that there is no trigger when the trigger is 
unable to fire the transition, and then uses the next trigger in the sequence. 
The effectiveness of the techniques was measured using 3 attributes: 
MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax. MaxCov is the maximum coverage value which 
the technique can provide. It shows the effectiveness in terms of the 
coverage value which can be reached. The SMax is the shortest 
chromosome length, or the number of triggers in the sequence or sequence 
length, where GA can reach MaxCov value. The SMax value shows the 
shortest possible sequence length which can reach the MaxCov value. The 
shortest sequence length that should be used to generate test data is 
represented by the SAMax value. The SAMax value is the shortest sequence 
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length which the average coverage value reaches the MaxCov value, which 
means with the SAMax sequence length or greater, the coverage value rises 
to MaxCov value every time the GA runs. 
From the experimental result, the “skip unfired trigger” approach returns 
better average coverage and the standard deviation values than the “stop 
after unfired trigger” approach. Even though the MaxCov values for both 
approaches are equal, the “skip unfired trigger” technique guarantees that 
with the longer sequence of triggers, the average coverage value is 
improved. The experiments were also run in order to find the best GA 
parameter values for the system. The result shows that the best configuration 
for generating test data is the crossover probability of 0.5 and the mutation 
probability of 0.05 with the population size 10. 
The “skip unfired trigger” approach was also compared to the random search 
technique and the SA search technique. The experimental results show that 
the GA technique is better in terms of the average coverage per sequence 
length, the average coverage per generation, and the variation of the test 
generation result.  
However, there are two problems which prevent the MaxCov from reaching 
100 percent average coverage: the parallel path problem and the loop 
problem. The parallel path problem is shown in some state machine 
diagrams, there is more than one path from the initial state to the final state; 
therefore, more than one sequence of triggers is needed to travel to all 
transitions. The other problem is the loop problem. In some diagrams, 
transitions must be fired consecutively without the interruption from the other 
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triggers to update the attribute value in order to move to another state. With 
the proposed approach the attribute value is not calculated to the fitness 
value; therefore, the system could not evolve to get the consecutive calls. 
The loop could not be solved. 
In the next chapter, a methodology to solve these problems is proposed to 
improve the test data generation framework. 
  
5 Chapter 5 
Solution for Parallel Path and 
Loop Problem  
The parallel path and loop problems are obstacles which prevent the 
proposed test data generation approach from achieving the high coverage 
value. The parallel path problem states that only one sequence of triggers is 
unable to execute all transitions, as the state machine diagram may contain 
many paths from the initial state to the final state. The looping problem copes 
with the specific requirement of a transition. Some transitions require the 
specific attribute values. The attribute value can be changed by executing 
some triggers consecutively. Therefore, the simple technique discussed in 
Chapter 4 needs to be improved.  
In this chapter, the techniques to solve these problems are discussed.  The 
solution methods are initially developed separately to solve the parallel path 
and loop problem. The two solutions are merged together to return a better 
result. Related works are explained in Section 5.1. The parallel path problem 
and its solution is discussed in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the loop 
problem and the technique used to tackle the problem. The experiment for 
the proposed approach is designed in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 shows the 
results of the experiment and related discussion.   
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5.1 Related Works 
5.1.1 Parallel path problem and loop problem 
The parallel path and loop problems are the main problems faced when 
implementing test data generation with the state machine diagram. For 
example, the path from the initial state to the final state can be collected 
easily when there is no loop structure inside the state machine diagram. The 
loop structure is a set of transitions which are directed to the same state. If 
loops exist, the number of parallel paths is increased, as the number of loops 
in the path can be varied. This is called the state explosion problem 
(Schroeder, et al. 2003). Only parallel path coverage cannot be used as a 
test data quality metric because there can be infinite parallel paths regarding 
the loop in the state machine diagram. 
The path selection is important to resolve these problems. Loops can be 
divided as a component in a path. Khor and Grogono (2004) omitted the loop 
problem by generating test data using branch coverage to qualify the test 
data. Instead of focusing on the paths, they focused on the condition which is 
evaluated inside the loop; all predicates in source code are tested for the 
coverage. From the experimental result, the test data generated from the 
genetic algorithm can achieve all predicates in the source code.  
The graph transformation is another technique to remove the loop problem. 
Briand et al. (2003) transformed the UML state machine diagram to a 
transition test sequence (TTS) and an invocation sequence tree (IST). The 
TTS and the IST are tree data structures. Switching from the graph structure 
to tree structure removes the loop, as there cannot be a loop in the tree 
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structure. The IST returns the sequences to be tested by traversing the root 
of the tree, using the depth first search algorithm. The generated test data 
should execute these sequences. The other transformation is proposed by 
Hong et al. (2000). With their approach, the state machine diagram is 
transformed to the extended finite state machine (EFSM). The EFSM is 
transformed to the control flow graph, and then the complete path is selected 
using the def-use (d-u) association. The d-u path is the selected path from 
the control flow graph. It starts from a node which defines (def) the attribute 
value then selects edges which go through the node and uses the defined 
attribute. The d-u path for each attribute in the control flow chart is selected 
to remove the loop problem. 
The search based technique can be used in each selected path to achieve 
the best result. McMinn (2004) split the search based technique, called 
species, for each path of the control flow graph path. The species are the 
searching algorithm which is applied to the path in the control flow graph. The 
result showed that the technique gave good quality fitness value in many 
aspects.  
With the approach proposed in this thesis, there is a requirement to explore 
the loop which is contained in a state machine diagram. A loop is a set of 
transitions which leads to the same state. Currently, the proposed searching 
loops or cycles in graph techniques do not satisfy the requirement in this 
research because they could not extract the exact loop but they check 
whether the graph is loop. Floyd (1967) proposed the cycle searching 
technique for linked list data structures and coined the term Turtle and Hare 
technique. This technique validates whether the linked list data structure is a 
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loop using one pointer as a turtle and the other pointer as a hare. The hare 
runs faster than the turtle; or in other words, the hare pointer moves in the 
linked list more quickly than the turtle pointer. If the hare can catch the turtle, 
there is a loop in the data structure. This method has not been used with the 
graph. Directly finding a cycle or the loop in the graph is not proposed. Klein 
and Stein (1993) proposed the technique to approximate the minimum 
number of cycles which covers the graph. They proposed the parallel 
algorithm to generate the minimum cover cycle. Their technique aimed to find 
the minimal cycle, whereas this approach needs to find all cycles in the 
graph. Lee et al. (2005) proposed an algorithm for a searching cycle in a 
Tanner graph. The Tanner graph is a bipartite graph which defines the 
constraints or equations for error correcting code. It expands a small code 
into a larger, error correcting code to investigate the error of the code. The 
technique applied the message passing algorithm to explore the loops inside 
the Tanner graph to specify the error code. They claimed that this technique 
is better than the tree based technique. However, this message passing 
algorithm can be used for a Tanner graph only. 
5.1.2 The fitness value evaluation for mathematic expression 
In the search-based techniques, the fitness value of the generated solution is 
required to quantify the ability of the solution. For test data generation using 
the branch coverage criteria, the condition defined in the branch is used to 
find the fitness value. Korel (1990) presumed that all branch predicates are 
using the form         , where    and    are arithmetic expressions and op 
is a relative operator such as;            . The function for each predicate 
is defined by        , where   is a real value function and     is a relationship 
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operator used in     . The      function is defined in Table 5.1. If the 
predicate is x > y, then the branch function is y-x < 0. 
Table 5.1 The branch functions for one-dimensional search 
Branch Predicate Branch Function          
               
                
               
               
                    
                    
 
Korel generated paths from a control flow graph which is generated from the 
source code. Each path contains a set of predicates which derives a set of 
branch functions. The one-dimensional search is used to find the input data, 
which can make all members of a set of branch functions be true. 
Michael et al. (2001) extended Korel’s idea by using a genetic algorithm 
instead of one-dimensional search. The fitness function is defined for each 
predicate of the code, as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 The fitness functions for GA in the branch coverage test data generation 
Decision type example Fitness function 
Inequality                 {
          
            
 
Equality                  |   | 
5.2 Parallel Path Solution 
In order to execute all transitions, the set of parallel paths in the UML state 
machine diagram should be discovered. The greedy algorithm for generating 
the parallel paths is proposed in this section. The genetic algorithm in 
Chapter 4 has to be applied to each parallel path. However, the approaches 
to apply the genetic algorithm to the parallel paths are varied. There are two 
techniques used to solve the parallel path problem, which are discussed in 
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this section: the multiple subpopulations approach and the improved single 
population approach.  
5.2.1 Parallel Path Finding algorithm 
The parallel path problem occurs because more than one path is required to 
cover all transitions in the state machine diagram. The solution to the 
problem is to discover all parallel paths which pass the transition coverage 
criteria. The algorithm to find a set of parallel paths is proposed, and shown 
in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1 Parallel Path Finding algorithm 
Input: state machine data structure, maximum greedy search 
Output: a set of parallel paths 
0. Set number of greedy search = 0 
1. Set coverTime = 0 for all transitions 
2. Select initial states 
3. Set initial state as a considered state 
4. Set stateScore for all states in the considered state by 
4.1. stateScore for each state is equal to the summary of 
coverTime of outgoing transitions 
5. Select active transition from the considered state by 
5.1. If there is only one outgoing transition, select the transition 
then go to 6 
5.2. If there is a transition which has never been reached, select 
the transitions then go to 6 
5.3. Select transition with maximum greedy score, the greedy 
score is defined by the stateScore of target state of 
transition – coverTime of transitions 
5.4. If more than one transition contains maximum greedy score 
5.4.1. If there is only one transition with minimum transition 
score, select the transition then go to 6 
5.4.2. If there is more than one transxition with minimum 
transition score, select one transition randomly then 
go to 6 
6. Increase coverTime of the selected transition by 1 
7. Add the selected transition to the parallel path  
8. Set target state of the selected transition to a considered state 
9. If all transitions have not been covered and the considered state 
contains outgoing transitions go to 5 
10. If all transitions have not been covered and the considered 
state does not contain outgoing transitions and the number of 
greedy search is less than maximum greedy search then 
10.1. Add the current parallel path to the output set 
10.2. Clear the current parallel path 
10.3. Increase number of greedy search by 1 
10.4. Go to 2 
11. If all transitions have not been covered and the considered 
state does not contain outgoing transition and the number 
of greedy search is equal or greater than the maximum 
greedy search then go to end. 
12. If all transitions have been covered go to end 
End. Return a set of parallel paths 
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The proposed greedy algorithm aims to find the parallel paths by traversing 
the state machine diagram from the initial state. The algorithm starts by 
setting the initial state to be a current state. The transition to be added is the 
transition from the current state which is directed the next state. Transitions 
adjacent to the current state must be taken into consideration. If there is only 
one transition from the current state, the transition is added to the parallel 
path and the current state is moved to the target state. If there is more than 
one transition from the current state, the transition which contains the lowest 
stateScore is selected. The stateScore is the number of times the state 
has been selected as a current state. The stateScore helps the algorithm 
to discover a new state. However, if more than one state contains the same 
on lower stateScore, then the random selection is used. This causes the 
algorithm to return the different parallel path set. The algorithm is run until all 
transitions have been selected to a parallel set or the maximum greedy 
search number is reached. The example of a set of parallel paths of the 
enrolment state machine diagram given in Figure 4.9 is shown in Figure 4.14. 
It is one of the parallel path sets which the algorithm can find. 
5.2.2 Application of genetic algorithms 
With a set of parallel paths, the genetic algorithm must be updated in order to 
solve the parallel path problem. There are two approaches to apply the 
genetic algorithm with the parallel paths: the multiple subpopulations 
approach shown in Figure 5.2 and the improved single population approach 
shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2 The multiple subpopulations approach 
 
Figure 5.3 The improved single population approach 
The multiple subpopulations approach 
With the basic technique, the genetic algorithm is applied for the whole set of 
transitions in the state machine diagram. For the multiple subpopulations 
approach, the genetic algorithm is executed for each parallel path; in other 
words, the UML state machine is sliced into pieces by a parallel path set and 
the genetic algorithm is applied for each sliced piece. The technique is shown 
in Figure 5.2. 
The genetic algorithm creates the same number of subpopulations with the 
same number of parallel paths. The particular subpopulation pool is then 
assigned to each parallel path. The fitness function for each subpopulation is 
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the number of fired transitions in the parallel path attached to the 
subpopulation. The genetic algorithm generates a sequence of triggers 
individually for each different subpopulation.  
Improved single population approach 
Despite the multiple subpopulations approach, the improved single 
population approach still uses only one population pool. Figure 5.3 shows an 
overview of the approach. 
The single population approach is run as shown in the left box of Figure 5.3. 
The GA was operated using the whole state machine diagram as the fitness 
function for each population in the same way as the single population 
approach discussed in Chapter 4. At the end of each generation, all 
individuals in the population pools are executed with each parallel path. The 
individual which returns the highest coverage value in each parallel path is 
selected as a representative of the parallel path. The overall coverage value 
is calculated using the representatives of all parallel paths. 
5.3 Loop Problem Resolution 
A loop is a structure in the state machine diagram which starts from one 
state; there is a transition set which returns it back to the same state. The 
loop is used as a tool for updating the attribute to the specific value before 
moving to a new state. In order to update the value, the loop must be 
executed consecutively, as some triggers may cause the state to transition 
out of the loop. To solve the loop problem, the loop must be discovered from 
the state machine diagram and then the number of times to call the loop must 
be discovered before moving to the next state.  
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The guard condition in the parallel path is considered because it is key to 
indicating how many time loops should run. This leads consecutive calls of 
loop for updating the attribute value to achieve the guard condition. As the 
loop problem should be solved with the parallel path, a relationship between 
the guard condition and the parallel path is created as the path-guard 
condition component. The genetic algorithm must be updated to generate the 
consecutive trigger calls for executing the loop. In this section, the attribute 
value is also used in the evolution process to find a sequence of triggers 
which call the loops to break a guard condition. 
5.3.1 The path-guard condition component 
In the parallel path problem resolution, the test data generation divides the 
problem from the whole system into parallel paths. However, the coverage 
value for each parallel path cannot be improved if there are conditions which 
require loop execution inside the parallel path. The transition which contains 
the guard condition is collected to create the path-guard condition 
component. The path-guard condition component is the composition of the 
parallel path and guard condition as defined in the transition of the parallel 
path. An example of the path-guard condition components extraction is 
shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 The path-guard condition component 
 In Figure 5.4(a), a set of parallel paths is generated. The transitions with 
guard condition are extracted from the parallel path. In the example, the 
parallel path P1 contains the transitions with guard conditions Ta and Tb. 
The guard conditions in both transitions are stated as Ga, Gb (Figure 5.4 (b)). 
The path-guard condition component is the cross product of the parallel path 
and the selected guard condition; therefore, the path-loops P1-Ga and P1-
Gb are defined as the path-guard condition components as shown in Figure 
5.4 (c). The same procedure is applied for all the parallel paths.  
In the enrolment system shown in Figure 4.9, there are two transitions which 
contain the guard condition: transition t3 with  studentNum < MaxSeat, 
and the transition t4 with studentNum >= MaxSeat. The example of the 
path-guard condition component for the enrolment system from the parallel 
path in Figure 4.14 is shown in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 The path-guard condition component for the enrolment system 
The path part 
The guard condition in the 
transition (from transition) 
ti,t1,t2,t4,t5 studentNum >= MaxSeat (t4) 
ti,t1e  
ti,t1,t2,t5e,t8  
ti,t1,t2,t3e  
ti,t1,t2,t3,t4,t5e,t7 studentNum < MaxSeat (t3) 
ti,t1,t2,t3,t4,t5e,t7 studentNum >= MaxSeat (t4) 
ti,t1,t2,t3,t3e,t4,t6 studentNum < MaxSeat (t3) 
ti,t1,t2,t3,t3e,t4,t6 studentNum >= MaxSeat (t4) 
ti,t1,t2,t4,t4e  
ti,t1,t2e  
 
The path-guard condition component which does not contain the guard 
condition can utilise the same genetic algorithm structure as the parallel path 
problem resolution presented in the previous section. For the path-guard 
condition component which contains the guard condition, the genetic 
algorithm should generate consecutive trigger calls to update attribute values 
to break the guard condition. To apply the genetic algorithm with path-guard 
condition components, the loop is required to find a sequence of triggers 
which drives the loop. 
5.3.2 Loop finder algorithm 
In this research, the loop finder algorithm focuses on extracting all loops in 
the graph. The graph is represented by the state machine diagram data 
structure. The technique must support the ability to generate loops from the 
state machine diagram which defines super-state and sub-state. In the super-
state and sub-state design, the sub-state can traverse to the other sub-state, 
or states which its super-state can move to. Alternatively, if a current state is 
moved from one state to another state which contains the sub-state, the 
initial sub-state should be transitioned automatically. For example, in the 
telephone system shown in Figure 4.11, there is one super-state which is 
Active. The Active state contains sub-states such as Dial tone, 
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Time-out, Dialing, Connecting and so on. Every sub-state can 
traverse to the Idle state if the caller hangs up trigger is called or go to 
the FinalState state if the terminate trigger is called. The caller 
hangs up and terminate triggers traverse from the super-state active to 
the Idle and the FinalState.  
The proposed algorithm to solve the problem consists of two main parts: the 
loop finding data structure creation and the loop extraction. 
The loop finding data structure 
The loop finding data structure is a tree data structure used for extracting 
loops. The example of the loop finding data for the enrolment system is 
shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 The loop finding data structure for the enrolment system 
The loop finding data structure shows all states in the state machine diagram 
and all transitions which link the states. It is a tree data structure which is an 
extension of the fired transition data structure. In spite of creating the fired 
transition data structure, to which only fired transitions are added, the loop 
finding data structure is generated using every transition in the state 
machine. The loop finding data structure generation selects the initial state of 
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the state machine diagram to become a root of the result tree. All outgoing 
transitions from the root state are added, and the target state of each 
transition is added as a child of the root node. Then, each child of the root 
node is selected as a new root. The new root also generates its new children 
from the adjacent state. The generation will stop if the new child contains a 
parent which is in the same state as itself. The algorithm for generating the 
loop finding data structure is shown in Figure 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.6 The loop finding data structure generation algorithm 
Loop extraction algorithm 
The loop extraction algorithm searches loops from the loop finding data 
structure. The output of the algorithm is a set of sequences of transitions in 
loops. The example of the output set of the loop extraction algorithm for the 
enrolment in Figure 5.5 are {t4, t5}, {t4,t6}, and {t3}. 
The output can be found by the backtracked search. According to the loop 
finding data structure, the leaves of the loop finding data structure are the 
final states or are the same states that their parents are in. Each leaf that is 
Input: state machine data structure, maximumDepth of output tree 
Output: the loop finding data structure 
Variable: currentDepth, currentSources, nextSources 
1. Select the initial states  of state machine data structure 
2. Set the initial states as currentSources 
3. For each source in currentSources 
3.1. Add source to the loop finding data structure connecting the source 
with the predecessor state 
3.2. If one of the parent node of the source is the same state as source, 
goto 3 
3.3. If currentDepth >= maximumDepth, goto 6 
3.4. If there is no successor state from source goto 3 for next source 
3.5. For each successor state of source 
3.5.1. Add the successor state to nextSources 
4. If there is no state in nextSources goto 6 
5. Set nextSources as currentSource, then start 3 
6. Return the loop finding data structure 
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not the final state is traced back to its parent, which is in the same state as 
itself. The transition from the parent to the search leaf is one of the outputs of 
the algorithm. For example, in the loop finding data structure in Figure 5.5, 
the considered nodes are leaves which are not in the Final state but are the 
Open for Enrolment state. For each node, the transitions backed to the 
root Open for Enrolment state are recorded as a set of loop transitions. 
There are 3 leaves of the Open for Enrolment state; as a consequence, 
the output set of the loop extraction algorithm for the enrolment in Figure 5.5 
are {t4, t5}, {t4,t6}, and {t3}. The loop extraction algorithm is 
shown in Figure 5.7. 
 
Figure 5.7 The loop extraction algorithm 
5.3.3 The genetic algorithm chromosome modification 
The genetic algorithm is modified in order to solve the loop problem. The 
modified technique is applied with the path-guard condition component to 
break the guard condition. Breaking the guard condition means to manipulate 
the attribute value to evaluate the guard condition to be true so that the 
Input: the loop finding tree data structure 
Output: a set of loops in the state machine diagram 
Variable: consideredNode 
1. Select nodes which are not a final state and do not contain children 
to consideredNode 
2. For each node in consideredNode 
2.1. Searching for the parent node of the node which represents 
the same state 
2.2. Collect edge from the parent node to the current considered 
node 
2.3. Extract the transition in the edges 
2.4. Add a sequence of transitions to output 
2.5. If there are other child nodes, pick one node then goto 2.1 
2.6. If every child has been checked, goto 3 
3. Return the output list 
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transition holding the guard condition can be fired. To break the guard 
condition, a loop must be called consecutively to update some attribute 
value. The chromosome and the evolution techniques should be modified to 
find an appropriate sequence of triggers to solve the loop problem.  
Chromosome encoding for loop driven sequence of triggers 
To generate a sequence to run the loop, a representative of a loop is 
provided to the state machine diagram. A loop driven sequence of triggers 
(LDT) is a sequence of triggers which fire the loop. It can be explored by 
traversing the loop and reading the triggers as defined in each transition of 
the loop. A sequence of these triggers is LDT, which can run the loop at a 
specific state. The example of LDTs in the enrolment system is shown in 
Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 The loop driven sequence of triggers for each loop in the enrolment system 
Loop Loop driven sequence of triggers 
t3 studentEnrolled 
t4,t5 studentEnrolled-seatAvailable 
t4,t6 studentEnrolled-seminarSplit 
 
With the simple genetic algorithm, each trigger is mapped with an individual 
integer. To run the loops without interruption the LDT must be executed as 
an atomic trigger. As a consequence, each LDT is represented as an integer 
in a chromosome. The example of new chromosome mapping for the 
enrolment system is shown in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5 Trigger and LDT encoding 
Trigger or LDT 
Integer 
Encoding 
Transitions in Loops 
scheduled 1  
open 2  
studentEnrolled 3  
seatAvailable 4  
seminarSplit 5  
closed 6  
cancelled 7  
studentEnrolled 8 t3 
studentEnrolled-seminarSplit 9 t4,t6 
studentEnrolled-seatAvailable 10 t4,t5 
 
Numbers 1-7 are the normal encoding used for the simple technique: 
numbers 8-10 are the additional encoding for the LDT. 
The LDT counting representation 
As mentioned earlier, the LDT must be called consecutively. The 
chromosome also needs to be updated in order to represent the number of 
calling LDTs. The additional space (counting space) in the chromosome is 
provided to indicate the occurrence of the LDT in the decoded sequence of 
triggers. The number in each space is called LDT count. A number of 
additional spaces are equal to the number of the LDTs, because each 
additional space represents the occurrence of each LDT.  
The example of decoding the 4-encode-integer length of sequence is shown 
in Figure 5.8. The last three positions are added to the sequence to represent 
consecutive occurrence of the LDT numbers 8, 9, and 10. The first four 
positions are the sequence of trigger numbers generated by the GA. These 
four positions are expanded using the LDT count number to generate the 
sequence of triggers for loops. The decoded sequence of triggers is used to 
find the coverage value for the parallel path. 
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Figure 5.8 The decoding chromosome with LDT count 
From the example of the chromosome in Figure 5.8, a decoding process 
starts by reading the first integer, which is 10. The encoding 10 represents 
the LDT the third LDT from the Table 5.5 which is 
studentEnrolled→seatAvailable. The LDT count for encoding 10 is 
the last LDT count position (the 7th position in the example) which is 2. So the 
sequnce of triggers starts by repeating studentEnrolled→ 
seatAvailable twice, which is studentEnrolled→seatAvailable→ 
studentEnrolled→seatAvailable. Then the next encoding number is 
considered. The encoding 5 is decoded to SeminarSplit. Then the 
encoding 9 is selected. The encodinig 9 is also a LDT representing 
studentEnrolled→seminarSplit sequence. Its LDT count is in the 
second position (the 6th position in the example) of the LDT count which is 1. 
Therefore, it presents only once in the sequence, which is only 
studentEnrolled→seminarSplit sequence. The last encoding is 7 
which is decoded to cancelled. As a consequence, the sequence of 
triggers in Figure 5.8 is studentEnrolled→ 
seatAvailable→studentEnrolled→seatAvailable→seminarSplit→ 
studentEnrolled→seminarSplit→cancelled. 
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5.3.4 The fitness value evaluation 
The sequence of triggers and the LDT counts are encoded within the same 
chromosome, but their evolution uses different fitness functions. The fitness 
value of the sequence of triggers is defined by a number of transitions that 
have been executed by the sequence in the parallel path in a similar manner 
to the previous section. 
The evolving LDT counts use a different fitness function. The fitness value is 
calculated by the state machine attribute values after executing a trigger and 
the guard condition in the path-guard condition component. The fitness 
function is applied from the guard condition to find the minimum number of 
calls for the occurences of LDTs to break the guard condition; therefore, the 
fitness value for the LDT counts is calculated based on how true the 
evaluated the guard condition is. A minimum number of calls is required in 
order to reduce the execution time. A large amount of LDT calls can also 
solve the problem, but that leads to a lengthy test execution time. For 
instance, for the integer x of the guard condition “x<7” the most preferred 
value of x is 6. This is the closest value to make the condition true, rather 
than any other integer values. Other values may cause too many LDT calls, 
which makes the test execution time too long. The fitness function is defined 
from a guard condition, as shown in Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6 The fitness function from the guard condition 
Guard condition Fitness function 
c == d       |   | 
c < d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c <= d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c > d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c >= d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c != d      {
        
           
 
 
From the table, if c = 0 then the value of c and d will be swapped; 
therefore, the opposite relationship symbol is used. The fitness function for 
LDTs can be evaluated using the the attribute value after the consecutive 
calls. However, there may be many LDTs in a sequence, so the fitness value 
for each LDT in the sequence is measured after each LDT. The smallest 
fitness value is selected as a representative of the LDTs’ space in a 
sequence. The smaller fitness value represents the closer attribute value, 
which is needed to break the guard condition. Figure 5.9 shows the points 
where the attribute values are recorded and are used to calculate the fitness 
values in regards the guard of its path-guard component. It is the same 
chromosome as in Figure 5.8. The vertical arrows show places to collect 
attribute values to calculate the fitness value. 
 
Figure 5.9 The attribute value collection points 
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From Figure 5.9, there are two LDTs which have been decoded to 
chromosome 3→4→3→4 and 3→5. The attribute values are collected after 
the 4th trigger and 7th trigger are executed. These two positions are the end of 
each LDT. The smallest values between them will be used as a fitness value 
of the LDT count for evolution. 
5.3.5 The genetic algorithm modification 
The difference between the parallel path solution and the loop solution is the 
component to calculate the fitness function. In the parallel path solution, only 
the parallel path is used to find the fitness values, whereas in the loop 
solution, the path-guard condition component is selected to quantify the 
solution. In the genetic algorithm, the group of chromosome populations 
(subpopulations) are divided by the number of the path-guard condition 
components. There are two subpopulations for each path-guard condition 
component: the subpopulation for evolving the chromosome of the sequence 
of triggers and the subpopulation for evolving the LDT count values. The 
subpopulation for each path-guard condition component is divided into two 
subpopulations due to the mutation operation constraint. In the sequence of 
triggers, the value in the chromosome must not be greater than the maximum 
id of a trigger and LDT representation, while in the LDT count it can be any 
countable value. With two subpopulations, the mutation operator can mutate 
the chromosome correctly based on the sequence of triggers. Figure 5.10 
shows the overview of the technique. 
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Figure 5.10 The overview of the genetic algorithm modification 
The chromosomes for a sequence of triggers and LDT count evolve 
separately; however, they are linked together in order to create a sequence 
of triggers. In each GA generation, the chromosomes for a sequence of 
triggers and the LDT count are combined to create a sequence of triggers 
with consecutive trigger calls, as discussed in Section 5.3.3. The sequence of 
triggers is executed by the UML state machine executer. The transition 
coverage by the sequence of triggers is the fitness value for the chromosome 
of the sequence of the triggers. The representative fitness value from the 
attribute value collection point calculation is used for the fitness value of the 
LDT count in the next GA generation. 
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5.4 The Experiment Details 
In this section, the solution of the parallel path problem and the loop problem 
solution are examined. As the loop problem requires an effective parallel path 
problem solution, the comparison between the parallel path problem 
solutions is first investigated. The improved single population approach and 
the multiple subpopulation approach are compared to find the better solution 
to use with the loop problem solution. After selecting the better parallel path 
solution, the loop problem solution is tested to ascertain whether it can solve 
the loop problem. The effectiveness of the proposed GA with the parallel path 
and loop problem solution are examined with the random search and the SA 
search in terms of the average against sequence length and the coverage 
per generation. Finally, as the parallel path finding algorithm is a greedy 
algorithm, a return path set may be different. The experiment is to investigate 
the influence between the different characteristics of parallel paths set. Two 
different parallel paths from the telephone system are compared in terms of 
the average coverage per sequence length and the average coverage 
against generations.  
The comparison of the two techniques of the parallel path problem solution is 
provided; the better solution will be applied with the loop problem solution. 
The GA with the loop problem solution is compared to the updated random 
search and the updated SA search to show the effectiveness in terms of 
coverage value and the variation of the proposed technique. Finally, the 
observation for the different parallel path sets, which may occur using the 
parallel path finding algorithm, is investigated to observe the different results. 
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5.4.1 The parallel path problem solution 
The experiment for the parallel path solution aims to compare the 
effectiveness of the multiple subpopulation approach and the improved single 
population approach. The better solution is selected to use with the loop 
problem solution. The case studies used in the experiment are the enrolment 
system and the telephone system described in Chapter 4. The coffee 
vending machine is not selected as there is only one parallel path, and the 
single population approach can generate the 100 percent coverage value for 
this case study.  
In the multiple subpopulation approach, the amount of the subpopulation is 
equal to the number of parallel paths. The genetic algorithm is run in each 
subpopulation individually. Each subpopulation uses the same genetic 
parameters, as in the simple approach. The genetic parameters used are 
shown in Table 4.2. 
Thus, the total population size for the multiple subpopulations approach is the 
amount of parallel paths multiplied by 10, because there are ten populations 
per parallel path. As mentioned in the GA parameter tune up section in the 
last chapter, more populations return a higher coverage value; therefore, for 
a reasonable comparison between the multiple subpopulation approach and 
the improved single population approach, the number of populations for the 
improved single population approach is also equal to the number of parallel 
paths multiplied by 10 for only one population pool. The other parameter 
value is also the same. In order to achieve a significant result, the same 
parallel paths should be used in every experiment. Figure 4.14 shows one 
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set of the parallel paths which the algorithm can generate. This set has been 
selected because the parallel path finding algorithm returns this set 
frequently. For the telephone system, there are two parallel path sets 
because the proposed path finding algorithm can return different sets which 
cover all transitions. The parallel path set I (the left column of Table 5.7) 
which is often returned by the Parallel Path Finding algorithm is used in the 
experiment. The parallel path set II is used to analyse the characteristic of 
the parallel path which is described in Section 5.4.4.  
Table 5.7 The parallel path set for the telephone system 
Parallel path set I Parallel path set II 
1:fInit, t1, t10, t11, t12, 
t12e, t2, t3, t4, t7, t9 
2:fInit, t1, t2, t4, t5, t7, t8 
3:fInit, t1, t12e, t4, t6 
4:t1, t12e 
1:fInit, t1, t2, t4, t5, t7, t9, 
t11, t12 
2:fInit, t1, t2, t4, t7, t9, t10, 
t12e 
3:fInit, t1, t2, t4, t5, t7, t8, 
t10, t12e 
4:fInit, t1, t2, t3, t12e 
5:fInit, t1, t2, t4, t6, t12e 
6:fInit, t1, t2, t4, t5, t6, t12e 
 
The number of the parallel path sets used and the number of populations 
used in this experiment are shown in Table 5.8.  
Table 5.8 The number of parallel path and the population used in each case study 
Case study The number of 
parallel paths 
The number of 
population used in 
the experiment 
The enrolment system 8 80 
The telephone system 4 40 
 
In the improved single population approach, the variation of the population is 
required to find the mutation influence with the different parallel paths. The 
various mutation probabilities are applied to the experiment to increase the 
variation of the solution. The mutation probability values which are used for 
the experiment are 0.00, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, and 0.50.  These are used to 
see the effects of the various mutation probabilities. 
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The experiment was run 20 times for each case study with the sequence 
length from 1-25, as per the experiments in the previous chapter. The 
coverage value per sequence length and the coverage against generations 
are compared to observe the efficiency of the test data generation approach.  
5.4.2 The loop problem solution 
The same case studies are tested using the same GA parameters as defined 
in Table 4.2. The GA parameters are used in every subpopulation including 
the sequence of triggers and the LDT count part. The sequence length used 
in the experiment varies from 1 to 25. The chromosome length is the 
sequence length plus the number of loops in the state machine diagram in 
order to place the LDT count. The coverage per sequence length is collected 
to show the ability to find the coverage value of the system. The coverage 
per generation is also collected to show the evolution of the technique. The 
obtained results are discussed in Section 5.5. 
5.4.3 Comparative techniques 
The random search technique and the SA search technique are also used to 
compare the efficiency of the system to the parallel path problem and the 
loop problem calculation. The chromosome representation and the path-
guard component are applied to these techniques. 
For the random search, the same configuration as described in Section 4.5.3 
is used. The GA framework for the parallel path and loop problem solution is 
used. The crossover probability is set to 0 to avoid the crossover, and the 
mutation rate is set to 0.5 as the random search. This provides for the 
effectiveness of the proposed framework with the random technique. 
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The SA search technique is still updated.  Instead of creating only one 
chromosome to find the whole system, (as in the Chapter 4), the 
chromosome encoding technique proposed in this chapter is applied to the 
SA search for all the path-guard components. The chromosome is randomly 
generated for each path-guard component. The fitness values are evaluated 
in a similar way to the GA technique. A sequence of triggers and the LDT 
count are also calculated separately as in the GA technique. The heating 
probability used for evolving the chromosome in the SA search is also 
applied separately for both the sequence of triggers and the LDT count part.  
The same parameter values as described in Chapter 4 are applied. The 
temperature is 0.9. The random search and SA search run 1,000 iterations in 
each path-guard condition to retain the same amount of computation time 
between these approaches and the GA technique. The results are shown in 
Section 5.5. 
The coverage against generation among three techniques is also used for 
the comparison. The SMax-1 sequence length for the GA technique is used 
as it can show the average coverage value without being blocked by the 
MaxCov value. There are 20 experiment runs to compare the average 
coverage per generation and the standard deviation of the three techniques.  
5.4.4 The parallel path characteristic 
The parallel path finder algorithm is a greedy algorithm; therefore, each time 
it runs, the results may be different. This experiment is conducted with the 
same UML state machine diagram, but with different parallel path sets. The 
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telephone systems can return different sets of parallel paths, as shown in 
Table 5.7. 
In the previous experiment, the parallel path in set I is used in every test in 
order to get an accurate approach without the variation of the parallel path 
set. The GA is run with the parallel path set II in this experiment to compare 
the coverage value between both sets of parallel paths. 
5.5 Result and discussion 
5.5.1 The parallel path problem solution 
The coverage value per sequence length 
The maximum percent coverage values and the average coverage value for 
each of the parallel path problem solutions in each case study are shown 
below. Figure 5.11 shows the coverage per sequence length of the multiple 
subpopulation approach, while the improved single population approach 
results using the mutation rates 0.00, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, and 0.5, are 
shown in Figure 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17.  
   
          (a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 5.11 The coverage value per sequence length of the multiple subpopulation 
approach (a) the enrolment system (b) the telephone system 
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          (a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 5.12 The coverage value per sequence length using the improved single 
population approach with 0.00 mutation probability (a) the enrolment system (b) the 
telephone system 
   
          (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 5.13 The coverage value per sequence length using the improved single 
population approach with 0.03 mutation probability (a) the enrolment system (b) the 
telephone system 
   
          (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 5.14 The coverage value per sequence length using the improved single 
population approach with 0.05 mutation probability (a) the enrolment system (b) the 
telephone system 
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          (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 5.15 The coverage value per sequence length using the improved single 
population approach with 0.10 mutation probability (a) the enrolment system (b) the 
telephone system 
   
          (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 5.16 The coverage value per sequence length using the improved single 
population approach with 0.25 mutation probability (a) the enrolment system (b) the 
telephone system 
   
          (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 5.17 The coverage value per sequence length using the improved single 
population approach with 0.50 mutation probability (a) the enrolment system (b) the 
telephone system 
The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for the enrolment system in each 
approach are shown in Table 5.9, and the values for the telephone system 
are shown in Table 5.10. 
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Table 5.9 The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for the enrolment system 
 Multiple 
subpopulation 
approach 
Improved single population with the mutation rate 
0.00 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.5 
MaxCov 64.29 50 64.29 64.29 64.29 64.29 64.29 
SMax 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
SAMax 7 N/A N/A N/A 5 6 9 
 
Table 5.10 The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for the telephone system 
 Multiple 
subpopulation 
approach 
Improved single population with the mutation rate 
0.00 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.5 
MaxCov 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
SMax 5 11 4 4 4 4 4 
SAMax 13 N/A N/A 12 14 22 N/A 
 
From the experimental result, the MaxCov value for the enrolment system 
increased from 42.86 percent in the single population approach to 64.29 
percent in all approaches; however, the MaxCov value for the telephone 
system is still 60 percent, which means the parallel path problem solution 
alone could not increase the MaxCov value for the telephone system. Thus, 
using the proposed approaches, the SAMax value for the telephone system 
can be identified in the multiple subpopulation approach and the improved 
single population with the mutation rates 0.05, 0.10 and 0.25 which are 13, 
12, 14, and 22 respectively. The 0.05 mutation rate returns the shortest 
SAMax value, while the multiple subpopulation approach returns the second 
shortest value. Longer mutation rates, which are 0.10 and 0.25, return the 
longer SAMax but the 0.5 mutation rate was not able to return the SAMax. In 
contrast, the 0.5 mutation rate returns the SAMax value for the enrolment 
system; however, the 0.25 and 0.10 mutation rate returns the shorter SAMax 
value which is the better result in terms of shorter sequence length, and 
shorter generation and execution time. However, with a small mutation rate, 
such as 0, 0.03, and 0.05, the SAMax cannot be specified. Considering the 
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parallel paths used in the experiment, the parallel paths set for the enrolment 
system as defined in Figure 4.14 consists of parallel paths of similar sizes, 
while in the parallel paths for the telephone system shown in Table 5.7, there 
is a parallel path which is much longer than the other sequences. As a 
consequence, the improved single population approach with a low mutation 
rate is appropriate to solve the state machine diagram, but mutation rates 
that are too low, such as 0.00 or 0.03, cannot find the good result. Using the 
high mutation rate is good for the state machine, which consists of the similar 
sized parallel paths. Selecting the improved single population approach 
required the information of the characteristic of the parallel paths of the UML 
state machine diagram to select the appropriate mutation rate. In contrast, 
the multiple subpopulations did not require the characteristic of the parallel 
paths. It returns the same positive result, compared to the best result in each 
mutation rate of the improved single population approach. The MaxCov value 
in the multiple subpopulation technique is the same as the improved single 
population technique, which is 64.29 percent in the enrolment system and 60 
percent in the telephone system. The SMax is the same in the enrolment 
system, while the multiple subpopulation returns a slightly higher value in the 
telephone system, which is 7. The best SMax value for the telephone system 
using the improved single population approach is 6 in all mutation rates. The 
multiple subpopulation returns the SAMax value close to the best value in the 
improved single population approach in both case studies. However, the 
configurations of the improved single subpopulation techniques, which return 
the better solution, are different in this particular case study. 
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From the observation, the multiple subpopulation approach is better than the 
improved single population in terms of finding the coverage value. The 
multiple subpopulation approach is not required to change the configuration 
to solve the problem. Most parallel path patterns can return a better result 
compared to the improved single population approach. As a consequence, in 
the next experiments, the focus is on the multiple subpopulation approach. 
The coverage against generation 
In this experiment, only the coverage against generation of the multiple 
subpopulation approach is shown to illustrate the characteristic of the 
evolution. The best chromosomes in each subpopulation are selected in each 
generation; the coverage value was calculated and shown in Figure 5.18. 
The sequence length used in the experiment is the SAMax minus one to 
ensure that the evolution will not grow too quickly to be observed. In the 
experiment, the sequence length for the enrolment system is 6 and the 
telephone system is 12. The abbreviation ES stands for the enrolment 
system and TS stands for the telephone system. 
 
Figure 5.18 The coverage against generation of the multiple subpopulation approach 
From the experimental result, the enrolment system evolves quickly in the 
early state, and then the evolution is increased by a very small amount. The 
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evolution of the telephone system grows rapidly in the first generations until 
around the 40th - 50th generations. The coverage of the enrolment system 
grows rapidly at the beginning because the parallel path set of the enrolment 
system contains the same length of parallel paths. The number of 
generations used to evolve the appropriate sequence is the same. While in 
the telephone system, the coverage values grow quickly as the short parallel 
path solutions are found quickly. With the longer parallel paths, the GA 
requires more generations to find the sequence, so the coverage value 
increases sharply at the middle phase of the evolution after finding the 
solution for the long parallel paths. 
5.5.2 The loop problem solution 
The coverage per generation 
The experiments were run with two case studies: the enrolment system, and 
the telephone system. The coverage result per generation for both case 
studies is shown in Figure 5.19. The figure shows a comparison of 
effectiveness among the GA technique, the random search, and the SA 
technique. The maximum coverage value and the average value for the 
enrolment system are shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.21. Figure 5.22 and 5.23 
show these values for the telephone system. The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax 
values for the enrolment system are shown in Table 5.11 and for the 
telephone system are shown in Table 5.12. 
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(a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 5.19 Coverage per sequence length of the loop problem resolution (a) 
enrolment system (b) telephone system 
 
Figure 5.20 The maximum coverage value per sequence length of the enrolment 
system from three techniques 
 
Figure 5.21 The average coverage value per sequence length of the enrolment system 
from three techniques 
Table 5.11 The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for the enrolment system 
 Genetic Algorithm Random search Simulation 
Annealing 
MaxCov 100 100 100 
SMax 5 5 9 
SAMax 10 14 N/A 
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Figure 5.22 The maximum coverage value per sequence length of the telephone 
system from three techniques 
 
Figure 5.23 The average coverage value per sequence length of the telephone system 
from three techniques 
Table 5.12 The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for the telephone system 
 Genetic 
Algorithm 
Random search Simulation 
Annealing 
MaxCov 100  100 100 
SMax 9 12 15 
SAMax N/A N/A N/A 
 
From the experimental result, the LDTs representation can find the test data 
which provides 100 percent coverage. From three techniques, which use the 
LDT representation, they can all find 100 percent coverage in both case 
studies. In the enrolment system, the average coverage using the GA and 
the random search are almost the same. GA returns the better average 
coverage result when the sequence lengths are between 5 and 12 which are 
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the sequence lengths between the SMax value and the SAMax value of the 
GA technique. The standard deviation values for the GA techniques during 
these sequence lengths are also smaller than the random technique. For 
example, at sequence length 8, the standard deviation value for the GA is 
1.60, for the random technique is 3.59, and for the SA search is 6.18. These 
show that even the LDTs representation can solve the problem for the small 
state machine diagram. When using the random technique, GA is still better 
in terms of generating a good result with the shorter sequence length, and 
also with the low variation in the same sequence length with the random 
technique. The SA search average coverage value also increases with the 
longer sequence length, but the value is worse than the GA and the random 
search.  
In contrast to the more complex system like the telephone system, the GA 
returns the higher average coverage value than the others, where the 
random technique and the SA search return a similar result. For the standard 
deviation value, the random search returns the smallest standard deviation 
value in the medium sequence length between 3 and 20. The GA returns the 
lower standard deviation value at the short sequence lengths as 1 and 2 and 
the long sequence length between 21 and 25. The standard deviation values 
for the GA, the random search, and the SA search at the sequence length 4 
are 8.73, 5.88, and 7.58, and at sequence length 22 the standard deviation 
values are 4.78, 5.06, and 11.90. This occurs because during the medium 
sequence length, the GA are searching for the different parallel paths which 
return the high coverage result so the output may be varied every time the 
search runs. It may focus on the different paths, but the random search does 
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not concern the path; it generates the output randomly. However, the SA 
search returns the similar average coverage value as the random search for 
the complex system and worse result in the simple system. The LDTs 
resolution may not be appropriate for the SA search; yet, the average 
coverage result for the SA search also grows regarding the sequence length. 
So, if a longer sequence length is tested, SA may achieve higher average 
coverage results, but this search could be time-consuming. 
The GA has shown that it returns the better result than other techniques for 
these case studies. It returns the significant average coverage value for the 
complex system. Even in the small system, it may return the similar average 
coverage result with the random search technique. But the GA shows that it 
can generate the shorter SMax value and also the lower standard deviation 
value. 
The coverage against generation 
The coverage against generation of the enrolment system is shown in Figure 
5.24 and for the telephone system in Figure 5.25. The sequence length 9 is 
selected for the enrolment system as SMax value is 10, and the sequence 
length 8 is selected for the telephone system as the SMax for the telephone 
system is 9. 
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Figure 5.24 The coverage against generation for the enrolment system at sequence 
length 10 
 
Figure 5.25 The coverage against generation for the telephone system at sequence 
length 12 
Table 5.13 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the enrolment system at sequence length 10 
GA 
Generation 
(random 
search/SA 
search) 
GA Random search SA search 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
5(50) 77.50 8.76 67.14 18.45 57.50 16.14 
10(100) 80.00 7.55 71.79 18.89 59.64 13.17 
25(250) 87.50 7.28 77.50 10.94 70.00 14.95 
50 (500) 92.14 5.63 82.14 9.97 78.21 9.12 
75 (750) 94.64 4.56 83.57 7.72 81.43 10.47 
100 (1000) 94.64 5.62 85.00 8.95 85.36 9.96 
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Table 5.14 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the telephone system at sequence length 12 
GA 
Generation 
(random 
search/SA 
search) 
GA Random search SA search 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
5(50) 67.00 8.81 60.00 7.49 59.33 8.06 
10(100) 69.33 10.20 59.67 7.00 60.67 8.65 
25(250) 78.00 8.97 61.00 7.58 63.00 8.78 
50 (500) 83.33 12.02 63.33 7.01 63.67 7.94 
75 (750) 86.00 10.31 66.00 7.46 66.00 11.22 
100 (1000) 86.00 10.31 69.33 9.77 65.67 11.30 
 
From the graphs, the generation for the random search and SA search uses 
a scale of ten times the GA generations, as stated in Section 5.4.3. The GA 
returns a much better coverage value than the random search, and the SA 
search. The evolution can grow with the higher generation. For the enrolment 
system, the average coverage value increases rapidly during the 20th -30th 
generation of GA and 200th – 300th generation of GA. This may be a result of 
the loop problem solution, which causes the search technique to complete 
the loop and then moves it to the adjacent transition. For the telephone 
system, the rapid growth could not be observed as easily as the loops are 
represented in the different positions of the parallel path. Therefore, for the 
different parallel paths, the loop problem has been solved in the different 
generations. The standard deviation is decreased in the longer generations 
for GA in the enrolment system. The same behaviour also happens with the 
random search and SA search. As the enrolment systems parallel paths are 
short, each parallel path can be found in the early generations; the later 
generation tries to reduce the variation of the generated test data. In contrast, 
the standard deviation for the telephone system slightly increases in the later 
generation for all techniques in the experiment. There is a long parallel path 
which may require more generations to generate the constant result. 
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5.5.3 The parallel path characteristic 
The comparison between the maximum coverage and the average coverage 
results from the different parallel paths in Table 5.7 and is shown in Figures 
5.26 and 5.27. The standard deviation for the average coverage value in 
each sequence length is also shown as a vertical bar in Figure 5.27. 
 
Figure 5.26 The maximum coverage per sequence length for the telephone system 
parallel path sets 
 
Figure 5.27 The average coverage per sequence length for the telephone system 
parallel path sets 
Figure 5.26 shows the coverage per sequence length of the telephone 
system for parallel path set I and set II. The results show that the maximum 
coverage value for the parallel path set II is 100 percent for every experiment 
after sequence length 8, whereas set I achieves 100 percent for every case 
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after sequence length 16. The average coverage value for the parallel path 
set II is also better than the parallel path set I even though, in the short 
sequence length (1-3), the average results for both sets are the same. In the 
longer sequence length, the parallel path set II returns the better coverage 
result. After sequence length 12, the parallel path set II returns more than 95 
percent coverage, whereas the parallel path set I returns over 85 percent 
coverage. The parallel path set II also returns the better variation result 
comparing each sequence length. For example, at sequence length 9, where 
the parallel path set II starts to return the average coverage value greater 
than 90 percent, the standard deviation is 5.24 whereas the parallel set I 
returns the standard deviation of 10.21 with 81 percent average coverage. 
The coverage result of the parallel path set II is better than the parallel path 
set I because the parallel path set II contains more parallel paths than set I. 
With the different number of parallel paths, more path-guard condition 
components may be extracted. More path-guard condition components, 
forces more subpopulations to be created, and the greater the chance is for 
each path-guard condition to be resolved. The characteristic of the parallel 
path is also significant. The shorter parallel path requires the coverage of a 
shorter sequence length. The average coverage result for the parallel path 
set, which contains the shorter parallel paths, should be better than the 
others in the same sequence length. Moreover, if the parallel paths contain 
more than one guard condition, then the path-guard condition components 
for the parallel path should have more than one component. The same 
parallel path can be considered in the multiple subpopulations, which also 
increases probability of solving the parallel path. 
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Figure 5.28 The coverage against generation for the telephone system parallel path 
sets at the sequence length 12 
Table 5.15 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the telephone system at sequence length 12 for the different parallel 
sets 
GA 
Generation 
Set I Set II 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
5 67.00 9.04 73.00 10.92 
10 69.33 8.21 80.00 10.15 
25 78.00 9.20 83.67 8.78 
50 83.33 12.33 89.00 5.83 
75 86.00 10.57 91.67 4.78 
100 86.00 10.57 92.67 5.25 
 
The average coverage value against generation for both parallel path sets is 
shown in Figure 5.28. As described earlier, the parallel path set II returns the 
better average coverage result due to the different patterns and number of 
parallel paths. However, the growing patterns of the coverage value per 
generation for both parallel path sets are the same. The average coverage 
value grows rapidly at the beginning, and then the growth slows in the later 
generation for both sets. As a consequence, the different characteristics of 
the parallel set may return different average coverage values, but they do not 
improve the evolution trends of the system. 
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5.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the parallel path problem and loop problem solutions have 
been proposed. The parallel path problem can be solved by detecting parallel 
paths and creating a sequence of triggers for each parallel path. GA 
populations are divided to solve each parallel path instead of the whole state 
machine diagram. The parallel paths are used in two different ways; the 
multiple subpopulation approach and the improved single population 
approach. The multiple subpopulation approach creates a number of 
subpopulations in GA corresponding to the parallel path, while the improved 
single population problem used only one population pool. But all populations 
are tested with every parallel path. The improved single population problem 
selects the population, which returns the best coverage for each parallel path 
as the result of the generation. The algorithm for generating the parallel path 
set from the UML state machine diagram was proposed. The experiments 
were run to investigate the efficiency of both techniques. With the improved 
single population approach, the best solution for the UML state machine 
diagram can be found by determining the proper configuration due to the 
characteristic of the parallel paths. If the parallel path sizes in a set are 
different from each other, the mutation rate for the approach should be small; 
otherwise, the high mutation rate should be applied. The multiple 
subpopulation approach returns the best solutions without modifying the GA 
parameters to support the parallel path set. The same configuration of the 
multiple subpopulation approach returns the best result for all characteristics 
of the parallel paths in the case studies. As a consequence, the multiple 
subpopulation approach was selected to solve the parallel path problem. 
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However, the loop problem is also an obstacle for generating the test data to 
the maximum coverage value. 
In order to solve the loop problem, loops in the state machine diagram need 
to be detected. The algorithm to discover loops from the UML state machine 
diagram is proposed. The loop is a set of transitions which start and stop in 
the same state. After finding the loops, the loop driven sequence of triggers 
(LDT) is investigated. The LDT is a sequence of triggers which drives the 
loop. The triggers specified in the transitions in loops are extracted as the 
LDT. The LDT is used for the GA chromosome encoding. The LDT should be 
encoded as one trigger to enable the LDT to be called without other triggers 
sneaking in between the LDT. In addition, the LDT should be called 
continuously in order to update the attribute value to break the guard 
condition which blocks the sequence of triggers to fire transitions. The GA 
chromosome is applied by adding more spaces for the LDT count; the LDT 
count presents the number of each LDT that should be shown consecutively 
in the sequence of triggers. The path-guard condition component is proposed 
for the loop problem solution. It divides the state machine transitions and the 
guard conditions into components. The path-guard condition is the 
combination of the parallel path and the guard condition inside the parallel 
path. The parallel path, which does not contain the guard condition, can 
perform as a simple parallel path. The GA evolves each chromosome 
separately for each path-guard condition component. For the chromosome in 
each path-guard condition component, the parts for the sequence of triggers 
decoding and the LDT count uses different fitness functions. The sequence 
of triggers part uses the number of fired transition coverage as the fitness 
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value, while for the LDT count, the guard condition defined in the path-guard 
condition component is applied for the fitness function. The fitness function 
required the state machine attribute value to calculate the fitness value. The 
number of LDT, which returns the smallest attribute value that solves the 
guard condition, is the strong population. The smallest attribute value is 
expected in order to reduce the test execution time.  
The GA technique was compared to the random search and the simulated 
annealing technique. The experimental result shows that the GA technique 
returns the better solution in terms of the coverage per sequence length and 
coverage per generation. In addition, using the GA technique, the maximum 
coverage can be 100 percent and the average coverage value is guaranteed 
to be more than 90 percent after the appropriate sequence length. In some 
case studies, the average coverage value can reach 100 percent.  
The other factor for the coverage value is the characteristic of the parallel 
paths used in the test data generation. The parallel path set which contains 
the short parallel paths and can generate many path-guard condition 
components from one parallel path returns the better average coverage value 
than the others which do not follow the above criteria. The shorter the parallel 
paths, the shorter the sequence length required to generate high average 
coverage test data. With many path-guard condition components responding 
to the same parallel path, more than one subpopulation is responsible for 
only one parallel path; therefore, there is a better chance to find effective test 
data for the parallel path.  
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The proposed technique works effectively with the UML state machine 
diagram, which follows instructions, such as using the mathematic 
expression in guard conditions and actions containing triggers without 
parameters. However, parameter triggers allow the designer to create a 
flexible system. The parameter trigger test generation is therefore required to 
support the software designer. 
  
6 Chapter 6 
Parameter Triggers Test Data 
Generation 
In software design, simple operations without parameters bring many 
limitations because the operation cannot be applied easily within a dynamic 
system. Particular behaviours require a trigger to define it. In most systems, 
the operations accept parameter values to make the system design more 
flexible. Similar behaviours can use only one trigger with the different 
parameter values. In the previous chapter, the GA generates sequences of 
triggers without parameters. As a result, the UML state machine diagrams 
which support the proposed approach are rigid and difficult to use in a real 
world system. In order to support the various UML state machine diagrams, 
the proposed framework must be updated to generate the parameter values 
for the triggers in the sequence. 
The parameter trigger test data generation technique is described in this 
chapter. Section 6.1 describes the related works of the parameter generation. 
The GA chromosome update to support the parameter trigger is illustrated in 
Section 6.2. In section 6.3, the algorithm to find a good parameter value for 
each trigger is described. The experiments for the proposed approach are 
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provided in Section 6.4. The results are shown and discussed in Section 6.5, 
while Section 6.6 is a summary of the proposed approach. 
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6.1 Related Works 
6.1.1 Parameter for operation test data generation 
In unit test data generation, the test data consists of a sequence of test 
methods with the parameter values to be executed before the automated test 
framework observes return values to validate with the expected results. The 
test data and the expected result can be generated from various sources. 
The formal specifications are usually selected to be sources because they 
always store sufficient information. JML (Leavens et al., 2003) defines the 
specification for each Java method in terms of the variants and the 
behaviours in the mathematic expression. The test data can be selected from 
the invariants (Cheon and Leavens, 2002) generating test data from the 
behaviour specification in JML (Chandrasekhar et al., 2002) or using the 
heuristic search to generate test data (Cheon et al., 2005). Other heuristic 
techniques are also tested. A rule based technique for test data generation is 
defined by Deason et al. (1991) as follows: the rules are dependent on the 
operations which are related to variables under test. In addition, the tabu 
search (Glover and Marti, 2006) is also selected to search for the test data 
from source code. Diaz et al. (2003) proposed the tabu search for test data 
generation. The fitness value is based on the operation related to the source 
code. The tabu search is applied to the branch coverage criteria.  
6.2 Triggers with Parameters Generation 
This chapter focuses on the triggers with parameters, known as the 
parameter triggers. The chromosome for the GA and the simple GA 
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operations, such as the crossover and the mutation operation, are also 
required to be updated to support the parameter triggers. 
6.2.1 Parameter trigger state machine diagram 
The parameter trigger state machine diagram is a UML state machine 
diagram in which its triggers require parameter values. The parameter values 
help software designers to use a small number of the operations with various 
parameter values, rather than many operations for a specific action. An 
example of the parameter trigger state machine diagram is shown in Figure 
6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1 The calculator system 
Figure 6.1 displays a UML state machine diagram which imitates a calculator. 
The calculator contains four operations: add, minus, multiply, and divide. 
Instead of creating triggers for each operation, the calculator uses only one 
trigger to represent the calculator operation: calOp. The calculator 
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operations can be specified by the op parameter. The op parameter allows 
the values of 1,2,3,4 for the operation add, minus, multiply, and divide, 
respectively. The oValue parameter shows the value which will be acted by 
the selected operation with the value attribute in the calculator. There is 
also a special operation called close. The close operation ends the 
operation of the calculator state machine diagram. Using the parameter value 
enables the user in terms of the calculator’s ease of use by putting in any 
preferred parameter values which change the behaviours and attribute 
values of the system. 
6.2.2 The updated chromosome 
The chromosome used in the previous chapter is encoded using integer 
values. With the parameter trigger state machine diagram, the encoded 
chromosome should also include both the parameters and their values to 
support the GA operation with this type of UML state machine diagram. The 
parameter trigger structure is proposed in Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2 The parameter trigger structure 
The trigger name is still encoded in the integer form as the 
triggerPresentation in the diagram to enable the GA to manipulate the 
GA operations with the same trigger encoding. The list of parameter values is 
added to each trigger encoding. The parameter list shows the values of 
parameters which are in the same sequence as shown in the trigger 
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definition. The example of the sequence of triggers calOp(1,20)→close 
which adds the value 20 to the calculator, and then closes the system, is 
displayed in Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3 The chromosome representing a sequence of trigger example 
The calOp trigger is encoded to the integer value 1, and the close trigger is 
encoded to the integer value 2. The addOp trigger contains two branches 
which are the parameter value for the op and oValue parameter. 
Each parameter must define the parameter data type, and the possible 
values because in the breeding phase, the parameter value will be generated 
using this information. The data type which is supported in the current 
approach is the integer and the real number. The boundary of the possible 
value can be any range within the data type. 
6.2.3 The updated crossover operation 
The crossover operation for the parameterised chromosome is similar to the 
previous crossover operation. The trigger encoding may be swapped during 
the crossover; however, not only is the trigger encoding exchanged but also 
the parameter value. Figure 6.4 shows the example of the crossover 
operation. 
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Figure 6.4 The crossover example 
In Figure 6.4, the crossover operation exchanges the genes in the third 
position. Both trigger encoding and the parameter values are exchanged 
between two chromosomes. This allows the offspring to have the positive 
features from their parents. 
6.2.4 Mutation operation 
The mutation operation aims to avoid the local minima by preventing the 
children solutions which may be similar to their parents. An arbitrary gene is 
changed from one value to the other value. In the proposed approach, the 
selected gene can be mutated to any value. But if it is mutated to the 
parameter trigger encoding, the parameter value is also randomly generated 
within the parameter value boundary to avoid the out of range exception 
which may generate faulty test data. Figure 6.5 shows the example of the 
mutation which occurs in the second bit in the chromosome. The mutation 
operation changes the gene from 2 to 1. As the gene 1 is calOp trigger and 
requires parameter values, the parameter values are randomly generated 
and added to gene 1. 
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Figure 6.5 The mutation example 
6.3 Parameter Value Search 
It is generally hard to find the appropriate values for the parameter using a 
random generation technique. For example, the t5 transition in the calculator 
system can be executed only if the op parameter is equal to 4 and the 
oValue parameter is equal to 0. There is a small possibility that random 
generation can produce the exact values, especially when the oValue is the 
real number. The searching technique is required to find the proper values for 
each trigger parameter. The searching algorithm for generating the 
parameter value for the trigger is proposed in the next section.  
6.3.1 Parameter value searching algorithm 
The parameter value searching algorithm tries to generate the parameter 
values which can break the guard condition in order to execute the specific 
transition. The algorithm requires the fitness function for the search, the 
attribute values (they are constant during the search), the parameters to be 
generated value, data type of the parameters, and the boundary of each 
parameter value. The fitness function is applied by the guard condition in the 
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transition. The fitness value shows how accurate the parameter value can be 
made by the guard condition. Figure 6.6(a), (b) and (c) show the flow charts 
of the proposed algorithm. 
 
Figure 6.6 (a) The parameter value searching algorithm 
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Figure 6.6 (b) The parameter value searching algorithms 
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Figure 6.6 (c) The parameter value searching algorithms 
The parameter value searching algorithm is based on the binary search and 
the tabu search. The search finds the parameter values which are optimised 
for the fitness function. The binary search is used for finding a good 
parameter value for one parameter, and the tabu technique is used for 
memory searching. The binary search is used to select the good value 
generation in each search. The result in each search is stored in the tabu list. 
If the fitness value is not improved for some search iterations, the memories 
are recalled to the first point which returns the current fitness value which 
allows it to try the other branch of the binary search because they may return 
the better solution. 
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If there is only one parameter, the search is based on the binary search. The 
first solution is generated randomly, then, the boundary of the search 
parameter is partitioned into two boundaries using the generated solution. 
The median values for both boundaries are selected and calculated for the 
fitness value. The boundary, where the representative returns the better 
fitness value than the other, is selected as a new search boundary for the 
next search iteration. The calculated fitness value is also compared with the 
best solution; if it is better than the current solution, it will replace the current 
solution. However, the boundary selection and the fitness value for the 
current solution at that time are stored in the tabu memory. If the search has 
run for MaxUndevCount without improving the fitness value, the search will 
return to where the current solution was found and will select the other 
boundary to repeat the search. 
Some triggers may require many parameter values. If there is more than one 
parameter in the trigger, the parameter to be searched is randomly selected. 
The search is run as a single parameter search at the beginning of the 
search. The difference is found when the search is run for MaxUndevCount 
iterations without the development of the fitness value. The search selects 
two options: returning to the memory operation as used in the single 
parameter search or switching the searching parameter operation. The 
search randomly selects one option according to the tabu rate probability. 
With the higher tabu rate value, there is a higher probability to choose 
returning to the memory operation. If the returning to the memory operation is 
selected, the same parameter is searched by returning to the first memory 
which returns the current solution similar to searching for the trigger with one 
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parameter value. If the switching parameter operation is selected, the 
parameter to be searched is again randomly selected. If the selected 
parameter has not been searched before, the search is run normally; 
otherwise, after selecting the parameter, the simple search is applied by 
finding the first point which returns the fitness value before the search 
switches to other the parameters. Then, the search is restarted in the other 
boundary, like returning the memory for the selected parameter.  
The proposed algorithm returns the value which could pass the guard 
condition. The fitness function is specified by the guard condition to be 
broken. The current attribute values and the parameter values from the 
search are used to calculate the fitness value. A fitness function is generated 
with the same algorithm as used in the LDT count algorithm. Table 6.1 shows 
how to create the fitness function from the guard condition. 
Table 6.1 The fitness function from the guard condition 
Guard condition Fitness function 
c == d       |   | 
c < d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c <= d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c > d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c >= d      {
          
 
 
             
 
c != d      {
        
           
 
From the table, if c = 0 then the value of c and d will be swapped; 
therefore, the opposite relationship symbol is used. To optimise the search 
value, there are three parameters for the search: the maximum undeveloped 
fitness value iteration (MaxUndev), the tabu rate, and the maximum 
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search iteration (MaxIt). The MaxUndev indicates the maximum number of 
search iterations in which the fitness value has not improved. If the number of 
search iterations cannot be improved and reaches the MaxUndev value, the 
search must select one of the search options. The probability to return to the 
first search value (to retrieve the old memory) is defined by the tabu rate. 
The search returns to the first memory which returns the current fitness value 
using the tabu rate; otherwise, the other parameter is used for searching 
for the better overall fitness value. The tabu rate varies from 0-1. Finally, 
the MaxIt returns the maximum number of iterations which the search 
allowed even if the optimum results could not be found. 
6.3.2 Using the parameter value searching algorithm with the 
individuals 
The individuals are the representations of sequences of triggers in population 
pools. The proposed parameter value searching algorithm is applied to the 
individual to find the parameter value for triggers in the sequence. Each 
trigger in the sequence is evaluated one by one. The current state of the 
state machine diagram is inspected.  In each trigger which is put to the 
system, if it leads to the transition with a guard condition, the fitness function 
for the parameter value searching algorithm is generated using the guard 
condition. Next, the parameter searching algorithm is applied using the 
generated fitness function and the system attribute values. The parameter of 
the triggers is updated to the results of the parameter value searching 
algorithm, and attempts to execute the state machine. Then, the next trigger 
of the sequence is selected and the state machine executer continues. The 
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procedure for applying the parameter value searching algorithm is shown in 
Figure 6.7. 
 
Figure 6.7 The parameter value search application with the individual 
6.3.3 Parameter value searching algorithm application 
The parameter value search algorithm requires a lot of execution time. 
Applying the algorithm with all individuals in the population leads to too much 
computation time in test data generation. To reduce the computational time, 
the picking approach is proposed as well as the maximum undeveloped 
generation approach for applying the parameter value searching algorithm 
with an individual selection. 
Picking approach 
The picking approach is similar to the mutation operation in the GA. The 
picking approach picks some individual to apply the parameter value 
searching algorithm. The picking probability is required to indicate the 
probability of the individual to be picked.  
Every individual is picked and tested with the picking probability. If 
the individual is picked, the parameter value search algorithm is applied.  
0. Prepare the search algorithm operators 
1. Receive a sequence of triggers 
2. Get the current trigger 
3. If the trigger leads to a transition which does not contain a guard 
condition 
3.1. Execute the state machine diagram then go to 5 
4. If the trigger leads to a transition which contains a guard condition 
4.1. Create the fitness function from the guard condition 
4.2. Select the current attribute value 
4.3. Use the parameter value searching algorithm 
4.4. Update the parameter values with the values returned from 
the algorithm 
4.5. Execute the state machine diagram then go to 5 
5. If there is other trigger in the sequence go to 2 
6. End 
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Maximum undeveloped generation approach 
This approach considers using the parameter value searching algorithm only 
when the overall coverage value is not improved. There are two parameters: 
the maximum undeveloped generation (MaxUndevGen) and the number of 
individuals to be selected (PickingAmount). The maximum undeveloped 
generation indicates a number of GA generations which the coverage value 
could not increase in each path-guard condition component. If the number of 
generations where the coverage value could not be increased reaches the 
MaxUndevGen value, the PickingAmount number of individuals are 
selected randomly and they are applied to the parameter value searching 
algorithm. The undeveloped count value is reset to zero, and then counting is 
started again in the next GA generation. 
6.4 The Experiment Details 
In this section, the chromosome representation for the parameterised trigger 
and the solution for generating the parameter values for the parameterised 
trigger are examined. First, the random search is used to show that the 
proposed problem representation can be used to generate parameter values 
for the parameterised triggers. The parameter tuning up experiment for the 
parameter value searching algorithm is examined to find the better 
configuration in terms of achievement and the computation time. The 
application of the parameter value searching algorithm with the GA also 
requires tune up, as not every individual should apply with the parameter 
value searching algorithm; otherwise, the high computation time may occur 
during the test data generation. Finally, the solution for test data generation 
for the state machine diagram with parameterised triggers is examined.  
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The SA search, which was used in the experiments in Chapter 4 and 5, is not 
used here. This chapter proposes only the new chromosome presentation 
and the parameter value searching algorithm. A new search technique is not 
proposed, so there is no implementation for the SA search for the specific 
sequence of triggers representation. 
6.4.1 Case studies 
The case studies are explained in order to examine and evaluate the 
proposed approach.  
Case study 1 is the calculator, as shown in Figure 6.1. The calculator’s 
details are explained in Section 6.2.1. The calculator shows the specification 
which contains the complicated guard condition in the system. There is a 
constant value which influences the system as shown in Table 6.2. The 
parameter specifications for the experiment are shown in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.2 The constant value for the calculator system 
Constant Name Value 
maxValue 1e10 
 
Table 6.3 The parameter specification for the calculator system 
Parameter name Trigger name Data type Boundary 
op calOp integer [0,4] 
oValue calOp real [-∞,∞] 
 
Case study 2 is the soda machine shown in Figure 6.8. The soda machine is 
the improved coffee vending machine shown in Chapter 3. Users deposit 
money as much as they want until the amount of money is greater than the 
drinkCost. The users may ask the system to return the money; the 
returned amount will be stored in the change attribute. If users select a drink 
after the money is sufficient, the money will be deducted and the change is 
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returned to the user. The soda machine shows the simple parameter trigger 
state machine diagram which contains only one constant used in the system. 
The constant name and value are shown in Table 6.4. The parameter 
specification is shown in Table 6.5. 
 
Figure 6.8 The soda machine system 
Table 6.4 The constant value for the soda machine system 
Constant Name Value 
drinkCost 10 
 
Table 6.5 The parameter specification for the soda machine system 
Parameter name Trigger name Data type Boundary 
Amount depositCoin integer [0,10] 
 
Case study 3 is the air conditioner controller as shown in Figure 6.9. The air 
conditioner gets the temperature from the room using getStatus trigger. 
There are two ranges of temperatures to be operated. If the temperature is 
less than warmTemp, the air conditioner does nothing. If the temperature is 
greater than hotTemp, the active cooling is on. But if the temperature is 
between the warmTemp, and hotTemp, the passive cooling is switched on. 
When the passive cooling is activated, users can turn the active cooling on 
by turning the trunActiveCoolingOn trigger. When the temperature has 
cooled down below the coolTemp, the status of the air conditioner is 
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returned to Check status state. The air-condition controller shows the 
state machine, that requires the parameter value within the specific length. 
The boundary value is small (the value between the warmTemp and 
hotTemp). The constant values used in the experiment are shown in Table 
6.6. The parameter specification is shown in Table 6.7. 
 
Figure 6.9 The air conditioner controller system 
Table 6.6 The constant value for the air controller system  
Constant Name Value 
warmTemp 30 
hotTemp 40 
coolTemp 20 
Table 6.7 The parameter specification for the air controller system 
Parameter name Trigger name Data type Boundary 
Temp getStatus Real [-30,60] 
 
6.4.2 Random parameter value generation technique 
In this experiment, the modification of the crossover operation and mutation 
operation is executed. The chromosome with the parameter values is also 
used in the experiment. The random parameter value generation technique 
randomly generates both sequences of triggers and the parameter values for 
the parameter. The generation provides sequences of triggers and parameter 
values for every path guard condition component using the chromosome 
representation for all problems discussed above (i.e. the parallel path 
problem, the loop problem, and the parameter trigger problem). The random 
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generation was run 1000 times for each path-guard condition components 
because the GA use 10 individuals per path-guard condition and run for 100 
iteration. The coverage result is collected from all individuals from all path 
guard components of the system. 
As the case studies are not complicated, the chromosome lengths to be 
experimented are 1 to 10 to observe the trend of the average coverage value 
from the different in sequence length. The experiment also tries to find the 
coverage value for each sequence length. The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax 
values, as described in Section 4.4.4, are still used to compare the result 
from each case study. 
6.4.3 Parameter value searching algorithm tune up 
The parameter value searching algorithm uses three parameters for the 
search: the maximum undeveloped fitness value iteration (MaxUndev), the 
tabu rate, and the maximum search iteration (MaxIt). This experiment 
will find the best parameter value in terms of accuracy and performance. The 
expression op==4 && oValue == 0 from the calculator case study is 
selected for the experiment because it requires two exact values for both 
parameters. The op value is an integer which allows for a value from 0 to 4 
inclusively. oValue is a real number which can be varied from -∞ to ∞. 
The MaxUndev value from 1 to 25, the tabu rate from 0.1 to 1 increasing 
every 0.1, and the MaxIt between 50 and 500 were all experimented with. 
All configurations using every experimented value were run 20 times. The 
number of times which the search can find the exact value of op and oValue 
were recorded as the result for each configuration. The distribution of the 
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successful search in each configuration is considered as potentially, the best 
search parameter value.  
6.4.4 The GA operator parameter value tune up 
The GA operator parameters for the applying parameter value searching 
algorithm are also required for a tune up. The simple GA parameters, such 
as the crossover probability, the mutation probability, and the maximum 
generation, are still the same values from the previous chapter. This 
experiment aims to find the best parameter values for applying the parameter 
searching value algorithm to the individual. Both application techniques are 
tested. With the picking approach, the picking probability values used are 0, 
0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. As the picking probability values 
increase, it is clear that the searching algorithm is applied with most of the 
individuals in the population which increases the chance to find the proper 
parameter values. However, the higher the mutation probability is, the longer 
the test generation time. 
For the maximum undeveloped generation approach, there are two 
parameters: MaxUndevGen and PickingAmount. The value for 
MaxUndevGen is between 0 and 14 as the more the MaxUndevGen is used, 
the less time in applying the algorithm to the population. The MaxUndevGen 
limitation prevents experimentation with meaningless values. The 
PickingAmount is varied from 0 to 10 because the subpopulation size for 
each path guard condition component is set to 10.  
The tune up experiment is run with the calculator system, as it can show the 
effectiveness of using the parameter value searching algorithm. 
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6.5 Result and Discussion 
6.5.1 The random parameter value generation technique 
The average coverage value and the maximum coverage value for three 
case studies are shown in Figure 6.10. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 6.10 The coverage result for the random parameter value generation for (a) the 
soda machine system (b) the air conditioner controller system and (c) the calculator 
system. 
The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values are shown in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8 The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values for the random parameter generation 
 The soda machine 
system 
The air conditioner 
controller system 
The calculator 
system 
MaxCov 100 % 100 % 81.82 % 
SMax 5 5 2 
SAMax N/A N/A N/A 
 
From the experimental results, the soda machine system and the air 
conditioner controller system can achieve 100 percent coverage using the 
random search technique after the sequence length 5. These two case 
studies are not complex in terms of finding the parameter values. The 
expression in guard condition requires only greater than or less than operator 
which is easy for the random data generator to solve. In the calculator 
system, the transition t5:addOp(op,oValue)/[op==4 && oValue == 
0] blocks it to achieve 100 percent coverage because there is a small 
opportunity for a random generator to produce the value 4 for op and 0 for 
oValue, especially when the oValue is the real number value. 
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The SAMax value could not be identified in all case studies. The calculator 
system returns the closest average coverage value to the maximum 
coverage value. Except for the t5 transition, the other transitions can be 
easily fired as the parameter op is an integer value which is simple to 
generate and the oValue can be any value. The average coverage value for 
the soda machine system and the air-conditioner system is not close to the 
maximum coverage value because the technique is a random based 
technique, so the average value cannot be predicted. However, the average 
coverage values for both case studies increase when the sequence length is 
longer, as the longer sequence length requires more triggers to execute in 
the state machine diagram.  
The same standard deviation values exist in all iterations of the soda 
machine system and the air conditioner controller system, but the standard 
deviation gets smaller in the longer lengths of sequence in the calculation 
system. With the higher sequence length, the problem representation with 
random values returns the better average coverage value with the longer 
sequence length. In the calculation system, the average value is blocked by 
the MaxCov value; therefore, in the longer sequence length, most of the 
generated results return to MaxCov. As a consequence, the standard 
deviation value is smaller in the longer length. Most of the generated results 
are still not blocked by MaxCov in the soda machine system and air-
conditioner controller system. 
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6.5.2 Parameter value searching algorithm tune up 
experiment 
From the configurations defined in Section 6.4.3, there are 2,500 
experiments. The summary of the accomplished searches of the same 
combination of the MaxUnDev and tabu rate from the different MaxIt are 
shown in Figure 6.11.  
 
Figure 6.11 The summary of accomplished searches from all MaxIt 
The total accomplished searches of the small tabu rate are low because 
with low tabu rate, the search is always switched to find a different 
parameter value; therefore, the searching parameter could not try to find an 
appropriate value in the different boundary. In the high tabu rate, it returns 
a better level of accomplishment as there is a chance to reduce searches 
from the boundary which do not contain the maximum value by searching in 
the other boundary. However, if the tabu rate is 1, the number of 
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accomplished searches is very low. This is because the search could not find 
the value for the other parameters as it is not allowed to change the 
parameter to be searched. The only chance to get accomplished searches is 
when the search randomly generates value 4 for op and starts searching on 
the oValue parameter. The maximum searches in each combination of the 
MaxUnDev and tabu rate are 200 searches. The best accomplished 
search result is 124 times (62 percent) when using the tabu rate 0.9 with 
MaxUnDev 8. The 0.9 tabu rate indicates the chance of the value for the 
specific parameter with a small amount to change the considered parameter.  
The cumulative accomplished searches for all configurations in each 
sequence length are shown in Figure 6.12. 
 
Figure 6.12 The cumulative accomplished search in the different MaxIt 
The longer MaxIt values show the better accomplished searches. However, 
the trend showing the amount of searching is very high during the initial 
MaxIt value and decreases with the longer MaxIt value. Figure 6.13 shows 
the better view of the incremental trend of the accomplished search. The 
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percentage of increased accomplished search per amount of search is 
shown. 
 
Figure 6.13 The increasing percentage of the accomplished searches in the different 
MaxIT 
The graph in Figure 6.13 shows that the increasing rate after the MaxIt 300 
is lower than 10 percent. This indicates that even when the longer MaxIt is 
used, the chance of getting a good parameter value is not significantly 
increased. The more MaxIt used, the slower the execution time; therefore, 
the value 300 is the selected MaxIt for the search. The configuration of 
tabu rate 0.9 and MaxUnDev 8 is selected because it returns a better 
result when MaxIt is 300. Table 6.9 shows the optimum configuration for the 
parameter value search algorithm. 
Table 6.9 The best configuration for the parameter value search algorithm 
Parameter Value 
Tabu rate 0.9 
MaxUndev 8 
MaxIt 300 
6.5.3 GA parameter tune up 
The calculator system is experimented with using different GA configurations. 
The parameters for parameter value searching algorithm is stated in Table 
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6.9. The sequence length 2 is used, because it is the SMax value from the 
random parameter value generation approach. Figure 6.14 shows the 
average coverage value of the picking approach. 
 
Figure 6.14 The average coverage value of the picking based applying the parameter 
value searching algorithm 
The results show that when picking probability for applying the parameter 
searching value algorithm is greater than 0.05, the coverage value is greater 
than 95 percent. The greater the picking probability, the higher the 
computational time spent.  
The average coverage values using the maximum undeveloped generation 
approach with the different MaxUndevGen and PickingAmount are shown 
in Table 6.10. 
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Table 6.10 The average coverage value using the maximum undeveloped generation 
approach 
     MaxUndevGen 
 
PickingAmount 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
0 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 
2 99.09 97.27 91.82 96.36 92.73 92.73 88.18 90.91 
4 99.09 99.09 94.55 92.73 92.73 91.82 89.09 90.91 
6 98.18 98.18 97.27 95.45 97.27 96.36 92.73 90.91 
8 99.09 95.45 96.36 95.45 93.64 96.36 91.82 91.82 
10 100.00 100.00 98.18 97.27 94.55 95.45 94.55 93.64 
 
As mentioned earlier, the most suitable configuration avoids high 
computation time. For example, the MaxUndevGen 0 and the 
PickingAmount 10 means that every individual is applied with the 
parameter value searching algorithm. The best average coverage value 
which uses less application of algorithm computation can be found with the 
MaxUndevGen 8 and PickingAmount 6.  
The maximum number of generations for the GA is 100. For each 
subpopulation, there are 1,000 individuals to be considered to apply to the 
algorithm (10 individuals per subpopulation in each generation). If the 
coverage value is not increased in every generation, the number of times to 
apply the algorithm is approximately 12.5. Each time uses 6 individuals to be 
picked. Therefore, this should be equal to a picking probability of 0.075 in the 
picking approach. 
Figure 6.15 shows the average against generation for both approaches using 
the specified configuration. 
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Figure 6.15 The average coverage against generation of the calculator system 
The maximum undeveloped generation approach average value grows 
rapidly in some generations. In the early generation, the coverage value 
grows normally. Then the average coverage value grows sharply after the 
average coverage result has not increased for some time. However, after 
around the 25th generation, the average coverage value cannot increase. In 
the picking approach, the average coverage value grows consistently during 
the early generations because the GA operators and the parameter value 
search algorithm work together to achieve the result. In the later generation, 
the average coverage value grows more slowly because the GA operators 
cannot improve the average coverage value. Only the parameter value 
searching algorithm can find the appropriate value to cover more transitions. 
The picking approach ultimately returns a better average coverage value 
because the total time of applying a parameter value search algorithm is 
more than the other approach. The maximum undeveloped generation could 
not apply the algorithm in every generation. The application relies on the 
coverage value from GA operations. If the average coverage value 
increases, the application of the search algorithm cannot occur. Therefore, 
the picking approach is selected to generate the test data because there are 
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less parameters to setup, and this approach returns a better average 
coverage result than the maximum undeveloped generation approach. 
6.5.4 The GA approach to generate the test data from the 
UML state machine diagram with parameter triggers 
The experiments with all case studies using the tuned up parameters are 
shown in Figure 6.16. Figure 6.16 shows the maximum coverage value and 
the average coverage result with the standard deviation value as the vertical 
error bar for all case studies. The MaxCov, SMax, and SAMax values are 
shown in Table 6.11. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 6.16 The coverage result for the GA parameter generation approach (a) Soda 
machine system (b) the air conditioner system (c) the calculator system 
Table 6.11 The MaxCov, SMax, SAMax values for the GA parameter generation 
approach 
 The soda machine 
system 
The air conditioner 
controller system 
The calculator 
system 
MaxCov 100 % 100 % 100 % 
SMax 4 3 2 
SAMax 6 N/A N/A 
 
When compared to the random parameter generation approach, the GA 
parameter generation approach returns better test data generation. The 
MaxCov 100 percent coverage value can be found in the calculator system 
as the parameter value searching algorithm is applied to solve the transition 
with the parameter trigger. Therefore, applying the parameter value 
searching algorithm can increase the effectiveness of the test data 
generation approach. The SMax value is shorter than the random approach in 
the soda machine system and the air conditioner controller system. The 
parameter value searching algorithm increases the chance to find the 
accurate parameter value; therefore, the test data generation does not have 
to wait for a good parameter value in a longer sequence length, as when 
using random generation. The SAMax value can be identified only in the soda 
machine system; however, the air conditioner controller system and the 
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calculator system can return an average coverage value greater than 95 
percent after sequence length 3, and 2, respectively.  
The evolution of the average coverage value in each generation is shown in 
Figure 6.17. Sequence length 4, 3 and 2 are selected for the soda machine 
(SM), the air conditioner controller system (AC), and the calculator system 
(CA) as they are the SMax values which show the average coverage value 
against generation  
 
Figure 6.17 The average coverage value against generation for the GA parameter 
generation approach 
Table 6.12 The sample of the average value and standard deviation in some 
generations of the GA parameter generation techniques 
GA 
Generation 
Soda machine system 
Air conditioner 
system 
Calculator system 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Standard 
deviation 
Average 
coverage 
Average 
coverage 
5 77.78 8.83 84.55 7.86 84.55 10.68 
10 80.56 7.10 88.64 5.81 87.27 10.39 
25 85.56 6.35 90.45 5.50 90.91 9.93 
50 87.78 6.14 92.27 6.10 95.45 8.08 
75 88.33 5.67 94.55 4.57 96.36 7.46 
100 88.33 5.67 95.00 4.64 97.27 6.66 
 
From the experiment, the pattern of the average coverage value growth 
shows that in the early state, GA operation combined with the application of 
the parameter value into the search algorithm increases the coverage value 
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rapidly. However, after the 30th generation, the average coverage value 
grows sharply in some generations as the algorithm can solve the guard 
condition by finding the appropriate parameter value.  The average standard 
deviation value also decreases in later generations as the GA evolves the 
test data in every run to the maximum coverage value. 
Applying the parameter value searching algorithm with GA for the parallel 
paths and loop problem can improve the quality of test data for the UML state 
machine diagram with parameter triggers. In most case studies, the test data 
can cover over 95 percent of all transitions using a reasonable sequence 
length which are 6, 3 and 2 for the soda machine system, the air conditioner 
control system, and the calculator system, respectively.  
6.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the focus for test data generation was moved from the simple 
UML state machine diagram to the UML state machine diagram with 
parameter triggers. The use of the parameter triggers allows software 
designers to produce flexible software by combining the parameter values 
with the trigger information. The parameter can be used in the action of the 
transition if the transition is fired.  
The first problem found when attempting to apply the GA technique from a 
simple UML state machine diagram to the UML state machine diagram with 
the parameter trigger was how to make the test data generation framework 
know the parameter value. The test data generation framework is aware of 
the parameter value and executes the parameter value as specified in the 
action part of the transition. The GA operations are required to be revised. 
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The chromosome encoding for the GA is updated to support the parameter 
value generation. The parameter value list is attached to the encoding of the 
trigger which requires the parameter value. The crossover operation is not 
significantly changed as the crossover can exchange the triggers with their 
parameter value. The mutation operation requires a special operation as it 
mutates the chromosome to be the parameter trigger because the new 
parameter values for the trigger must be generated. Originally, the random 
generation is selected. 
The result from the randomly generated parameter value is not acceptable. 
Even though, the maximum coverage value can be 100 percent coverage in 
some experiments, the average coverage value is still low and the 100 
percent coverage value cannot be found in the complex case studies. The 
problem stems from with the parameter values used to compare the guard 
condition. If the generated value is the not exact value, the transition cannot 
be fired. The problem is if the parameter value is a real number, there is low 
probability of generating the exact value. Hence, the procedure to find the 
parameter values is required. 
The parameter value searching algorithm is proposed to find the appropriate 
parameter values which can fire the transition. The algorithm applies the 
guard condition to the fitness function and then searches for the parameter 
value which can make the guard condition true. The algorithm requires the 
parameter value data types, the attribute values before firing the transition, 
and the search parameters (the MaxUndev, tabu rate, and MaxIt). The 
parameter value data types show the exact data type for the search algorithm 
and the attribute values show the rigid value during search. The search is 
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based on the binary search and the tabu search. One parameter from the 
parameters of the trigger is selected for the search. The search 
environments, such as the attribute values, paths which the search has 
traversed, and the fitness values, are stored in memory for each iteration. If 
the fitness value does not improve for the MaxUndev iteration, there are two 
choices selected by the tabu rate probability: returning to the first point 
where the coverage value cannot be improved in operation or trying to 
search for the other parameter operation. If the parameter values which 
break the guard condition cannot be found within MaxIt generation, the 
search is over and the GA tries to use the returned values to run the system. 
All parameters are tuned up and specify the best values which are 8 for 
MaxUndev, 0.9 for tabu rate, and 300 for MaxIt.  
The parameter value searching algorithm is added to the GA to improve the 
effectiveness of the test data generation. However, the search could not be 
applied to all individuals in every generation of the GA because the 
generation time increased significantly. The individual that can be applied 
with the algorithm is selected using two methodologies: the picking approach 
and the maximum undeveloped generation approach. The picking approach 
defines the picking probability. Each population is tested with the picking 
probability to determine if the parameter value searching algorithm should be 
applied or not. The maximum undeveloped generation approach uses the 
algorithm only in the generation in which the fitness value does not improve 
for some generations. The individuals to be applied with algorithms are 
randomly picked in specific amounts. From the experiment with the same 
amount of individuals which were applied to the algorithm, the picking 
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approach returns the better average coverage values. The picking approach 
allows for the parameter value searching algorithm in every generation; this 
can help the GA to improve its individuals in every generation. The best tabu 
rate which returns the optimum average coverage with the reasonable 
computation time is 0.075. With the selected methodology, the GA can 
generate the test data generation which can cover more than 95 percent 
when using the appropriate sequence length.  
The generated test data could not be used with the software that is directly 
implemented by software design. Testers have to read the generated data 
and apply it with a program. JUnit testing can be used to test the 
implemented software with the generated data. The testers can select the 
generated test data to write the JUnit test code. However, writing the JUnit 
code manually may be prone to human-errors. An automated JUnit 
generation tool, which can read the generated test data directly and create 
the JUnit test code from the test data, can reduce these errors.  
  
7 Chapter 7 
JUnit Generation Framework 
The generated test data from the previous chapter can be used to test the 
implemented program corresponding to the design specification by writing a 
test program to use the generated data. The test program drives the 
implemented software by inputting the test data into the software. Testers 
then observe the outputs and validate whether the outputs are correct based 
on the specification. Through manual testing, testers devote their time to 
reading the test data and writing the test driver program. This also results in 
an error-prone test program which may occur due to human error. In this 
chapter, the gap between the generated test data and the test driver program 
is closed. The JUnit test program is generated using the generated test data 
from the UML state machine diagram.  
The information from only the UML state machine diagram is not sufficient for 
generating source code. The UML class diagram provides sufficient 
information to generate the test driver program. The UML class diagram 
specifies the class under test. If the software designer specifies all required 
information in the class diagram, the JUnit test program can be automatically 
generated. Otherwise, the JUnit generation framework requires testers to fill 
in the missing data manually. 
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With a class diagram, the structure of unit test code can be generated; 
however, the main aim of the unit test code is to test the program. The test 
data is required to write the test code. From the previous chapter, the test 
data is automatically generated. The test data are sequences of trigger calls. 
The state machine attribute values after each trigger call are stored as the 
expected output. The test data can be adapted with the unit source code 
easily because the unit test framework validates the attribute value after the 
object method called, which is equal to the state machine attribute value.  
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7.1 Related Works 
7.1.1 The information provided by UML class diagram 
The UML class diagram is a structural diagram which describes a group of 
classes (OMG, 2010; Blaha and Rumbaugh, 2004). A class describes a 
group of objects with the same properties (attributes), behaviour (operations), 
kinds of relationship, and semantics. Class diagrams provide the graphic 
notations for a software designer to specify the structure of the components 
in the system. An attribute is a name of a property in a class. The value 
which can be held by the attribute can specify its data type and the range of 
value. An operation or method is the name of behaviour of the class. The 
behaviour can update the attribute values or return some computational 
value based on the attributes of the class. The operation may receive input 
parameters to update or compute values. The boundary of the input value 
can be defined as the constraint of the input parameter. However, this 
information is not essential to the class diagram. Figure 7.1 shows the 
calculator class diagram, which contains some additional information for the 
attributes and methods.  
 
Figure 7.1 A class diagram for the calculator system 
The calculator class contains two attributes: the value and maxValue. Both 
attributes are double. The maxValue is set to be 65,536 by the equal 
symbol. The calculator also contains two methods: the addOp and close. 
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The addOp method contains two parameters: op, and oValue. The op 
parameter is an integer and is bounded to the value 1 to 4 as shown in the 
block bracket. The oValue parameter is a double which is bounded from  
-40,000 to 40,000. The bound of value indicates that the software developer 
cannot use the value which is out of bounds of the system; otherwise, the 
exception would be discarded. There is method named close which does 
not contain any constraint. 
7.1.2 JUnit framework 
The JUnit framework is a Java program unit test framework. The JUnit aims 
to test the smallest unit of the Java source code: methods. The JUnit 
provides a range of methods to compare values. The overloading methods of 
AssertEquals are prepared in order to compare the different types of a 
value. A tester sets up the preparation of calling methods. The returned value 
from the calling method is compared to the expected value using the 
appropriate method. The test execution process is run automatically. The test 
is passed if all return values are as expected in the JUnit test code.  Figure 
7.2 shows the example of the JUnit code for the Calculation class.  
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Figure 7.2 A JUnit test code for the Calculation class 
7.1.3 JUnit test data generation 
The JUnit is the testing tool for the test driven development approach. 
Normally, the JUnit test should be written before the source code generation. 
However, the JUnit test may be generated using the existing source code. 
JTest (JTest, 2008) and Agitar One (Agitar, 2008) generate a JUnit test from 
the Java source code. They read the Java source code then generate the 
test data and expected results evaluated by the source code. The generated 
JUnit source code is kept as the test to use with the regressive test. The 
regressive test is the test which is used at the end of each programming 
phase to check whether the code has changed unexpectedly. The JUnit test 
generation from source code cannot be used as the test driven development 
package src.calculator; 
import static org.junit.Assert.*; 
import org.junit.Test; 
public class CalculatorTest{ 
 Calculator calculator; 
 @Test 
 public void test1(){ 
  Calculator calculator = new Calculator(); 
  calculator.setMaxValue(100000); 
  calculator.setValue(0); 
  assertEquals(100000,calculator.getMaxValue()); 
  assertEquals(0,calculator.getValue()); 
  calculator.addOp(1,100); 
  assertEquals(100000,calculator.getMaxValue()); 
  assertEquals(100,calculator.getValue()); 
  calculator.closed(); 
  assertEquals(100000,calculator.getMaxValue()); 
  assertEquals(100,calculator.getValue()); 
 } 
} 
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approach because the source code must be complete before the tools can 
generate the JUnit test.  
The JUnit test must be generated before the coding when using a test drive-
driven approach; therefore, generating JUnit test from the specification is a 
better solution. The formal specifications are good selections. JML (Leavens 
et al., 2003) is used as the specification source due to its formality and its 
relation to Java language. JML allows software designers to write invariant of 
classes, pre- or post-condition of the operations in the Java source code by 
the mathematical expressions. Oriat (2005) proposed Jartege to generate the 
JUnit test code automatically with the random approach. The pre- and post-
conditions are used as the selection criteria for the random generated value. 
The selected generated values are used to create the JUnit code. With JML’s 
formal expression, Cheon and Leavens (2002) proposed the transformation 
technique from the invariant of the system to JUnit source code. The runtime 
assertion checker is used for deciding whether the methods work correctly, 
thus the unit test oracle is automatically generated. Using the methods run by 
the runtime assertion checker, JUnit test code can be created manually by 
the tester. Cheon et al. (2005) also developed the automated JUnit test code 
generation. The genetic algorithm is used as a tool for generating the test 
code. The post condition for each operation is selected as the fitness function 
for automated test data generation.  
The use of formal expressions requires relevant skills in order to interpret 
them, due to its complexity. Generating JUnit source code from the diagrams 
is easier for software testers. A graph based specification, called a symbolic 
execution tree, is selected as a source for generating JUnit code (Xie et al., 
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2005). The symbolic execution tree is generated from possible sequences of 
methods using the different input values in each source code statement. 
Testers have to define the part of source code to be tested, and then the 
model checker generates the symbolic execution tree based on the input 
variable comparison. The test data for each node are generated using the 
input constraints in each node. However, the symbolic execution tree is still 
required in the part of the source code and cannot be generated directly from 
the software design. Another use of the UML use case diagram was also 
proposed by Geiger and Zündorf (2004). The Fujaba tool is developed for the 
software designer to add collaboration diagrams to the use case. The 
collaboration diagram describes the collaboration among objects. The 
collaboration is used to generate the sequence of methods required to test 
each use case. Testers have to add the result situation, which is a post 
condition used in generating the expected value of the unit test. However, 
Fujaba did not use the standard UML diagram as it required the addition of 
the collaboration diagram directly to the use case diagram.  
The Unit test data generation techniques mentioned earlier require the formal 
specifications or applied UML. The testers need to learn the formal 
specification to generate test code. In this research, the UML diagram, which 
conforms to the UML standard, is used. The testers can use their UML 
drawing tools to prepare information for generating test code. 
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7.2 The UML State Machine Diagram and UML Class 
Diagram Combination 
The technique proposed in the previous chapter can generate test data using 
only the state machine diagram. In order to generate the JUnit test code, the 
information stored in the state machine is not enough on its own. The UML 
state machine diagram provides information on how the system changes 
when the user takes some actions (triggers) with the input parameter to the 
system. The information provided from the UML state machine diagram is: 
 The states of the system 
 The transition from one state to the other 
 The trigger which fires the transition 
 The parameters which are required by the trigger 
 The guard condition which is required in order to fire the transition 
 The action which occurs when the transition is fired 
 
The generated test results from the UML state machine diagram is the 
sequences of triggers with their parameter values. The sequences of triggers 
can be transformed to the JUnit test code. There are some common 
attributes between the UML state machine diagram and the JUnit test code 
which can be mapped. However, in order to achieve JUnit test code which is 
suitable for the tester, the system allows testers to modify the test class 
name, the test method name, parameter names, etc. to suit their 
requirements. 
Adding the class names, method names, or parameter names manually may 
cause human errors, e.g. misspelling of class name or method under test 
names. These errors are factors which could result in the test not being run. 
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To reduce the error, the additional design information is needed. The 
structural diagram, such as the UML class diagram, can provide the 
information because it shows the class design with its method name and 
parameter and other constraints such as parameter type, the boundary of 
parameter and attribute value. As the class diagram defines the class under 
test structure, linkage between the information from the UML class diagram, 
which should be correct regarding the design, and the JUnit test data 
generation framework helps prevent human errors. The information which is 
linked to the JUnit test generation framework is: 
 Class under test name 
 Method under test name 
 Parameter name, type and its boundary for the method under 
test 
 Java attribute name and type 
However, this information must be mapped with the attributes in the state 
machine diagram in order to create the JUnit test code which conforms to the 
sequences of triggers. The mapping is shown in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1 The mapping between the UML state machine diagram, and the UML Class 
diagram 
UML state machine diagram component  UML Class diagram component 
Trigger name Method name 
Parameter in trigger Parameter in method 
Attributes Class attributes 
Parameter boundary The boundary of parameter identified in the 
class diagram 
 
The mapping between the UML class diagram and the UML state machine 
diagram can be completed automatically if each item in the same category 
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contains the same name; otherwise, testers have to specify the linkage 
manually. 
The linkage information can be achieved using the XMI (OMG, 2010) format. 
Many components, such as the methods, can be shared in both the UML 
class diagram and UML state machine diagram. Therefore, the information in 
the UML component is used to link the information between the class 
diagram and the state machine diagram.  
7.3 JuiceGen: JUnIt test CodE GENeration Tool 
The JuiceGen tool is proposed in order to prepare the JUnit test using test 
data which is generated from the UML state machine diagram. However, the 
UML state machine diagram itself does not provide enough information for 
generating JUnit code. The UML state machine diagram does not identify the 
class structure, the attribute values and method names and their parameters. 
The class diagram does provide this information. The UML class diagram is 
selected to provide the information for the tool. However, the provided 
information is also open for the testers to add or update it on their own.  
7.3.1 JuiceGen required information 
There are three parts of information required for test code generation: project 
information, SD-class mapping information, and the test sequence 
information. Project information is not directly involved in the test code 
generation. This information stores related information such as the classes 
under test, test classes, the project name, and the project destination. The 
SD-class mapping information part contains the relationships between the 
state machine diagram and the class diagram. The test data, which is 
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generated by the automated test data generation framework, is recorded in 
the test sequence information part. JuiceGen must gather the information in 
order to generate test code. 
Project information 
This information contains the JUnit code generation project. Each project 
requires the XMI file which contains the class diagram and the state machine 
diagram to generate the test data. The information related to the unit test 
generation, such as the class under test and its package, is also stored in 
this part to generate the test code. The name of the attribute for the class 
under test inside the test class is also required to create the calling methods 
for the test. If the information is not provided by the UML class diagram or the 
UML state machine diagram, then testers have to manual input this 
information into the tool.  
The SD - class mapping information 
The relationships between the state machine and class are shown in this 
section. Figure 7.3 is an example for the SD – class mapping information. 
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Figure 7.3 The SD – class mapping for the Calculator system 
The root of the XML document indicates the name of the state machine 
diagram, which is the description of the class diagram. From the example, 
class Calculator, defined in Figure 7.1, is the class where its behaviour is 
described by the Calculator state machine diagram as shown in Figure 
6.1. The constructor tags indicate how the constructor initializes the 
attribute value. The names of the attribute and the values in this section are 
designed from the UML state machine diagram. The data type is linked from 
the attributes tag. The attributes tag specifies the linkages between 
the UML state machine diagram attributes and the UML class diagram 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<SDName name="Calculator" bind-to="Calculator" package="src.calculator"> 
    <constructors> 
        <constructor> 
            <attribute type="int" name="maxValue " value="65536"/> 
            <attribute type="int" name="value" value="0"/> 
        </constructor> 
    </constructors> 
    <attributes> 
        <attribute type="double" name="value" bind-to="value"/> 
        <attribute type="double" name="maxValue" bind-to="maxValue"/> 
    </attributes> 
    <triggers> 
        <trigger name="addOp" bind-to="addOp"> 
                <param index=”0” name=”op” bind-To=”op” type=”double”> 
                        <lowerbound value=”1”/> 
                        <upperbound value=”4”/> 
                </param> 
                <param index=”1” name=”oValue” bind-To=”oValue” type=”double”> 
                        <lowerbound value=”-40000”/> 
                        <upperbound value=”40000”/> 
                </param> 
        <trigger name="close" bind-to="close"/> 
    </triggers> 
</SDName> 
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attributes. The UML state machine diagram attribute is defined in the name 
attribute, and the class diagram attribute is defined in the bind-to attribute 
in the same attribute element. The type is defined by the data type of the 
attribute in the class diagram. 
The triggers element defines the mapping between the trigger and 
methods name. The trigger is defined in the name attribute of the trigger 
element. The related method is specified with bind-to attribute in the same 
element. If the trigger contains parameters, the parameter is described using 
the param sub element. The position of the parameter is specified by 
attribute index. The name of parameter in the state machine diagram is 
defined by the attribute name, and the name of the parameter in the method 
is defined by the attribute bind-to. The boundary of the input value is 
specified by the upperbound element and lowerbound element. 
The test sequence information 
The test sequence information shows the test data and the expected result 
from the test data generation technique. An example of the test sequence 
information is shown in Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4 The example of the test sequence information 
The testSequence element is the root element for the testSequence 
information. Each test sequence is defined under the triggers element. 
The element initial is used to setup the UML state machine attribute 
starting value. The trigger element specifies which trigger is to be called. 
In the Figure, trigger addOp is called. The parameter values are defined in 
the params element. The value in each parameter is defined in the param 
element. The index attribute confirms the position of the parameter and the 
value attribute defines the value. The params element is an optional 
element. If the trigger does not require a parameter, there is no need for the 
params element as shown in close trigger. After the trigger is called, the 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<testSequence name="DEFAULT"> 
    <triggers id="test1"> 
        <initial> 
            <attributeEqualTo name="maxValue" equalTo="100000"/> 
            <attributeEqualTo name="value" equalTo="0"/> 
        </initial> 
        <trigger name="addOpp"> 
            <params> 
               <param index=”0” value=”1”/> 
               <param index=”1” value=”100”/> 
            </params> 
            <attributeEqualTo name="maxValue" equalTo="100000"/> 
            <attributeEqualTo name="value" equalTo="100"/> 
        </trigger> 
        <trigger name="close"> 
            <attributeEqualTo name="maxValue" equalTo="100000"/> 
            <attributeEqualTo name="value" equalTo="100"/> 
        </trigger> 
    </triggers> 
</testSequence> 
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attribute maxValue should be equal to 100,000 and the attribute value 
should be equal to 100 in regards the attribute values as defined in 
attributeEqualTo element. The test sequence information is a source for 
automatic generated test part in the JUnit code. 
7.3.2 JUnit code generation 
JuiceGen integrates the information from the UML state machine diagram 
and class diagram to generate the JUnit code. The class diagram provides 
the information about the class under test. The UML state machine diagram 
together with the test data generation technique proposed in the previous 
chapters provide a set of test data. The class information and test data are 
assembled to create a unit test code. 
The UML design 
In order to integrate the information from the class diagram and the state 
machine diagram JuiceGen reads the information from the XMI document 
which is defined using UML drawing tools. The UML diagram can be drawn in 
many ways. However, to use the proposed tool, the layout of the class 
diagram and the state machined diagram in the XMI document must be 
designed as shown in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.5 The alignment of the class and state machine in XMI Document 
The UML state machine diagram must be defined as the child of the related 
UML class diagram. Aligning the diagrams like this indicates that the UML 
state machine diagram describes the behaviour of the class which is a parent 
of the state machine. The method name defined in the class diagram is used 
as a trigger in the state machine diagram. Therefore, the parameter of the 
class diagram is imported to become the parameter of the trigger as well. 
The attribute of the class is matched to the attribute of the state machine 
using the reflection. The reflection is an automatically matched up attribute 
with the identical name in both diagrams.  
The appropriate class diagram must specify the class name, method name, 
parameter name, value, and its boundary value using the XMI standards.  
The attribute names and their data types are also required. This information 
must be provided in the XMI file in order for the tool to map the trigger name 
and method name automatically and also prepare all information for the test 
data generation. Figure 7.1 shows the calculator class diagram which 
contains sufficient information for the state machine diagram using the XMI 
standard.  
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However, if JuiceGen reads the class diagram that does not contain sufficient 
information, JuiceGen allows testers to manually wire the class information to 
the UML state machine diagram. 
Using data for test generation 
After completing the information required by the JuiceGen, test data can be 
generated using the proposed test data generation technique. Testers select 
how many times the test data generation runs and specify test generation 
parameters, such as the sequence length of the chromosome, to achieve the 
most coverage test data. Then, the test data generation creates the test data 
using the information from the class diagram, the state machine diagram, and 
generation parameters specified by the tester. The generation is stored as 
the test sequence information. Each test sequence represents the test data 
including the calling triggers and the attribute values after calling the triggers. 
The amount of test sequences are indicated by the number of times for test 
data generation and the parallel paths for each state machine diagram 
because each test sequence is the result of each parallel path, and is 
collected every time the test generation runs. JuiceGen collects the 
generated test data in test sequence form. The generated trigger and input 
parameters are collected for the JUnit code generator. 
Building JUnit test code 
The test sequence information and the SD-class mapping information are 
merged together. However, the unit test code is not created directly from this 
information. The UnitTestTransfromer document is created as metadata for 
the JUnit test code. The UnitTestTransformer document is provided in order 
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to support the generation of the different unit test frameworks. The example 
of a UnitTestTransformer document is shown in Figure 7.6. 
 
Figure 7.6 The UnitTestTransformer document 
The UnitTransformer document extracts only the information required by the 
unit test framework so that in the future, other forms of unit test frameworks 
can be generated from JuiceGen. The information provided by the 
UnitTransformer document is: 
 The generated class name and package 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-- The generated source code --> 
<UnitTestGeneration project="Caclulator"> 
    <class name="CalculatorTest" package="src.calculator"> 
        <field name="calculator" type="Calculator"/> 
        <setup> 
            <statements > 
                <constructor target="calculator" type="Calculator"/> 
                <setStatement target="calculator" attribute="maxValue" value="100000"/> 
                <setStatement target=" calculator " attribute="value" value="0"/> 
            </statements> 
        </setup> 
        <teardown/> 
        <method name="test1"> 
            <statements> 
                <testEqualToStatement target="calculator" attribute=" maxValue " value="100000"/> 
                <testEqualToStatement target=" calculator " attribute="value" value="0"/> 
                <callStatement target=" calculator" method="addOp"> 
    <param index=”0” value=”1”/> 
    <param index=”1” value=”100”/> 
                </callStatement> 
                <testEqualToStatement target="calculator" attribute="maxValue" value="100000"/> 
                <testEqualToStatement target="calculator" attribute="value" value="100"/> 
                <callStatement target=" calculator" method="closed"/> 
                <testEqualToStatement target="calculator" attribute="maxValue" value="100000"/> 
                <testEqualToStatement target="calculator" attribute="value" value="100"/> 
            </statements> 
        </method> 
    </class> 
</UnitTestGeneration> 
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 The field name of the class under test 
 The setup method for each test 
 The test method name 
 The called method parameter values 
 The expected value to be checked 
The JUnitcode generator reads the UnitTransformer document and 
generates the JUnit test. The test code generated from the 
UnitTestTransformer in Figure 7.6 is shown in Figure 7.2. 
7.4 The Experiment 
The quality of the test case generated by the automatic approach is 
measured by the coverage criteria; therefore, the quality of the generated 
JUnit code is also measured by the coverage criteria. The source code, 
which is already implemented according to the UML state machine diagram, 
is tested with the statement coverage using the generated test code. The 
coverage test shows the quality of the generated unit test code to cover the 
code under test. 
7.4.1 Case study 
The case studies are the enrolment system and the telephone system that 
were described in Section 4.4.3. 
7.4.2 The JUnit test coverage experiment 
The JUnit test is generated using the proposed JUnit test framework. The 
sequence length before the SMax and the SAMax value are selected to show 
the test code coverage with the different state machine coverage. The test 
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data generation and the JUnit code generation were run 10 times and the 
average results are calculated and shown in the section below. 
7.5 Result and Discussion 
7.5.1 The generated JUnit test coverage  
Table 7.2 shows the comparison between the state machine coverage and 
the JUnit test code coverage with the different code. 
Table 7.2 The test code coverage value against the state machine coverage average 
value 
System 
The sequence 
length 
The state 
machine diagram  
coverage (%) 
Test code coverage 
Enrollment System 7 87.5 95.52 
 
11 100 100.00 
Telephone system 6 73.3 90.78 
 
13 93.3 98.60 
 
From the experimental results, the test code coverage returns the higher 
value than the state machine coverage value in every configuration. By using 
the SMax, the sequence length returns a smaller coverage state machine 
diagram value than the SAMax. The JUnit code generated from the 
generated data from SMax sequence returns a code coverage value which is 
also less than the SAMax value. For each configuration, the average code 
coverage value tested by JUnit is greater than the average state machine 
diagram coverage value, because the source code is the description of the 
design. There are many statements added to the source code. The details for 
each function are greater; therefore, using the same test data must 
accomplish the same function in both state machine diagram and source 
code. The amount of statements to be covered must be greater than just 
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transitions and the amount of code for each transition cannot be estimated. It 
depends on the complexity of the function. In addition, the complex functions 
are always in the software design, so the data which cover the function in the 
design must cover most of the statements in the source code as well. As a 
result, the code coverage value is greater than the state machine coverage 
value.  
The experimental results show that the proposed JUnit test tool can generate 
the JUnit test which contains data that is just as good quality data as the test 
data generated from the state machine diagram. The JUnit code can cover 
the source code which is implemented and aligned to the state machine 
diagram. The percent code coverage value is greater than the percent 
coverage from the state machine diagram. 
The unit test code combines many of the investigations completed so far, i.e. 
the test data generation technique for parallel path and loop problems and 
the parameterised trigger test data generation. The JUnit code generation 
technique, proposed in this chapter, integrates all techniques above. The test 
data generation technique parameters can be adjusted manually. The data 
structures to keep the information are designed to support the different types 
of unit test framework. The transformation among the data structure is 
presented and the generated unit code is qualified by the source code 
coverage. 
7.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the application for the test data generation from the UML 
state machine diagram was proposed. The target output of the application is 
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the JUnit code. The JUnit is the automated test framework for testing Java 
source code. Programmers develop source code using the software design; 
in this case it is the UML state machine diagram. The state machine diagram 
is selected as a source for test data generation; therefore, the generated test 
data must be used with the source code which is implemented from the state 
machine diagram. As the test data are sequences of the trigger calls with 
input parameter values (if any) the trigger is mapped to the method call with 
the input parameter values. The sequence of method calls is inserted into the 
JUnit code to show the sequence of how the source code is tested. The 
attribute value of the state machine is mapped to the attribute value of the 
object of the source code to be tested. The test data generation tool inspects 
the state machine attribute values after firing the trigger. These are used to 
validate whether the object attribute value contains the same value as the 
state machine attribute value after the method which was mapped with the 
same trigger call.  
The JUnit test generation tool reads the state machine diagram specification 
in the XMI format. The mapping between the UML state machine diagram 
and the class diagram can be automatically mapped if the input XMI 
document contains the class information with the mapping detail. The method 
in the UML class diagram and the trigger in the UML state machine diagram 
can be linked to the XMI document directly; in other words, the trigger can be 
the method specified in the class. However, the attributes between both 
diagrams cannot be mapped using the XMI specification. An automatic 
binding technique is proposed by using the reflection technique. The trigger 
and the method with the same name are automatically mapped together. If 
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the XMI document does not provide the class mapping information or could 
not map the information automatically, testers can provide the information to 
the tool manually.  
The quality of the generated test code is evaluated using the source code 
coverage criteria. The source code, which conforms to the state machine 
diagram, is written. The generated JUnit test code with the different state 
machine coverage value is tested with the source code and is recorded for 
the source code coverage which the JUnit code can complete. The results 
show that the generated JUnit code returns better average percent code 
coverage than the input test data coverage of the state machine diagram. 
Because the source code contains more details than the software 
specification, some software designs are broken down into many source 
code statements, and the same test data can therefore cover more details in 
source code than the software specification. As a result, the JUnit code can 
cover all state machine specifications which the generated test data can 
cover. Using the JUnit test generation tools helps testers to use the proposed 
test data generation approach with the real application more easily because 
they can directly acquire what they can use in the testing process. 
 
  
8 Chapter 8  
Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter summarises the main conclusions of the research work 
presented in this thesis. Some future research directions based on the 
foundation of this research work are also discussed. 
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8.1 Summary and Conclusion 
Creating test data manually is a costly and time-consuming task. Testers 
have to understand the software design specifications and then develop test 
data. As a consequence, automated test data generation techniques are 
proposed to reduce the testers’ tasks. 
A wide range of test data generation approaches are reported in the 
literature. The reported research shows that test data can be automatically 
generated from source code. However, the generated test data from source 
code is used only for the software validation. The test data generation from 
the software specification helps developers to obtain the test data before 
implementing the source code, which supports a concept of test driven 
development (TDD). Formal specifications are selected first to generate test 
data because its formality is simple for automatic transformation. UML 
diagrams, which are the semi-formal software specification, are also 
investigated because they are mainstream tools in the software industry. 
Most of the research requires additional information from the UML diagram, 
which does not conform to the OMG standards, to help generate source 
code.  
The research in this thesis aimed at generating test data from simple UML 
diagrams to enable software designers to use the test data generation 
approach without studying additional information. The automated test data 
generation framework is investigated to support not only the test data 
information, but also the test code generation. The feasibility study of using a 
UML state machine diagram to automatically generate test data has been 
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investigated. The genetic algorithm (GA) based technique for generating test 
data from a UML state machine diagram to support the test code generation 
has been proposed. In addition, to create high quality test data, there were 
some problems in relation to the characteristics of each particular UML state 
machine diagram which need to be solved. Finally, the test code generation 
is also proposed to utilize the generated test data. JUnit framework is a target 
for test code generation because it is widely used for Java software 
development. 
The test data generation approach proposed in the thesis uses the UML state 
machine diagram and the UML class diagram to generate test data and JUnit 
test code. The architecture of the proposed system consists of three parts: 
the state machine executer, the sequence of triggers generator, and the 
JUnit test Generator (Doungsa-ard et al., 2006).  
The GA is used for generating test data (Doungsa-ard et al., 2007) in 
Chapter 4. The transition coverage criterion is selected as a fitness value for 
GA. The “skip unfired trigger” technique is used as it returns better coverage 
value. The test data can be generated from a UML state machine diagram 
only because it specifies the behaviour of the system.  
To improve the approach for general UML state machine diagrams, the 
parallel path, loop, and trigger with parameter values are investigated. For 
the parallel path, there are two approaches to solve the parallel path 
problem: the improved single population approach and the multiple 
subpopulation approach (Doungsa-ard et al., 2008a). From the results of the 
studies presented in Chapter 5, the outcome proved that the single 
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population approach is dependent on the mutation rate. A parallel path set 
which contains similar lengths of parallel paths can be addressed by a small 
mutation rate, whereas a high mutation rate should be selected to solve a 
parallel path set with significantly different lengths of parallel paths. For the 
multiple subpopulation approach, it can return similar test data from the 
different UML state machine diagrams when considered independently. As a 
consequence, the multiple subpopulation approach is used as the best 
technique for further solutions. 
The loop driven trigger technique is proposed to solve the loop problem 
(Doungsa-ard et al. 2008b). LDT provides subsequent triggers for repetitive 
calls to drive the system to complete the guard condition. The number of 
times to call subsequent triggers is provided by the LDT count, which is 
inserted into the individual. To avoid unnecessary LDT calls, the technique 
for calculating the number of times to call LDT is provided. Combining the 
LDT with the multiple subpopulation approach can generate high test data 
coverage. However, if there are different sets of parallel paths in the UML 
state machine diagram, the parallel path which contains more parallel paths 
with shorter lengths will return the better coverage result than others. 
The GA breeding operation and the GA mutation operation have been 
modified for the parameterised trigger generation. The encoding is also 
modified to insert the parameter value for each trigger which requires a 
parameter values. The metaheuristic technique was investigated for 
generating the parameter value. From the experiments in Chapter 6, the 
parameter value can be found if there is enough computation time. However, 
the test data generation must provide the test data for the system behaviour 
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within an appropriate time. Therefore, the searching operator value is 
required to find the optimum solution which is a trade-off between 
computation time and the accuracy of the parameter values. The coverage 
result is also high, even if there are equal comparisons in a guard condition, 
but the computation time should be high in order to find the exact value in the 
comparison. 
 Ultimately, the test data has to be used by generating JUnit code from the 
generated test data as described in Chapter 7. The UML class diagram 
information is required for the structural information of the class under test. 
The class information can be read and linked to the test data generation 
framework. From the experimental result, the generated test code can cover 
the behaviour of the source code in a similar way to the generated test data, 
which can cover the UML state machine diagram. 
The research work provides an automatic test data generation framework to 
ease the software development process. The JUnit code can be generated 
from a UML state machine diagram and a UML class diagram. This reduces 
the software testing preparation time and encourages developers to test their 
software during the development phase. As a consequence, the development 
time can be reduced and the quality of the software can be improved. 
8.2 Future Work 
The research proposed in this thesis provides the test data generation for the 
UML state machine diagram using information from the UML class diagram 
to help testers to more easily generate JUnit test code. There are possibilities 
to improve the research in the following ways:  
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 Mock object generation 
 Integration test data generation 
 Experiment with other AI techniques 
 Analysis of the appropriate sequence length  
 Development of an improved Parallel Path Finding Algorithm 
 Use of different fitness functions 
8.2.1 Mock object generation 
In this research, the framework can generate only simple primitive type test 
data, i.e. integer and double values. However, in object-oriented applications, 
the input parameters are not only limited to primitive data types; objects can 
also be used as input parameters.  
The UML state machine diagram, which specifies the input parameter as the 
object and the UML class diagram as the input parameter are required. The 
UML state machine diagram must specify which parameter is an object and 
what the class of the object is. With the UML class diagram, the attribute 
information of the object can be read. The algorithm to generate the set of 
attribute values for the objects should be updated to generate the values of 
the input object. When the objects and their values are ready to be used as 
the input parameters, the JUnit test code must also be generated using the 
object as the input method.  
Mock objects (Mackinnon et al., 2001) were proposed to create the object to 
put into the JUnit test as the input variable, or to prepare information in the 
object. Mock objects simulate the behaviour of the object; some of this 
behaviour includes attribute values and return values for each object method. 
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With a mock object, there is no need to create a real object of class or 
implement any class to return a specific value. There are some mock 
implementations which can be used, such as EasyMock (EasyMock, 2010) 
and jMock (jMock, 2010). Using the generated test data, the JUnit code 
generation framework should generate JUnit code with one of the mock 
object frameworks. With the mock object generation, the testers can use the 
unit test for source code implementation flexibly, easily and can support real 
world applications. 
8.2.2 Integration test data generation 
There are three main levels of testing: unit testing, integration testing, and 
system testing. Unit testing tests only the smallest unit, such as a class or 
method. Integration testing tests the combination among units. The 
implemented units are tested when they call the other objects’ methods to 
verify whether any errors occur during requesting behaviour. System testing 
validates and verifies the total system after integration testing has been 
approved. Knowledge of requirements and software architecture is required 
for the system level testing. 
In this research, the generated test data from the UML state machine 
diagram, which defines the behaviour of one object, is used for the unit 
testing. Using a behavioural diagram, such as the UML sequence diagram or 
the UML collaboration diagram, can show the interaction between objects in 
software. They show the behaviour when many class objects relate to each 
other. This information can be used to generate the integration test data.  
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For integration test data generation, the UML class diagram for every class in 
a behavioural diagram is required in order to discover attributes in a class 
and the methods to be linked with the behavioural diagrams. The UML 
sequence diagrams show how methods are called from one object to 
another, whereas the UML state machine diagram shows how the 
information flows inside the object. The integration between the UML 
sequence diagram and the UML state machine diagram shows the flow of 
information from other objects to the object under test. The flow can be used 
for test data generation, as in this research, the information that flows inside 
the object was used to generate test data. The generated test data can be 
used for integration testing to guarantee the information flow for each 
scenario in the UML sequence diagram. 
When the test data is generated for the JUnit testing a mock object is also 
required to setup the testing environments. The environments are the initial 
data for every object in the test case; therefore, the generated test data must 
provide initial data for every object in order to verify the behaviour of the 
system. The test code must also be generated to help the tester with system 
testing. With the integration test data generation, developers can better 
understand the system to be implemented more easily by using the design 
document and the generated test code as an example.  
8.2.3 Experiment with other AI Techniques 
In the experiment presented in this research, many search-based AI 
techniques such as Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, and random 
search were applied. However, the test data generation is the not only search 
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or optimization problem; sometimes it is a machine learning problem. 
Experienced testers always create better test data than novices.  
Adaptive AI techniques, such as Fuzzy Logic or Neural Networks, are 
possible candidates for test data generation. However, the problem 
representation may be changed from the representation in this research. The 
flexibility is also questioned as there is no guarantee that the knowledge from 
finding test data from one system can be used with other system. More 
studies are required.  
8.2.4 Analysis of the appropriate sequence length 
As shown in most experiments in this research, the different diagrams 
contain different SMax and SAMax values. From the experiments, the 
sequence length was varied to find a proper sequence length. In the JUnit 
code generation tool, testers must define which sequence length should be 
used. The problem lies with the different diagram of how testers could find 
the appropriate sequence length for JUnit code generation without extensive 
experiments. The direct calculation of the appropriate sequence length from 
the UML diagram approach should be investigated. This helps testers 
remove the need to run experiments to find the SMax or SAMax values for the 
specification in order to generate the qualified test data. 
8.2.5 Development of an improved Parallel Path Finding 
Algorithm 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the Parallel Path Finding algorithm returns 
different results every time it is run, since it is a non-deterministic algorithm. 
The coverage result is also different depending on the characteristics of the 
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parallel paths. The analysis of the relation between the characteristics of 
parallel paths and the coverage result should be revealed, and then the 
algorithm could be applied to generate a set of parallel paths which always 
return high coverage value. 
8.2.6 Use of different fitness functions 
In this research, the transition coverage value is the only metric for 
measuring the quality of generated test data. The transition coverage is the 
weakest coverage criteria. The stronger coverage criteria, such as branch 
coverage criteria or path coverage criteria may be experimented with to 
understand the relationship of the technique and the evolution. Some 
techniques, for example the Parallel Path Finding algorithm, may require an 
update in order to achieve the new fitness function. In addition, other quality 
metrics may also be used instead of the coverage criteria. 
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